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Abstract 
This tiiesis addresses a difficult problem in text processing: crealing a System lo 
automalically dérive rhetorical structures o f text. Allhough thè rhelorical structure 
lias proven to be useful in many fields o f text processing sucli as text 
summarisation and information extraction, Systems that auiomalically generate 
rhetorical structures with high accuracy are difficult to find. This is bccause 
discourse is one of the biggest and yet least well defined arcns in linguistics. A n 
agreement amongst researchcrs on the best method for nnalysing thc rhetorical 
structure of text lias not been found. ' . 
This thcsis focuscs on investigaliug a method lo generate the rhetorical 
structures of text. By exploiting différent cohesive devices, it proposes a method 
to recognise rhetorical relations belween spans by checking for thc appearanec o f 
thèse devices. Thèse factors include eue phrases, noun-phrase eues, verb-phrase 
eues, référence words, time références, substitution words, ellipses, and syntaclic 
information. The discourse analyser is divided into tvvo levels: sentence-level and 
text-level. The former uses syntactic information and eue phrases to segment 
sentences into elementary discourse units and to generate a rhetorical structure for 
each sentence. The latter dérives rhetorical relations between large spans and theii 
replaces each sentence by its corresponding rhetorical structure to produce the 
rhelorical structure o f text. The rhetorical structure at the text-level is derived by 
selecting rhetorical relations to connect adjacent and non-overlapping spans to 
form a discourse structure that covers the entire text. Constraints o f texlual 
organisation and textual adjacency are effectively used in a beam search to reduce 
the search space in generating such rhetorical structures. Expèriments carried out 
in ihis research rcccivcd 89.4% F-score for the discoursc segmentation, 52.4% F-
score for thc senlence-levcl discourse analyser and 38.1% F-score for the final 
output o f the System. Il shows that this approach provides good performance 
cumparison with current research in discourse. 
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1 Introduction 
The currenl boom in information technology bas produccd an enormons amount 
of information. From llie abundance of information availablc, gettiug tlie 
information that vve need is not an easy task. Using the vast amount of on-line text 
has becomc unmanagcable without tools for retrieving and filtcring. Therc are 
many World Wide Web scarch engines, which can locale possibly relevant texts, 
but they can provide hundreds of results, from which only a few may be really 
useful or relevant. Obviously, we do not have time to read evcry document 
presented by such search engines lo find the most relevant documents. Somelimcs 
the title o f (hese documents may not represent their contents very well. If wc skip 
I 
some of llic documents by looking at the tille or the scarch enginc index by which 
they are presented, we might miss valuable information. This problem can be. 
overcome by ' representing documents by their summarisalions. Thcreforc, 
effective methods of aulomatic text summarisation are necessary today. 
Generatîng multi-document sutumaries also bas a lot of demands. For example, 
a doctôr needs information about a spécifie disease. He then exlracls information 
involving that disease from medicaldigital libraries. What hè needs is a document 
that summarisés ail the information from this search. This document needs to be 
wcll-organiscd and cohérent. This is the area of information extraction and multi-
document summarisation. , 
Most existing text summarisation Systems are based on text extraction (Rau et 
al., 1994; Mitra et al., 1997). Thèse Systems identify and extract key sentences or 
i. 
paragraphs from an article using statistical techniques. The most important parts 
of the text are then copied and pasled into the summary. This approach oflen gives 
us incohérent texts since the summary may consist o f sentences that do not 
naturally follow onc anolhcr. A new trend in text summarisation solves the 
incohérence problem by using discourse stratégies (Jones, 19.93; Rino and Scott, 
1994; Marcu. 2000; Polanyi et al., 2004). which analyse the cohérence of a text by 
a j'hetorical structure lltat describes rhelorical relations between différent parts of 
1 Terminologies "discourxe" and "rhetoricar aie used inlerchangcably in lliis llicsis. 
1 
I 
a text. The salient units from thèse rhetorical relations, which are callcd nuclci by 
Mann and Thompson (1988), are selecled and organised by using heuristics lo 
generale a summary. Experiments from différent summarisation Systems have 
shown that the approach bascd on discourse stratégies achieves bctter results tlian 
Systems based on other stratégies. 
I 
Discourse stratégies not only improve the performance of text summarisation 
Systems, but also support other fields o f text processing ,such as information 
retrieval (Miike et al, 1994; Moralo, 2003), text translation (Marcu et al.,-2000), 
and text understanding (Rutfedge et al., 2000; Torrance and Bouayad-Agha, 
2001) . Let us have a brief look at the impact of discourse stratégies on onc o f the 
above text processing applications - information retrieval. In à normal information 
retrieval system, documents (or parts o f a document) arc sclcclcd by slatistical 
techniques based on the relevant words between documents and a search query. 
Discourse analysis can improve the performance o f thèse Systems by 
concenlrating on salient parts (the nuclei) o f the search query and documents, 
since the nuclei are the most. important parts in realising the writer's 
communicative goals (sce Section 2.2.1). ..' 
AlthoLigh research in text processing lias proved that discoursc analysis is an 
efficient approach in constructing automatic text processing Systems, Systems 
using discourse stratégies are still rare. This is bccause discourse is complex and 
vague. Discourse analysis is difficull for linguistic analysis and i l is much more 
difficult to do aulomalically by a computalional system. Literaturę shows that a 
i 
_ considérable amount of work lias been carried out in tins area (Grosz and Sydner, 
1986; Mann and Thompson, 1988; Hovy, 1993; Marcu, 2000; Forbcs et al., 2003). 
However, most research lias concentrated on spécifie discoursc phenomena 
(Schiffrin, 1987; Hirschberg and Litman, 1993; Kehler, 1994;'Forbes and Webber, 
2002) . Only a few algoiï lhms for implemcnting rhetorical structures have been 
proposed so far (Marcu, 2000; Corston, 1998; Forbes et al., 2003; Polanyi et al., 
2004). Realising the lack of discourse Systems and the great demand for text 
processing applications, we have carried out research in discoursc analysis, 
2 See Section 2.2.1 for a dclailed description of rhetorical structures and rhcloricat relations. 
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aiming to construct a System that automatically dérives rhetorical structures for 
text. The next section points out the main tasks of a discourse analysing system 
and identifies the research targets of this thesis by briefiy reviewing the remaining 
problems of existing research in discourse. 
1.1 Problem Statement 
This thesis aims to construct a Discourse Analysing System (DAS) that 
i 
automatically générâtes rhetorical structures o f text. The main tasks o f a normal 
discourse system are: 
1. Segment text into discourse units. The discourse units should hâve 
independent functional inlegrity, which are essentially clauses. 
2. l'osit rhetorical relations between text s pan s . Aftcr the text is segmented 
into elementary discourse units, the next task of a discourse system is to 
recognise ail possible rhetorical relations between (hese units and between 
i 
larger text spans. 
3. Generate rhetorical structures that best describe tlic text. The 
hypothetical rhetorical relations created in the previoits task (task 2) are 
selcclcd and applicd lo construct a rhetorical structure' that reprcscnls (lie 
text. A text may have more lhan one rhetorical structure that can describe 
it. 
Although many altempts have been carried out to buitd discoursc Systems, the 
performances of existing discourse Systems are still lovv. for this reason, this 
thesis concentrâtes on improving both speed and quality o f a discourse analyser. 
Inspired by Marcu (2000) and Corston (1998), the thesis focuscs on the following 
issues: 
Improving the correetness of discourse segment botmduries 
i 
Discourse segmentation is the first step in discourse analysis. The output o f the 
discourse segmentation process is used to generate rhetorical structures o f text. 
Therclbrc, a high performance discoursc segmenter is ciil icul for a discourse 
5 Terminologies "text xpan\ "xpon", .nul "discoursc unit" arc used inicichnngcnbly in this thesis. 
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System, which dérives discourse trees for the entire text. Many efforts have beeri 
put in this task (Passonneau, 1997; Marcu, 1999; Forbes and Miltsakaki, 2002; 
Meusinger, 2001). Mowevcr, the performances o f existing discourse segmenters 
are still not good enough to assist the task of generating discourse trees. For Uns 
reason, exploring aspects that improve the correctness o f discourse segments is 
one of the main targets of this thesis. Syntactic information and eue phrases are 
used to tackle this problem. This method is discusscd in Chapter 3. 
Exploring new factors to recognise rhetorical relations \ 
\ 
Most research in discourse analysis is based on eue phrases to recognise 
rhetorical relations between text spans (Schiffrin, 1987; Marcu, 2000; Forbes and 
Webber, 2002). However, from the earliest slages of discourse theoretical 
development, it lias been clear (liât in most texts, a large fraction o f relations vverc 
not signalled by any word, phrase, or syntactic configuration. Différent sludies use 
i' 
différent récognition factors to deal with such cases. Nevcrtlielcss, most o f thèse 
sludies are empirical and only concentrate on spécifie discoursc situations (Kehler 
and Shieber, 1997; Poesio and Di Eugenio, 2001). In this thesis, différent 
récognition factors are explorcd and integrated into the System. In addition to 
exploiting new properlies of the factors that have been investigated in other 
research (syntactic information, eue phrases, l ime références, reilerative devices, 
référence words, substitution words, and ellipses), we propose new récognition 
factors (noun-phrase eues and verb-phrase eues). Thèse factors are discussed in 
Chapter 4. 
Improving the ef/iciency and reducing the contputational complexity of the 
discourse analyser 
Unlike syntactic parsers which have a long history, discoursc analysing lias 
only rcceivcd attention since 1980s. As such only a few algorithms for generating 
rhetorical structures have been proposed (Marcu, 2000; Corslon, 1998; Forbes c l 
al., 2003); and fevver algorithms have been implemented. As discussed in Section 
2.1.1, ailhough the discourse Systems created by Marcu (2000) and Corston 
(1998) are advanced when compared with other discourse Systems, the 
compulational complexily o f thèse Systems is still high; the system's 
performances still need to be improved. For this reason, this tliesis concentrâtes on 
reducing the computalional complexily of the discourse analyser and improving 
the system's performance. The solution to thèse problems is presented in Chaplcr 
5. 
I 
1.2 Outline of the Thesis 
We began Chapler l by introducing the motivation for carrying out this research. 
We then clarified the problems that this thesis attempts to solvc. A summary o f 
the rest of this Ihesis is given belovv. 
Cliaptcr 2: Litcraturc Ucvicw. We introduce exisling approaches to discoursc 
analysis, aiming to understand the stale o f the art o f the fîeld and to détermine an 
approach for this thesis. Since the Rhetorical Structure Thcory (RST) was chosen 
as the framework for this research, we présent an overview o f the R S T to inform 
the reader of the basic concepts of this theory. After thaï, the unresolved issues o f 
the R S T are highlighted. Finally, we introduce the corpus that is used in this 
research in constructing a discourse System and in doing experiments. 
Chaptcr 3: Discoursc Segmentation. A method that uses sentenlial syntaclic 
structures and eue phrases to segment texl into elcmenlary discourse units is 
proposed. A sentence is first scgmenled into clauses by using ils syntaclic 
struclure. After that, D A S searches for slrong eue phrases froni thèse clauses and 
continually splits the clauses that contain a slrong eue phrase. Finally, a post 
segmenting process is used to refine segment boundaries. 
Chaptcr 4: Positing Rhetorical Relations between Elcmcntary Discoursc 
Units. We introduce the relation set that is used in this thesis to posit rhetorical 
relations. Several factors that contributc to the process of recognising relations arc 
analysed. They are syntactic information, eue phrases, noun-phrase eues, verb-
phrase eues, lime références, reiterative deviecs, référence words. substitution 
words, and ellipses, among which noun-phrase eues and verb-phrase eues arc new 
factors proposed in this thesis. We présent a method of positing rhetorical 
relations based on t h è s e factors. Différent scores are assigned to thèse factors, so 
that D A S can détermine which relation is stronger than the othcrs. Conditions for 
i 
recognising a List, Elaboration, and Circumslance relation are then introduced as 
représentative samples of this method. The complète set of conditions for 
recognising relations is in Appendix 6. 1 
Chnptcr 5: Constriicling Uhctoricnl Structures. This chaplcr introduecs a 
method for deriving rhetorical structures o f text at two levels: scnlcnce-level 
(intra-sentence) and text-level (inier-sentences), concenlraling on improving the 
system's performance and reducing the computational complexity. At the 
sentence-level, information about sentcnlial syntactic structure permils D A S lo 
générale one and only one rhetorical structure for each sentence. At the text-level, 
constrainls about lextual organisation and textual adjacency arc inlcgrated inlo a 
beam search to reduce the size of the space in searching for the best discourse 
trees. 
Chapter 6: Evaluation. Since a standard benchmark for evaluating a discourse 
System does not exist, this chapter proposes a method to evalualc the discourse 
System based on différent levels of processing. Experiments and their results are 
reported, discussed and compared with the most récent and best performance 
discourse Systems. The experiments show that syntactic information and ciie 
phrases are efficient in constructing discourse structures at the sentence-level, 
especially in discourse segmentation. The current version o f D A S provides 
promising results compared to discoursc trees generated by humans. 
Chapter 7: Conclusions. This chapter summarises the thesis and outlines ils 
i 
contributions. We Ils! some of the open issues that have not bëen addressed in this 
work, and we suggest directions for future research. 
The contributions of this thesis are on several points. A new segmentation 
method, a new method for deriving sentential discourse trees- and new factors to 
signal discourse relations are proposed. We optimise the procédure to posit 
relations lhal is firsl proposed by Corslon (1998). We rx lcwl Mnieu's (2000) 
proposition that is used to posit relations between large spans lo makc Ihe most o f 
eue phrases. We improve the algorithm to construct discourse trees from 
hypolhelical relations between text spans, aiming to rcduce the compulationa] 
complexity o f the algorilhm and to iinprove the system's performance. 
The architecture o f D A S is described in Appendix 1. The extended version o f 
algorithms implemented in tins thesis is presented in Appendix 2. Appendices 3 
and 4 list the eue phrases, NP-cues and VP-cues that are used in Ibis research. The 
syntactic chains that arc used in D A S to segment a sentence into elementary 
discourse units are shown in Appendix 5. Finally, a définition of rhetorical 
relations and conditions to recognise rhetorical relations are introduced in 
Appendix 6. 
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2 Literaturę Review 
In this chapter, we first discuss existing work on discourse analysis. Then, the 
discourse theory tliat this research was based on - the Rhetorical Structure Theory 
— is inlroduccd. A bricfdescription o f the data used in cxpcriments ofthis research 
is givcn at the end ofthis chapter. i 
2.1 Existing Work on Discourse Analysis 
We review research on discourse analysis focussing on two aspects: one relates to 
generating an entire discourse structure oftext, the other relates lo solving specific 
tasks of discourse analysis (e.g., discourse segmentation). Section 2.I.1 inlroduces 
our survey which is bascd on the first aspect. The purpose of this survcy is to 
identify différent théories in discourse analysis and to selecl a discourse theory to 
be used as the framework of our research. Section 2.1.2 carrics out another survcy 
i 
based on the second aspect mentioned above, aiming to invcsligalc all appoaches 
that have been used to solve each task. 
2.1.1 Existing Work on Generating Discourse Structures 
In this section, the main théories that inspire most research in discourse (Grosz 
and Sidner, 1986; Mann and Thompson, 1988) are described. Thereafter we 
introduce some of the most récent studies on generating a discourse system that 
follow thèse théories. 
2.1.1.1 Grosz and Sidner (1986) 
One of the main discourse théories is proposcd by Grosz and Sidner (1986). In 
this approach, the intention of the author in crealing a text is crucial in leading the 
rhetorical structure of that text. According to Grosz and Sidner, a rhetorical 
structure is composcd o f threc componcnls: a linguislic structure, an inlcnlional 
structure, and an atlentional State. The linguistic structure consists of Discourse 
Segments (DSs) and an embedding relationship that can hold belween Ihem. The 
inlcntional structure is achieved by recognising the parlicular purpose of the 
author in producing the text (called Discourse Purpose or DP), and the way each 
DS contributes to the overall discourse purpose (called Discourse Segment 
Purpose or DSP). Relations between intentions indicale whethcr one intention 
contributes to Ihe satisfaction o f another (dominance) or whelher one intention 
must be satisfied before another (satisfaction-precedence). 
The atlentional stale of a rhelorical structure is modcllcd by a set of focus 
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spaces and a set of transition rules . The transition rules push a new focus space 
onto the focus stack when a text segment is open and pop it out when the segment 
is closed. Grosz and Sidner hâve proposed a method to recognise focus spaces 
based on eue phrases and anaphora resolution. They argue thaï the primary role of 
the stack or the focus space is to détermine the DSPs that have a relationship wi th . 
the D S P of the current segment. In other words, the focus space reflects the 
intentional structure. 
The discourse theory proposed by Grosz and Sidner lleavcs many issues 
unresolved. It would requirc much more intensive work in order to transform it 
from theory into a real system, capable of automatically gencrating rhelorical 
structures. 
2.1.1.2 Mann and Thompson (1988) 
i 
Another discourse theory, which exists in parallel with the oric proposed by Grosz 
Í 
and Sidner (1986), is (lie Rhelorical Structure Theory proposed by Mann and 
Thompson (1988). Mann and Thompson have proposed and defined a set o f 23 
rhetorical relations for deriving rhetorical structures and a définition for each of 
thèse relations. They suggest that this relation set is not a closed list, but could be 
extended and modified for the purposes o f particular genres and culturai styles. In 
order to dérive the rhetorical structure of texls, one must first divide text into 
clauses and clause-like units, and then recognise relations between thèse units 
using the set of 23 rhetorical relations mentioned above. The reader is referred to 
Section 2.2 for a detaiied description of the RST. Mann and Thompson admit the 
existence of multiple analyses in the RST, which causes difficultés in deriving 
and evaluating discourse Systems. The main reasons for multiple analyses arc: 
A A focus space consists of représentations of entities (i.e., objects, properties, and relations). 
5 A transition ru le is (lie ru le that spécifies conditions to change an attcuttonal st.ttc. 
1. The différence ofboundaryjudgemenis between analysls 
2. The text structure ambiguity 
3. The phenoinenon of simultaneous analyses: Several analyses are 
acceptable for a specific text. , 
4. The différences between analysts: One text is analysed in différent ways 
by différent analysls. 
5. The analytical errors: This situation happens with inexperienced analysts. 
The theory introduced by Grosz and Sidner (1986) and 'the R S T agrée that 
discourse is structured in a hierarchy o f non-overlapping constituents. However, 
the internai structure of a segment in the theory of Grosz and Sidner (1986) is 
différent to that of a text span in the RST. The former consists o f an uttcrnnce of 
the discourse segment purposc and any n u m b e r of embedded segments. The 
latter consists of a nuclcus, which expresses the content that the writer wants to 
convey, and a satellite, which provides additional information to the nuclcus. 
2.1.1.3 Pocsio and Di Eugenio (2001) 
i 
! 
Poesio and D i Eugenio (2001) have evaluated the work of Grosz and Sidner 
(1986) by carrying out an empirical study of the relation between rhetorical 
structure and anaphoric accessibility. The Sherlock corpus used in their 
experiment is a collection o f sevenleen tutorial dialogues auhotalcd according to 
Relational Discourse Analysis ( R D A ) (Moore and Pol lack, 1992). R D A is a 
theory of rhetorical structure that attempts to merge the RST with Grosz and 
Sidner's (1986) theory. In the R D A , the utterance of the discourse segment 
purpose is a corc, whereas its embedded segments are contributors. A corc can 
have any number of contributors, each o f which plays a role in serving the 
purpose expressed by the core. 
One goal in Poesio and Di Eugenio's research is to find out when focus Spaces 
should be opened and closed. Thcy assume that contributors slay on the Stack uutil 
the RDA-segment is complcted. Thcy clairn that only the simplcst treatments of 
contributors "and cotes piobably are consistent with Ihi!*: nssuiupliou, the inust 
complex ones piobably arc not. In order to deal with this, the atlcntional State has 
to be seen as a list instead o f a Stack as in Grosz and Sidner's (1986) theory. 
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Poesio and Di Iiugcnio (2001) leave two open issues. The lïrsl issue is how to 
supervise discourse entilics on (he stack: (lie more entilics are in (lie stack, (hc 
more likely lhat an antécédent wi l l be found. However, this\nay resuit in losing 
tbe cmcial property of the attentional state and increasing scarch ambiguity. As 
such an anaphoric résolution mechanism is proposed to deal wilh this issue, which 
is somelhing that can be explored in future work. The second issue is the multiple 
analyses of discourse (see Section 2.1.1.2) and because of this, they do not expect 
everybody to agrée on the particular analyses proposed in their paper. 
2.1.1.4 Kurohashi and Nagao (1994) I 
Kurohashi and Nagao (1994) propose a method o f detecting rhetorical structures 
automatically using surface information in sentences: eue phrases, chains of 
identical and similar words, and similarily between two sentences. The rhetorical 
structures derived by their System are similar to rhetorical structures in the RST. 
However, the elementary discourse units in Kurohashi and Nagao's sys lcm arc 
sentences instead of clauses as in the RST. Their System starts vvith an cmply 
discourse tree. Each slep a new sentence is connected to the node on the right 
most edge in the discourse tree (Figure 2.1). ' 
R S = 1 0 
A-
Figure 2.1: Connecting a New Sentence inlo a Discoursc Tree 
(Kurohashi and Nagao, 1994) 
C S - A Possible Connected Sentence on the Right litige in the DS Tree 
DS - Discourse Structure RS - Ranking Score NS - New Sentence 
i 
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The node which is chosen to be connected with is the one with Ihc highest ranking 
score. This score is compnted by the three types of surface information mcntioned 
above (i.e., eue phrases, chains o f identical and similar vvords, and similarity 
between tvvo spans). . 
2.1.1.5 Marcu (2000), Marcu (1999) 1 
i 
Marcu (2000) présents a rbetorical parsing model that uses manually derived 
rules to construct rbetorical structures. This approach uses eue phrases to segment 
a text into elementary discourse unils. To posit hypothetical rhelorical relations, 
Marcu uses a discourse-marker-based algorithm and a word co-occurrcnce-based 
algorithm. The co-occurrcnce-based algorithm is used to detect whether two 
sentences or two paragraphs "talk about" the same thing or not. Since this 
algorithm is based on ihc cö-occurrence of words, it cannot deal with the case 
when the two sentences or paragraphs use synonyms or similar expressions to 
refer to one meaning. Marcu (2000) proposcd a tlicory. wiiich states thaï, "If a 
i 
rhetorical relation II holcl.s between two text spans of (lie tree structure of a text 
i 
that relation also holds between the most important units of the constituent 
spans". From this point of view, Marcu (2000) analyses relations between text 
spans by consîdcring only récognition factors from their nuclcî. Although Marcu's 
algorithm for construcling RST représentations is considcrably advanced 
i 
compared to other melhods, several problems have nol béen considered. Since 
Marcu's system is hcavily dependent on eue phrases, it bas' problems when eue 
phrases are nol présent in the text. In addition, as Marcu's system produces ail 
R S T trees compatible with the relations that might hold between pairs of R S T 
terminal nodes, his system suffers from combinatorial explosion when the number 
of relations increases expouentially (see Section 2.1.2.3). 
Marcu (1999) introduecs a decision-bascd approach to rbetorical parsing. This 
approach relies on a corpus of manually built discoursc trecs and Ihc adoption of a 
shift-reduce parsing model to automatically dérive rules. By evaluating the 
expérimental rcsulls, Marcu (19 ()9) claims that bis system is sufrïeicnl for 
determining the hicrarchical structure of a text and the nuclcarity status o f 
6 The rescarch in Marcu (2000) is first cstablished in Marcu's (hesis (Marcu, 1997). 
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discourse segments. Howcver, it is not very good at dctermining correctly the,-: 
elementary discourse units and the rhetorical relations that hold between discourse 
segments. 
2.1.1.6 Corston (1998) ! 
Corston (1998) follows Marcu's (2000) research and créâtes a discourse 
processing component named R A S T A . He proposes a set of thirteen rhetorical 
relations and builds R S T trees for articles from.the Encarta corpus. Corston 
reports a list of conditions that must be met for a text segment lo be considered as 
i 
i 
an elementary discourse unit. Thèse conditions are based on the synlactic structure 
of sentences. Tins syntaclic-bascd approach is more rcliable than the cuc-phrase-
based approach proposed by Marcu (2000) since most elementary discourse units 
are clauses. Furthermore, the scntcntial syntactic structure is alvvays présent, 
whereas eue phrases can be absent in a text. Unfortunately, it is not clear how the 
syntactic conditions reportcd by Corston (1998) are implemcnlcd in R A S T A . 
Corston combines eue phrases with anaphora and rcferéntial continuity to 
recognise rhetorical relations. A relation is posited between iwo discourse units i f 
they satisfy several criteria that characterise this relation. If two or more relations 
are suggested by the System, heuristic scores are used to choosc the best one. 
Thèse scores also help in fillering out ail ill-formed trees and in reducing the 
algorithme complexity. 
Corston uses the formai model o f discourse that was_ presented by Marcu 
(2000) and improves Marcu's (2000) discourse parsing algorithm in order to 
reduce its search space. Although considérable improvement bas been made when 
compared with Marcu's (2000) system, the search space o f R A S T A still contains 
redundancy, which increases the computational complexity o f the discourse 
analyser. In addition, Corston docs not consider the case" o f multiple discoursc 
connectives. 
2.1.1.7 F o r b e s c t a l . (2003) 
l'orbcs et al. (2003) have devclopcd an approach lo discourse analysis by applying 
Lexicalised Tree Adjoining Grammar to Discourse ( D - L T A G ) . In this approach, 
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discourse connectivcs are used as anchors to connect discourse sub-trees into 
bigger discourse trëes. The typi'cal gram mar mie for this systcm is: 
Tree —» SubTreel + [ancbor] + SubTree2 i 
The auchor thaï connecte two discourse sub-lrees can be an overl conncclive or 
a lexically unrealised auchor such as a comma or a fui! stop. For example, 
Example (2.1) présents two différent situations (a) and (b). In Example (2.1.a), 
two clauses "you shouldn 7 trust John" and "he never relurns what he borrows" 
are connected by the conneclive "because". The discourse tree o f Example (2.1 .a) 
is illustrated in Figure 2.2.a. lt consists of two sub-lrcçs ' TI and T2, which 
correspond to the two clauses menlioncd above, and the ancbor "because". ln 
Example (2.1 .b), two sentences "you shouldn 7 trust John" and "he never returns 
what he borrows" are separated by a füll stop. Figure 2.2.b shows how this 
situation is presented by a D - L T A G tree. The two sub-trecs T3 and T4 in Figure 
2.2.b correspond to the two sentences in Example (2.1 .b). The auchor lhat 
connecls thèse sub-trees is the füll stop. 
(2.1) a. You shouldn't trust John because he never returns what he borrows. 
b. You shouldn't trust John. Me never returns what he borrows. 
IT T2 T3 T4 
(a) (b) 
Figure 2.2. Derivation o f Example (2.1 ) 
Larger D - L T A G trecs arc achieved wilh two opérations, adjunction and 
substitution. Adjunction adds an auxiliary tree with at least one tree node, whereas 
substitution replaces each tree node with a corresponding D - L T A G sub-trec. 
Forbes et al. (2003) show lha't the D - L T A G grammar simplifies rheiorical 
slruclurcs, whilc allowing Ihe rcalisnüon of n füll range o f rheloiïcnl iclnlions. 
Despite its potential ability in discourse analysis, many problcms in the D - L T A G 
still nced to be resolved. Although anaphoric and prcsuppositional properties o f 
i 
! 
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lexical items are proposed by Forbes et al. (2003) to exlráct certain aspects o f 
i 
discourse meaning, these features have not bccn investigalcd: Also , Forbes et al.'s 
(2003) system cannot be successful without discourse counectives. Tasks such as 
discourse segmenting, delermining connections betwecn discourse units, and 
recognising relalion ñames in the absence of overt counectives are not mentioned 
in their research. Since an implementation o f the D - L T A G and its experimental 
rcsults have not been reported, it is impossiblc lo compare tlie performance of this 
approach with olher research in this field. 
2.1.2 Existing Work on Specific Tasks of Discourse Analysis 
In this section, wc pcrform a crilical survey of lhe research thal deals with specific 
tasks of discourse analysis, including discourse scgmenlalion (Section 2.I.2.1), 
relation recognition (Section 2.1.2.2), discourse slructure generalion (Section 
2.1.2.3), and system evalualion (Section 2.1.2.4). From thal point of view, wc 
propose our solution for each task, which wil l be introduced later in Chaplers 3, 4, 
5, and 6. 
2.1.2.1 Discourse Scgmcntation 
Discourse has been automatically segmented using disparate phenomena: cue 
phrases (Grosz and Sydncr, 1986; Marcu, 2000; Passonncau and Ulman, 1997), 
syntactic information (Batliner et al., 1996; Corston, 1998), and semantic 
information (Polanyi el al., 2004). However, the criteria lo indícale the exact 
discourse segment boundaríes are still not certain. 
The shallow parser introduced by Marcu (2000) splits text inlo elementary 
discourse units by mapping cue phrases and punctuation marks. Marcu does not 
provide any solution to deal with the case when cue phrases are not present in 
text, and bis system fails in this situation. For example, Marcu's system cannoty 
detect the two discourse units presented in Example (2.2) below: 
i 
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(2.2) [As part of the upscale push, Kidder is putting brokers through a 20-
week training course,] [turning them into "investment counselors" 
with knowledge of corporate finance.'} • } 
Passonneau and Lilman (1997) propose two sets o f algorithms for linear 
segmentation based on linguistic features o f discourse. The first set is based on 
referential pronoun phrases, cue phrases, and pauses. The second set uses error 
analysis and a machine learning method. The performance o f their segmentation 
modules are quite advanced in comparison with other research at that time. 
However, the machine learning method requires training, which heavily depends 
on manually annotated corpora. A small training corpus may lead to lack o f 
generality and a large discourse corpus for such a training purpose is difficult to 
find." J 
One well-organised system using the syntactic approach is proposed by 
Corston (1998). He defines a list o f grammatical conditions that a text segment 
must satisfy in order to be considered as an elementary discourse unit. 
Unfortunately, the segmentation algorithm used by him is not fully explained in 
his thesis. Corston's system docs not consider the cases when strong cue phrases 
make noun phrases become elementary discourse units. The two elementary 
discourse units in Example (2.3) are recognised as only one by Corslon's system. 
(2.3) [According to a Kidder World story about Mr. Megargel,] [all the firm 
has to do is "position ourselves more in the deal How."] 
l 
Polanyi et al. (2004) propose a new approach based on discourse semantics.. 
Rather than posit which syntactic objects function as discourse segments, they 
start by establishing the semantic basis for functioning âs a segment and then 
identify which syntactic constructions carry the semantic information needed for 
discourse segment status. The segments that have the potential to independently 
establish an anchor point for future continuation are identified as Basic Discourse 
Units (BDUs) . After that, they draw a further distinction between B D U s as a class 
7 The square brackets indicate the boundaries of discourse units. 
8 The biggest discourse corpus which currently exists to our knowledge is the RST Discourse 
Trcebank (RST-DT, 2002), with 385 Wall Street Journal articles. ' \ 
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of syntactic structures with the potential to eslablish anchor points and the BDUs 
in a given sentence, whicli function as indexical anchor points in a specific 
discourse. Despite being cumbersome, Ibis approach bas a potential to provide a 
discourse segmenter with high accuracy. Unfortunately, no expérimental resuit of 
discourse segmentation was reportcd in this rescarch. U is tbus difficull to 
compare this approach with the others. 
2.1.2.2 Recognising Oiscoursc Relations 
Recognising rhetorical relations is the most crucial and difficult task in deriving 
the rhetorical structure of text. Although much research lias been carried ont in 
this area, there are many situations in which no simple rulc can bc established to 
recognise relations. 
Cue phrases' have been the centre of research in this area since using eue 
phrases is the niost efficient method of recognising relations (Schiffrin, 1987; 
Marcu, 2000; Forbcs and Webber, 2002). Scveral corpus-bascd works bave 
attempted to build a set of potential cue phrases (Grosz and Sidner, 1986; 
Hirschberg and Litman, 1993; Knott and Dale, 1994; Marcu, 2000). Sonie studies 
pay attention to the diversity o f meanings associated with.some specific cue 
phrases, based on the context or the conversalional moves (Hàlliday and Hassan, 
1976; Schiffrin, 1987; Korbayov and Webber, 2000). 
Studies on the disambiguation belween the discoursc sensé and the sentential 
sensé of a eue phrase include Hirschberg and Litman (1993), Lilmân (1996), 
i 
Siegel and M c K e o w n (1994), and Marcu (2000) (sce Section 4.2.1 for the concept 
of "disambiguation of a cue phrase"). Siegel and M c K e o w n (1994) develop an 
approach that'is based on décision trees to lest adjacent punctuation marks, cue 
phrases, and near-by words, and to discriminate between cue phrases. They use a 
genetic algorithm to aulomatically détermine which words or punclualions ncar a 
cue phrase are important for disambiguation. Litman (1996) uses machine 
learning techniques to classify the discourse sensé and sentential sense o f eue 
phrases, using fealurcs of cue phrases in text and speech. These approaches bave 
shown that the sense of a cue phrase can bc dclermincd by' the orthographie 
environment o f the eue phrase. 
As Redeker (1990) statcd, only 50% of clauses contain cuc phrascs. Thercfore, 
although cue phrases are ihc easicst means ofsignalling rhclorical relations, other 
recognition factors still necd to be investigated. Research has shovvn (hat lexical 
cohesión can be used to idenlify the movement of topics (Grosz and Sidner, 
1986); somctimes i l can cven determine rhetorical relations betwcen small text 
spans (Marabagiu and Maiorano, 1999). Several forms of lexical cohesión have 
been exploited, including anaphoric references (Poesio and Di Eugenio, 2001; 
Webber et al., 2003), and VP.-cllipsis (Kehler, 1994; Kehler and Shieber, 1997). 
(See Sections 4.2.4 and 4.2.7 for the concept oí "anaphoric references" and "VP-
ellipsis" respcclively.) It is more dilTicuIl to rccognise relations using lexical 
cohesión (han using cue phrascs bccause o f lwo reasons. First, cohesive dcvices 
cannot be simply dclcctcd by pallcrn matching likc cuc phrascs. It rcquircs a more 
complicaled inechanism (see Chapter 4). Second, the lexical cohesión cannot 
directly signal a rhetorical relation most o f the time. Instead, it often indícales á 
semantic link among text spans. For this rcason, in order lo'rccognise rhetorical 
relations, research often uses the solution o f combining diffcrent linguistic factors"1 
(e.g.,Corston, 1998). 
2.1.2.3 Gcnerating Discutirse Structurcs ¡ 
The aim of this lask is lo genérate discoursc structurcs of text, givcn all possiblc 
relations ihat.hold betvvecn text spans. Since we concéntrale on minimising the 
search space when producing well-formcd discourse structures, we wil l look at 
different approaches relatcd lo Ibis problem bolh in a direct way (i.e., generaling 
discourse structures of text such as Marcu (2000)) and in ah indirect way (i.e., 
i 
generaling a text using discourse structures such as Hovy (1993)). 
Hovy (1993) describes methods o f automated planning.and generaling multi-
sentential texis using rhetorical slruclure. He proposes a; method based on 
predefined structurcs or schemas. Hovy 's method is based on the idea ihat texl 
structure reflects the inlcntion o f the writer. With the predefined knowledge about 
the text (the slruclure of a scicntific paper, a dialogue with a communicnlivc goal. 
i 
etc.), a schema is developcd for that text, and ihcn the contení of the text is 
mapped to this schema to construel a rhetorical structure. This approach produces 
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acceptable results in restricted domains where the library o f schemas is provided. 
The schema is especially efficient in reducing the combination of spans in a text 
that consists of two or more paragraphs. However, it is difficult to extend it to 
freer text types, as this approach relies on a library o f schemas. 
In contrast, Marcu's (2000) system can apply to unrestricted text, but is faced 
with combinatorial explosion. Marcu!s system generates all possible combinations 
of nodes according to the hypothesized relations between spans, and then filters 
out ill-formed trees based on the heuristics about tree quality. These heuristics are 
constraints about the order of the two facts involved in a rhetorical relation and 
1 
the adjacency of discourse segments. The disadvantage of Marcu's approach is 
that it produces great numbers o f ill-formed trees during its process, which is its 
essential redundancy in compulation. As the number of relations increases, the 
number o f possible discourse trees increases exponentially. The construction o f 
these ill-formed trees can be eliminated before hand i f the above heuristics are 
applied during the process of generating discourse trees instead o f applying them 
after generation. Another problem of Marcu's (2000) system involves the 
evaluation o f discourse trees to select the most preferred one. According to Marcu 
(2000), the right-branching structures are preferred because they reflect basic 
organisational properties of a text. This observation, as Corston (1998) pointed 
i 
out, is not valid for all genres of text. The right-branching structure is also not the 
i 
chosen one in Example (5.6) (shown later in Chapter 5), which is taken from the 
R S T - D T corpus (RST-DT, 2002). . 
The tree-constructing algorithm in R A S T A , proposed by Corston (1998), 
solves the combinatorial problem in Marcu (2000) by .using a recursive, 
backtracking algorithm that produces only well-formed trees. If R A S T A finds a 
i 
combination of two spans leading to an ill-formed tree, it wi l l backtrack and go to 
another direction, thus reducing the search space. By applying the higher score 
hypotheses before the lower ones, R A S T A lends to produce the most reliable R S T 
trees first. Although a lot of improvement has been made over Marcu's (2000) 
method, R A S T A search space is still not optimal because of two reasons. First, 
R A S T A does not consider the adjacency constraint when it' constructs discourse 
trees. Second, R A S T A docs not trace the already visited routes that generate i l l -
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formed irces. As a resuit, R A S T A continues to check tlie same conibinations o f 
discourse units again and again. Thèse problems are furtlicr discussed in Section 
5.3.1." 
2.1.2.4 Evaluat ion Mcthods 
Evaluating a discoursc system is difficult. Most research in discourse analysis 
i 
concentrâtes on proposing discourse analysing methods (Poęsio and Di Eugenio, 
2001; Forbes et al., 2003). There are only a few efforts to install a real discourse_. 
system (Kurohashi and Nagao, 1994; Marcu, 2000; Corston, 1998), and fewer 
efforts lo evaluate the system's performance (Marcu, 2000; Soricut and Marcu, 
2003). One reason is that discoursc is too complcx and i l l defined to generale rulcs 
lhat can aulomatically dérive rhclorical relations, and even i f a system that can 
generale rhclorical structures is availablc, i l is difficult to choosc which discourse 
trees should be used to compare because o f the multiple analysis property o f 
discourse. To our knowledge, there is no standard benchmark to evaluate a 
discourse system. Each researcher lias evalualed their discoursc system using 
i 
différent data. Also , they do not compare the system's performance with others. 
I 
Corston (1998) assesscs discourse trees by scores of the trees, which are 
calculated by heurislic scores of récognition factors that contribulc to the relation. 
N o expérimental resuit bas been reportcd by Corston (1998). Marcu (2000) 
manually évaluâtes discoursc trees of five texts by comparing rhclorical relations 
of the discoursc lices buill by his system and by human annôlalors. Mowever, the 
i 
method of manually evaluating rhclorical structures would bc exlrcmely costly 
and inefficient for a larger number of texts. Soricut and Marcu (2003) evaluate 
their sentence-levcl discourse parser at différent tasks: discourse segmentation and 
discourse parsing. Thèse tasks are evalualed in both cases, when correct data or 
automalically gencrated data are used as the input. The evaluating approach of 
Soricut and Marcu is better than those reported in Marcu (2000) and Corston 
(1998) since it can assess the real performance of each module, as well as the 
effect of the previous module on the ncxl onc. 
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2.1.3 Summary \ 
i 
Two main discourse théories have been reportée! in this section. The first 
discourse theory proposed by Grosz and Siduer créâtes a rhetorical structure using 
three components: the linguislic structure, tbc intcnlional structure, and the 
attentional stale. A n example o f research following this theory is Poesio and D i 
i 
Eugenio (2001). The second discourse theory, which is proposed by Mann and 
Thompson (1988), is called the Rhetorical Structure Theory. A rhetorical structure 
that follows the RST Framework is derived by rhetorical relations between 
adjacent, non-overlapping text spans. Corston (1998), Mel l i sh et al. (1998), and 
Marcu (2000) follow this theory. Several studics are close tq the représentation o f 
the RST, but do not follow cxactly the R S T framework (Kurohashi and Nagao, 
1994; Crislea, 2000; Forbcs et al., 2003). 1 
The discourse segmentation has been done using various means: eue phrases 
(Grosz and Sydncr, 1986; Passonncau and Litman, 1997), syntactic information 
(Corston, 1998), and semantic information (Polanyi et al., 2004). 
j 
Sludies on recognising relations between discourse constituents can be divided 
into three main trends, depending on the features being used. Thèse (rends are 
cue-phrasc-bascd (Mirschberg and Litman, 1993; Knolt and Dale, 1994; 
Kurohashi and Nagao, 1994; Marcu, 2000; Forbcs et al., 2003), lexical-cohesiou-
based (Poesio and Di Eugenio, 2001; Webber et al., 2003; Kehlcr and Shiebcr, 
1997), and a combination o f eue phrases and lexical information (Corston, 1998). 
Discourse relations are generated using two basic melhods: rule-based (Kurohashi 
and Nagao, 1994; Corston, 1998; Forbes et al., 2003) and machine-leaming-based 
(Marcu, 1999; Marcu and Echihabi, 2002). 
In respect o f constructing discourse structures, wc have introduced two 
approaches: schema-based (Hovy, 1993) and non-schemn-based (Marcu, 2000; 
Corston, 1998). The former relies on predefined knowledge about the text. The 
lal ter can be applied lo unrestriclcd text, but is faccd wilh conibinatorial 
explosion. 
We follow the approach proposed by Marcu (2000) and.extended by Corston 
(1998), using the RST as a framework for the discourse system. Before 
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i 
introducing our approach to thc problcm of discourse structure génération, let us 
have an overview of the Rhetorical Structure Theory, infonning the reader o f the 
basic définition of a rhetorical structure. This information is'presented in Section 
2.2. Section 2.2 also analyses the open issues in the Rhelorical Structure Theory 
that rescarch on this theory have bcen facing. 
2.2 Rhetorical Structure Theory 
•l 
2.2.1 Overview • ' 
Rhetorical Structure Theory is a method of representing the cohérence o f texts, in 
order to understand discourse structure. It models the rhetorical structure o f a text 
by a hierarchical tree that labels relations belween text spahs (typically clauses or 
larger linguistic units). This hierarchical tree diagram is callc'd "rhetorical tree", 
"discourse tree", or " R S T tree". The ïcaves o f a discoursc; tree correspond to 
clauses or clause-like units with independent functional integrity. Mcaiiwhîlc, the 
internai nodes of a discourse tree correspond to spans that arc larger than clauses. 
. • i 
The children of an R S T tree correspond to adjacent, non-overlapping spans, 
which are joined by a rhetorical relation. This relation can be asymmetric or 
symmetric. A n asymmetric relation, also called a nuclear-satellite relation, 
involves two spans, onc of which is more essenlial to the wriler's goals than 
another. The more important span in a rhetorical relation is labclled a nucleus (N); 
whereas the less important one is labclled a satellite (S). The nucleus of a 
rhetorical relation is comprehensive and independent of the satellite, but not vice-
versa. A n asymmetric relation is shown in Example (2.4) below: 
(2.4) [Its 1,400-member brokerage opération reported an estimated $5 mil l ion 
loss lasl year,][ alihough Kidder expects it to lum a profit this year.] 
The dclelion o f thc second clause in Example (2.4) docs not significanlly affect 
the meaning o f the whole text. The first clause is still undcrstandable without the 
second clause. Mcanwhilc, thc second clause is not undcrstandable without thc 
first clause. l ;or this reason. the first clause is more important than thc second 
clause in respect to the writer's purpose. Therefore, the first clause is the nucleus, 
and the second clause is the satellite of an asymmetric relation between them. 
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A symmetric relation, also called a multi-nuclear relation, involves two or more 
9 . . . . 
spans, each of which is equally important in respect to the writer's intention in 
producing texts, such as the two clauses "Three seats currently are vacant" and 
"and three others are likely to be filled within a few years" in Example (2.5) 
below. Each node in a symmetric relation is a nucleus. 
(2.5) [Three seats currently are vacant][ and three others are l ikely to be filled 
within a few years.]. 
i 
A rhetorical relation is recognised by constraints on : the nucleus, on the 
satellite, and on the combination o f the nucleus and the satellite (Mann and 
Thompson, 1988). Figure 2.3 illustrates this recognition process by a 
representative sample relation - the Purpose relation. 
Constraints on N: presents an activity. 
Constraints on S: presents the situation that is unrealised. 
Constraints on the N+S combination: S presents a situation to be realised 
through the activity in N . 
The effect: Reader recognises that the activity in N is initiated in 
order to realise S. i _ 
Figure 2.3. Definition of the Purpose Relation 
Example o f the Purpose relation: 
(2.6) [To answer the brokerage ques(ion,2.6.i][ Kidder, in typical fashion, 
10 
completed a task-force study.2.6.2] 
The first clause "To answer the brokerage question" in Example (2.6) presents 
an incompleted statement without the second clause. It is only understood when 
9 Only binary relations are considered in this thesis. N-ary relations can be easily constructed, from 
binary relations by a binaiy-to-n-ary conversion procedure. (An n-ary relation is a mulli-nuclcar 
relation that consists of three or more nuclei.) 
1 0 The superscripts such as 2.6.1 and 2.6.2 are used to distinguish different(discourse units focused 
on in each example. 
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the second clause is pronounced. The effect of the relation is that the activity 
"Kidder, in typicol fashion, compieted a task-force study needs to be carried out 
in order to perform the situation presented in the first clause. .In otlier words, the 
first clause is a purpose of the activity mentioned in the'second clause. Span 
(2.6.2) is undcrstandable without span (2.6.1), but not vice^-versa. Therefore, a 
Purpose relation holds bctween the nucleus (2.6.2) and the satellite (2.6.1). The 
Purpose relation is an asymmelric relation. •' , ' 
Définitions of the rhetorical relations in the R S T (Mann and Thompson, 1988) 
are only guidelines for the reader to understand and to bc. able to recoghise 
relations in a text. These définitions do not provide any signal that can be used to 
computatioually posit relations. Finding the factors that can signal relations is the 
centre o f many studies in discourse analysis, including the research in this thesis. 
Rhetorical relations are represented in discourse trees on the basis of five 
schémas (see Mann and Thompson (1988) for détails). These schémas are also 
applied in this thesis. For the clarification of présentation, we présent the 
discourse treés corresponding to the two basic types of rhetorical relations (i.e., 
asymmelric relation and Symmetrie relation) in Figure 2.4 below. 
[Span (1-2)] 
[Relation namej 
[Span (3-4)] 
[Relation naine] 
N * s N \ N 
[Span I] [Span 2] [Span 3] [Span 4] 
(a) (b) 
Figure 2.4. Basic Discourse Trees Used in this Thesis 
Figure 2.4.a represenls the discourse tree o f an asymmetric relation. A n arc goes 
from the satellite (span 2) to the nucleus (span 1) of the relation, vvhose arrow-
head points to the nucleus. A trec node is created as the parent node o f the nucleus 
and the satellite, which contains a relation name and the text span corresponding 
to this tree node. This new span (span 1-2) is the combination o f the spans of the 
children nodes. Bach child node in the discoursc tree is marked wilh a nuclearily 
rôle (i.e., nucleus or satellite). 
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Figure 2.4.b illustrates the discourse tree of a symmetric relation. Doth spans, 
which correspond to the nuclei of this relation, are connected with their parent 
i. 
node by straight lines. The parent node contains information about its text span 
and the name of the relation between its child nodes. • • 
The discourse tree o f the asymmetric relation in Example (2.6) is displayed in 
Figure 2.5. A n arc with an arrow-head goes from the satellite "To answer the 
brokerage question" to the nucleus "Kidder, in typical fashion, completed a task-
force study". Instead of displaying the span "To answer the brokerage question, 
Kidder, in typical fashion, completed a task-force study" in the parent node of the 
two nodes (2.6.1) and (2.6.2), we only represent the index of the first and last 
spans contributing to the parent node. 
2.6.1-2.6.2 
Purpose 
2.6.1 
To answer the 
brokerage question, 
2.6.2 
Kidder, in typical fashion, 
completed a task-force study, 
Figure 2.5. Discourse Tree o f Example (2:6) 
•'A 
Figure 2.6 represents the discourse tree o f the symmetric relation in Example 
(2.5). A List relation" holds between the two spans in this example. 
2.5.1-2.5.2 
List 
2.5.1 
Three seals currently are vacant 
2.5.2 
and three others are likely to 
be filled within a few years. 
Figure 2.6. Discourse 'free of Example (2.5) 
Sec Section 4.3.2 and Appendix 6 for the definition of rhetorical relations. 
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To represent the discourse tree o f a relation belween large spans, each o f which 
contains more than one clause, the tree nodes of these spans are replaced by their 
correspondent discourse trees. This is illustraled by Example (2.7) shown belovv. 
(2.7) [Only a few months ago, the 124-year-old securitics firm scemcd to be 
on the verge o f a meltdown, 2.7.i][ racked by internal squabbles and 
défections. 2 .7 .2 ] [ Its relationship wilh parent General Electric Co. had 
^ been frayed since a big Kidder insider-trading scandai two years ago. 
2 . 7 j ] [ Chief executives and présidents had come and gone. 2 .7 .4J 
The text in Example (2.7) consists of four elementary discourse units. The 
clause "racked by internal .squabbles and défections" élaborâtes the information in 
the clause "Only a few months ago, the 124-year-old securities firm seemed to be 
on the verge of a meltdown". The second sentence relates to the first sentence by a 
Lisi relation. The last sentence élaborâtes two sentences beforc it. Figure 2.7 
i 
displays the discourse (rec for the text in Example (2.7). Instcad o f displaying the 
content o f each leaf, we only show the indexes of the corresponding spans. >i 
•2.7.1-2.7.4 
Elaboration 
2.7.1-2.7.3 
List 
2.7.4 
2.7.1-2.7.2 
Elaboration 
2.7.3 
Figure 2.7. Discourse Tree o f Example (2.7) 
In Figure 2.7, an Elaboration relation holds between two leaves (2.7.1) and 
(2.7.2). The internai trec node corresponding lo the texl spnn thaï covers the two 
spans (2.7.1) and (2.7.2) is represented by the index of its. firsl and last spans 
(2.7.1-2.7.2), and the naine of the relation lhat holds between thèse spans. The arc 
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with an arrow-head that goes from (2.7.2) to (2.7.1) indieates that span (2.7.1) is 
the nücleus in a rhetorical relation between (2.7.1) and (2.7.2). 
A discourse tree is created for the List relation between spans (2.7.1-2.7.2) and 
(2.7.3). Span (2.7.1-2.7.2) in this tree is represented by the tree that contains two 
children (2.7.1) and (2.7.2). Similarly, a tree with the parent node that contains 
spans (2.7.1-2.7.4) and an Elaboration is generated, as shown in Figure 2.7. 
According to Mann and Thompson (1988), a valid R S T tree that describes the 
structural analysis of a text must satisfy the following constrainls: 
• Complctcncss: One R S T tree Covers the cntire text. j 
i 
• Connectcdncss: Except for the entire text as span, each span in the analysis 
is either a minima! unit or a constituent of another trec of the analysis. •! 
• Uniqucness: Each R S T tree consists of a différent set o f spans. 
• Adjacency: Only adjacent spans can bc connected to form larger spans. 
These constrainls are employed in this thesis as principles to generate discourse 
trees. They are not only used to check the well-formedness o f the final R S T trees, 
but also considered as conditions to limit the search Space o f discourse trees 
during the génération process (sec Section 5.3.1 for more detail). 
2.2.2 Discussion 
Although the Rhetorical Structure Theory bas been widely used in most research 
i, 
in discourse analysis, many issues still need to be addressed! The theory in this 
research only provides some basic ideas that may need furlher studies to be 
validated, both from a Iheoretical and computational point o f view. These 
problems are: ' 
1. No standard set of rhetorical relations bas bccii défined. Mann and 
Thompson (1988) bave proposed a set o f 23 relations. However, as stated 
in their report, this relation set can vary, depending. on (lie purposc o f 
parlicular genres and cultural styles. 
2. Although Mann and Thompson bave provided a définition for each 
rhetorical relation, lillle guidance is given on how to recognise rhetorical 
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relations. A t present there are many debates involving positing the most 
suitable relation for a specific examplc. 
3. Mann and Thompson have not given us any mclhod lo recognise rhetorical 
relations in a compulational way. According lo Mann and Thompson, the 
process o f relation recognition depends on functional and semantic 
i 
judgements alone, not on morphological or syntactic signáis. 
4. It is not clear from Mann and Thompson as to what order o f spans to form a 
discourse tree. This paper only presents an example óf an eight-sentence-4 
text being analysed using five kinds o f schemas. There is no rule to say 
wbich spans should be connected in a rhetorical relation. 
i 
5. The above problems cause the problem of múltiple analyses. Diffcrcnt 
people may créate differéht discourse trees for the same text and we cannot 
say which trees are incorrect. Even one person may genérate two different 
trees for the same tcxl. The RST docs not give any instruction on bow to 
evalúate the correctness and the quality of discourse trees, ñor the similarity 
among different discourse trees. 
i 
6. Although the RST has been popular among studies in discourse, there are 
other discourse theories, which have been used by olher rcscarchers (e.g., 
Grosz and Sidner, 1986; Polani, 1988). Thereforc,, it is necessary to 
understand the compatibility between the R S T and other,discourse theories. 
i 
The R S T has been underslood as a melhod lo understand the coherence of text. It 
has the pótential ability to be used in or to inspire many text processing 
applications such as lexl generation, automatic text summarisation, and evaluation 
of students' composilions. Therefore, it is necessary lo turn the theory of 
rhetorical struclure into a real computalional discourse system, which can 
automalically genérale rhetorical structures. To achieve this purposc, it ¡s ideal to 
solve all the problems mentioned above. However, to do so would be too 
ambitious for the scopc of Ibis thesis. For the present study, wc concéntrale on 
thrce main unsolved issucs in discourse analysis discussed in Scclion 1.1. Tlic 
data used in the experimeuts of this research are documenls laken from the RST 
Discourse Treebank (RST-DT, 2002), which is described next. 
i 
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2.3 Overview of the Corpus 
Discourse analysis lias bcgun to receive the attention o f the computalional 
i 
linguistics community in récent ycars. Each researchcr in discourse uses différent 
j. 
data to evaluatc the System. Dccausc of that, it is difficult to compare the 
performance of one systcm witli the others. Several efforts have been made to 
annotate discourse structures. The main studies among thèse efforts are done by 
i 
Carlson et al . (2002) and Forbes et al. (2003). The corpus created by Carlson et al . 
(2002) is based on the RST framework, whereas the one created by Forbes et al. 
(2003) reflects the theory of the D - L T A G . Since the R S T corpus (RST-DT, 2002) 
created by Carlson et al. is the only available corpus thaï follows the Rhetorical 
Structure Theory, i l is uscd in the cxpcrimcnts carricd oui in Ibis rescarch. A n 
overview of tliis corpus is presented in the remainder o f tliis section. 
The R S T - D T corpus contains 385 Wall Street Journal (WSJ) articles from the 
Pcnn Treebank ( 1999). Thèse articles have been manual ly annotatcd wilh 
rhetorical structures in the RST framework. Each article is accompanied with an 
.edus file and a .dis file. The .edus file contains the elementary discourse units o f 
the article with one discourse unit per line. Thèse discourse units have been 
generated by a human. The .dis file contains the manually annotated rhetorical 
i 
structure o f that article. Tliis file lias a structure similar to '(lie IJSI* language. 
Fifty tbree articles in the corpus have been independcntly annotated by a second 
analyst. Thèse 53 documents have been uscd to compute human agreement on the 
rhetorical structures derived from the same texts. One huiidred and ten différent 
rhetorical relations are used in the R S T - D T corpus. This corpus also contains 
extract and abslract documents o f the WSJ articles, winch can be used for 
summarisation tasks. 
The next cliapler analyses the problem of discourse segmentation, whosc 
purpose is to splil text into discourse units with indépendant functional integrity. 
In order to solve this task, we combine two processes: discourse segmentation by 
syntax and discoursc segmentation by eue phrase. 
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3 Discourse Segmentation 
According to Mann and Thompson (1988), a rhetorical structure is constructed 
from smaller discourse segments. A l l discourse units should have independent 
functional integrity, such as independent clauses. The smallest discourse unit is 
called elementary discourse unit (edu) (Marcu, 2000). Therefore, the first problem 
in constructing the rhetorical structure is to segment text into elementary discourse 
units. 
Considering the advantages and disadvantages of different approaches in 
discourse segmentation discussed in Section 2.1.2.1, a new discourse segmenting 
method that combines the syntactic approach with the cue phrase approach is 
proposed in this thesis (LeThanh et al., 2004a). The principles used in our 
approach to segment text into elementary discourse units are mainly based on 
previous research in discourse segmentation (Carlson et al., 2002). Since a typical 
discourse unit is an independent clause or a simple sentence, the text is first split 
into elementary discourse units using syntactic information. One may argue that 
using syntactic information is complicated since a syntactic parser is needed to 
generate this kind of information, but there are a number o f good syntactic parsers 
available nowadays. To deal with the case where strong cue phrases make a noun 
phrase become a separate elementary discourse unit, a further segmentation 
process is undertaken after segmenting by syntax. The' purpose o f the latter 
process is to delect strong cue phrases. Dolh these processes wi l l be discussed in 
more detail in the following sections. 
The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. The first step of discourse 
segmentation (Step 1) - Discourse Segmentation by Syntax - is described in 
Section 3.1. Discourse Segmentation by Cue Phrases (Step 2) is introduced in 
Section 3.2. Section 3.3 summarises the segmentation method and discusses the 
possible future work. 
3.1 Discourse Segmentation by Syntax - Step 1 
In this section, we introduce a method to segment text by using sentential 
! 
syntactic structures. There are.two methods to get the syntactic structure o f 
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sentences. One method is using a syntactic parser to gcnerate the syntactic 
information froni the plain text. Another method is using a'gold standard corpus 
that contains syntactic parsed documents annotated by humàn analysts. Since we 
concentrated on the discourse analysing task, we chose the second method - using 
a syntactic annotated corpus (the Penn Trccbank (1999)) - to get sentential 
syntactic structures. The Penn Treebank (1999) is chosen because o f two reasons. 
First, tins syntactic corpus is widely accepted and used in much syntactic research. 
Second, documents froin the R S T Discourse Treebank (RS.T-DT, 2002) are also 
taken from the Penn Treebank. 
A requiremenl for the input syntactic information is that llie clausal boundaries 
should be correctly assigned. If tins syntactic information, which cornes either 
from the annotated corpus or from the output o f a syntactic parser, contains 
incorrect clausal boundaries, it wi l l affect the syslem's performance (see Section 
6.2.1). 
The input to this module is a sentence'2 and its syntaclic'information. H checks 
segmentation rules, which are based on sentential syntactic structures, to split 
sentences into discourse segments. This process also provides initial information 
about rhetorical relations between spans within a sentence,' such as which spans 
should be connected, and (lie nuclearity status (i.e., nuclcus, satellite) of spans in a 
rhetorical relation. A brief description o f the segmentation rules is presented in 
Section 3.1.1. A n implemcnlation of the segmentation algorithm that is based on 
thèse rules is introduced in Section 3.1.2. The post ségmenting process is 
discussed in Section 3.1.3. 
3.1.1 Discourse Segmentation Rules 
The rules for dividing sentences into discourse segments in this step are based on 
t 
the syntactic structure o f the sentence. Thèse rules are based on the segmentation 
i 
principles proposed by Carlson et al. (2002). The contribution bf this thesis here is ' 
1 2 A text is split into sentences by another procédure before being used as the input of this module. 
1 3 In Ibis chapter, "discoursc segment" refers to a segment of a sentence that is gcncralcd during 
the segmentation process. "Elementary discourse unit" refers to the final output of the 
segmentation process. A discourse segment may be larger than an elementary discourse unit. 
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to propose a method Ihat automatically detects discourse ségments , instead o f a 
segmention process íhat depends on humans as ¡n Carlson et al. (2002). 
I 
In this section, we first analyse threc represenlatíve sanipíes o f segmentation 
principies (principies i to iii) and describe our method of limplcmcnlmg tbcsc 
principies. These samples represent the main segmentation categoríes in respect o f 
syntactic roles: segmenting a clause from a noun phrase; segmenting a clause 
from a verb phrase; and segmenting a clause from a sentence ór a complex clause. 
The complete set of segmentation principies can be found in Carlson el al. (2002). 
After the representative principies have been given, wc introduce Ihe básic 
segmentation rule and the syntactic chains that corrcspond to the sample 
principies. A n implementation of the segmentation process is described in Section 
3.1.2. 
Principie (i) - The clause that is attached to a noun,phrase (NP) can he 
recognised as an emheddcd unii. 
For example: 
(3.1) [Mr. Silas Cathcart built a shopping mal! on some land][ he owns.] 
Principie (ii) - Coordínate clauses, and coordínate elliptical clames of verb 
phrases (VPs) are elementary discourse units. Coordínate VPs that share a direct 
object with the main VP are not considered as a sepárate discourse segment. 
For example: ¡ 
(3.2) [The firm seemed to be on the verge of a meltdówn,][ racked by 
internal squabbles and defections.] ti 
Principie (iii) - Coordínate clauses and coordínate sentences of a complex 
sentence are elementary discourse units. 
For example: 
(3.3) [The firm's brokerage forcé has been trimmed][ and its mergers-and-
acquisitions staff increased lo a record 55 pcople.] 
The basic segmentation rule that corresponds to the segmentation principie is: 
j 
i 
i 
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, i. 
If: a sentence satisfies tlie segmentation conditions o f a segmentation 
principie ; 1 
Then : split the sentence into discourse segments 
The 'lf part o f thc rule checks whether llic syntactic structure o f thc sentence 
contains the syntactic chain suggested by the segmentation principies or not. 
Using the syntactic assigmnents o f the Penn Treebaiik (Bies et al., 1995), 
syntactic chains that correspond to principie (i) are: 
(i-a) ( NPINP-SBJ <text1> ( X <textx> )* ( S B A R J R R C <text2> ) ) 
(i-b) ( N P | N P - S B J <text1> ( X <textx> )* ( P R N <text2> ( Y <texty> )* ( S 
<text3> ) ) ) 
(i-c) ( N P | N P - S B J <text1> ( X <textx> )* ( P P <text2> ( Y <texty> )* ( S | V P 
<text3> ) ) ) 
S B J , S B A R , R R C , P R N , S, and PP stand for subject, subordínate clause, 
reduced relative clause, parenthetical, sentence, and prepositional phrase 
respectively. ' | ' stands for 'or' . <textt>, <text2>, and <text3> are parts o f the text 
o f a sentence. ( X <textx> )* and ( Y <texty> )* stand for añy syntactic slring (or 
none of them). For example, consider the sentence: 
(3.4) Thc Iand he owns is very valuablc. 
The syntactic chain which represents thc noun phrase "The ¡and he owns" in the 
above sentence can be wrilten as (NP The land ( S B A R he owns)). 
According to principie (i), <text2> in syntactic chain (i-a), and the combination 
of <text2> and <text3> in syntactic chains (i-b) and (i-c) are recognised as 
embedded unils. To simplify syntactic chains (i-b) and (i-c), D A S créales two 
labels named PRS (parenthetical-sentence) and PS (prepositional-sentence). These 
two labels are described respectively in (i-d) and (i-c) bclow: ¡ 
(i-d) ( P R N <text2> ( Y <texty> )* ( S <text3> ) ) -> ( P R S <text2-3> ) 
(i-e) ( PP <text2> ( Y <texty> ) ' ( S |VP <text3> ) ) -> ( P S <text2-3> ) 
"—>" can be interpreled as "conven to". <text2-3> is the concalcnaled string o f 
<text2> and <text3>. By using syntactic chains (i-d) and (i-e),,syntactic chains (i-
i 
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a) to (i-c) can be combincd into onc syntactic chain as givcn in (i-a'). It should be 
noted that <text2'> in (i-a') is <text2-3> in (i-d) and (i-c). 
(i-a') ( N P | N P - S B J <text1> ( X <textx> y ( S B A R | R R C | P S | P R S <text2'> ) ) 
Tlic syntactic chains (hat map to principlcs (ii) and (iii) arc givcn in (ir-a) and 
(iii-a) respectively. In the syntactic chains corresponding to principlcs (ii) and 
(iii), Sx stands for basic clause types such as subordinate clause ( S B A R ) and 
participial clause ( S - A D V ) . <conjunclion> stands for a conjunclion such as "and", 
"or", comma, and semicolon. 
(ii-a) ( V P ( V P <text1> ) <conjunction> ( X <textx> )* ( V P ] S x | R R C | P P S <text2> ) 
) 
(iii-a) .( Sx <text1> ( X <textx> )* ( Sx <text2> ) <conjunction> ( Y <texty> )* ( Sx 
<text3> ) ) i 
A i l segmentablc syntactic chains arc prcsenled in Appendix 5. The algorithni 1 
that automatically splits text into discourse segments using the segmentation 
principlcs is described next, 
3.1.2 Segmentation Algorithm 
The segmentation algorithm that we propose in tins section is outlincd in Figure 
3.1. The input to this algorithm is the syntactic string o f a sentence, in which 
<text> is replaced by a token #x,y# (where x,y is the begin and end position o f 
<text> in the sentence being analysed). Each token o f the sentential syntactic 
string is separated by a space. The syntactic string from the Penn Treebank of 
Example (3.5) is givcn in (3.5.a). 
(3.5) "The book I read yesterday is interesting." 
(3.5.a) ((S (NP-SBJ (NP The book) (SBAR I read yesterday)) (VP is (ADJP 
interesting))).) , ' 
The input to the discourse segmenter by syntax in this case is given in (3.5.b). 
(3.5.0) ( ( S ( N P - S B J ( N P #0,7# ) ( S B A R #9,24# ) ) ( V P #26,27# ( A D J P 
#29 ,39#) ) ) . ) 
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The segmentation algorithm uses a stack to store tokens o f the syntactic string 
during the reading proccss. The algorithm ends when ihc syntactic string is 
reduced to the string "( ( S ffx,y# ) . )". 
Input: The syntactic information of a sentence. 
i 
Output: Discourse segments (DSs). i 
i 
1. Read each character from the input string from left to right and put 
them onto a stack, until a space is found. 
2. Repeat Step 1 until two consécutive close brackets (')') are found on 
top of the stack. I 
3. Pop off strings from the top of the stack into a separate string called 
"compared string" until the number of open brackets and the number of 
close brackets in the compared string are equal. 
4. Check whether the compared string maps to the syntactic chain 
(syntactic strings (i-a*), (ii-a), (iii-a), etc.) or not. If they map, segment 
the text corresponding to the compared string. A rhetorical relation is 
created by using thèse two segments as its left and right spans. Assign 
I4 
nuclearity rôles if there is enough information. 
5. Encode the compared string as a text that consists of the syntactic 
category of the compared string in the sentence arid its position tag 
#x,y#. Push the encoded string onto the stack. 1 
6. Repeat Step 1 to Step 5 until the input string is empty and the stack 
contains the following tokens, considering from the bottom of the stack: 
T . T . "S", "#x.y#", -)-, r , y . 
Figure 3.1. Outline o f the Discourse Segmentation by Syntax Algorithm 
Figure 3.2 represents the segmentation progress o f Examplc (3.5). Duc to space 
constraints, soine steps o f the segmentation process are not described in detail. In 
1 4 In sonic cases, DAS can assign Ihe nuclearity rôles al lliis proccss. For examplc. if Ihc 
segmentation iule involves a noun phrase and its subordinatc clause, Ihc noun phrase is assigued as 
Ihe nuclcus, (lie subordinale clause is cousidered as (hc satellite. 
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Figure 3.2.d, D A S continues pusliing characters from the left side o f the input 
i 
strihg onto the stack. When there are two intermediate close brackets on top o f the 
stack (Figure 3.2.e), the segmenter pops from the top of the stack into a compared^ 
string until the number ofopen brackets and the number of close brackets in the 
comparée string are equal (Figure 3.2.g). The compared string is then compared 
' with the syniaciic chain. Sînce the compared string maps to (i-a'), the segmenter 
produces discourse boundaries at the beginning and the end position of the S B A R 
clause (at characters 9 and 24 o f the input sentence). A rhetorical relation is then 
created between the noun phrase "the book?' and its embedded unit " / read 
yesterday" (Step 4). The noun phrase is the nucleus; whereas the embedded unit is 
the satellite of this relation. This relation is stored in a lis! o f rhetorical relations o f 
i 
the sentence. AAer that, the segmenter encodes the compared string ( N P - S B J ( 
N P WJtt ) ( S B A R #9,24// ) ) as ( N P - S B J //0,24# ) and pushes the new string 
onto the stack (Figure 3.2.h). The segmenter continues its loop by carrying out the 
Operators of pushing onto and poping off the stack, mapping rulcs, segmenling-
text, and encoding syniaciic strings. If the compared string does not map to any 
i 
syntactic chain, the compared string is simply encoded and pushed back onto the 
stack (Figure 3.2.k and Figure 3.2.1). The segmenter finishes'ils process when the 
stack consists of characters "(", "(", "S" , "#0,39//", ")", " ." , ' " )" (Figure 3.2.r). 
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Figurc 3.2. Segnicnting Bxample (3.5) Using Syntactic Information 
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3.1.3 Post Segmenting Process 
The purpose of the processing described in this section is to refîne the output o f 
the segmentation procédure described in Section 3.1.2. This post segmenting 
processing is required duc to two problems, which arisc froih the output o f the 
segmentation process presented in Figure 3.1. The first problem is that the 
segmentation of embedded units fragments the sentence. 3 We call the text being 
left out o f the relation as "Unknown", as it does not belong to any relation. There 
are two cases under the first problem thaï need to be treated differently. In the first 
case, the Unknown part is adjacent to the satellite o f a nucléar-satellite relation, 
such as in Exaniple (3.5) given in Section 3.1.2. For the convenience of the reader, 
this example is repeated here as Example (3.6). 
(3.6) The book I read yesterday is interesting. ' 
N S Unknown 
i 
After Example (3.5) undergoes the segmentation process described in Figure 
3.1, two segmentation boundaries are produced at the positions o f ebaracters 9 and 
24 o f this sentence. The sentence is divided into three parts: "the book", "I read 
yesterday", and "is interesting". '7 read yesterday" is an embedded unit of the 
noun phrase "the book". "The book" and "is interesting" are not two separate 
discourse segments since they are not clauses. We dcal wilh this case by 
considering " / read yesterday" as an embedded unit oï"the book" and "The book I 
read yesterday is interesting" as a discourse segment. D A S générâtes two 
relations in this case. One relation relates the nucleus and the satellite. Anolher 
relation called Sa/?ie-Unill° connects the span that covers the nucleus and the^ 
satellite, and the Unknown span. Bolh spans in the Same-Unit relation are nuclei. 
As the post segmenting process connects ail the Unknown spans with the rest o f 
the sentence, it créâtes an initial rhetorical structure for the sentence. Figure 3.3 
displays the rhetorical structure of Example (3.6). The namc of the relation 
1 5 This fragmentation is because of the artificial segmentation principlcs of the RST Ticcbank 
(RST-DT, 2002). 
' Same-Unit is not a rhetorical relation. It is an artificial relation to conuect two strings, which 
belong to the sa me discourse unit, being fragment by the annotation of iheiembcddcd unit. 
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between "The book" and "I read yesterday" is decided laler in ihe discourse 
récognition process. 
(3.6.1-3.6.2)-3.6.3 
Same-Unit 
3.6.1-3.6.2 , 
[Relation name] 
3.6.3 • 
, i 
is interestihg. 
N 
3.6.1 3.6.2 
The book 1 read yesterday 
Figure 3.3. Discourse Tree o f Example (3.6) 
In the second case, the Unknown part is adjacent to the nucleus of a nuclear-
satellite relation, such as in Example (3.7) shown below. 
(3.7) M r . Silas Cathcart built a shopping mail on some land he owns. 
Unknown N i S 
In this case, D A S produces only one relation. It merges the Unknown span with 
the nucleus. The previous relation between the old nucleus and satellite now :? 
becomes the relation between the new nucleus, whose span covers the Unknown 
span and the old nucleus, and the old satellite. In Example (3.7), the discourse 
segmenter by syntax described in Section 3.1.2 produecs a nuclear-satellite 
relation between the noun phrase "some land'1 and ils embedded unit "he owns". 
The string "Mr. Silas Cathcart built a shopping mail on" becomes an Unknown 
span. The post segmenting process reconstructs the discourse tree of Example 
(3.7), as shown in Figure 3.4. 
i 
i 
The dotted arrow shows the relation between "some land" and "he owns" 
created by the algorithm described in Figure 3.1. The solid arrow shows a 
rhelorical relation between the two discourse unils after the post segmenting 
process. This.case is treatcd similarly in the R S T - D T corpus, as shown in 
Example 3.8. 
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(3.7.4-3.7.5)-3.7.6 
[Relation naine] 
M r . Silas Cathcarl built a shopping mail on 
some land 
3.7.4-3.7.5 
N 
S 
3.7.6 
he owns. 
Figure 3.4. Discourse Tree o f Example (3.7) ( 
(3.8) [A new specialty court was sought by patent experls,][ who believed][ 
that the generalists had botched too many important, muHimillion-
dollar cases. | 
The clause "who believed that the generalists had botched too many important, 
multimillion-dollar cases" is the subordinate clause of the noun phrase "patent 
experts". "Patent experts" is not treated as a separate discourse unit, but a part o f 
the discourse segment "A new specialty court was sought by patent experts". 
The second problem that needs the post segmenting process involves the 
placement of adverbs in discourse segments. Some adverbs, which should stand at 
the beginning o f the right clause, are put at the end of the Ieft clause by the 
segmenting process in Section 3.1.2. A n example of such à case is shown in (3.9). 
(3.9) [They had to give up that campaign, mainly][ becâuse they did not 
have enough pcople.j . . 
D A S recogniscs the second clause in Examplc (3.9) as a subordinale clause o f 
the first clause. It produces a segment boundary at the Hrst position o f the 
subordinate clause, which is the position before the word "because". IIowever, the 
correct segmentation in tins case should bc before the word "mainly \ as shown in 
(3.10). 
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(3.10) [They had (o givc up that campaign,] [mainly becausc tliey did not 
have enough people.] 
To deal wilh this situation, D A S checks all adverbs that are adjacent to the left 
boundary of the rjghl,clause, Ifthcse adverbs^do^ , 
structure of the left clause, they wi l l be moved to the right clause. After 
i 
undergoing the post segmenting process, the segment boundary belween "mainly" 
and "because" in Example (3.9) created by the previous discourse segmentation 
i 
process is moved to the left, which means to the position between the comma and 
the adverb "mainly" as given in Example (3.10). The R S T - D T corpus analyses 
Example (3.10) in the same way as D A S does. ! 
The input to the post processing procédure is the Output of the segmentation 
algorithm given in Section 3.1.2. The Outputs of the post processing procédure are 
the discourse segments after refining segment boundaries. In doing this, discourse 
segments are connected into pairs of adjacent: and non-ovcrlapping spans; the 
longest pair covers the enlire sentence. In other words, besides refining discourse 
boundaries, the post segmenting process also conslrucis rhetorical relations 
between spans within a sentence. The nuclearity rôles and relation liantes, which 
have not been assigned in this process, wi l l be posited later in the sentence-level 
discourse anaiysing process (sec Section 5.2). The post segmenting process 
includes two components: the first component corrects the position of adverbs in a 
sentence (see Examples 3.9 and 3.10), the second one deals wilh the text 
fragments caused by the segmentation of embedded units (sec Examples 3.6 and 
3.7). The latler is the centre o f the post segmenting process. The pseudo-code for 
the second component mentioned above, which is called Oefragmeni, is given in 
Figure 3;5. A n exlendedwersioivofthis algorithm'is^given'in Appendix T;^ . • Ï V ^ V . 
Let us apply the DefragmeiU algorithm (o (he discoursc segments of Example 
(3.11), which are created by the segmentation algorithm prcsenlcd in Figure 3.1. 
(3.11) [Three seats currcnlly are vacant][ and ihrce olhcrs arc likely to bc 
filled within a few years,][ so patent lawyers and rescarch-based 
industries are making][ a new push][ for specialists to be added to the 
court.) 
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Input: ! 
• stad and end position of the input phrase needed to be processed. 
• A list of relations sentNodes created by the segmentation procédure 
presented in Figure 3.1. 
Output: 
• Rhetorical relations after refining boundaries. J 
Defragment(start, end) ,.....t..t 
1. Find a node changenode that starts at the left most boundary of 
relations within the input phrase {minsta), ends at the right most 
boundary of relations that are within the input phrase and start at minsta. 
(maxend). The maximum position of boundaries between the left and 
right node of the tree nodes that starts at minsta and ends at maxend is 
1 
middle. 
2. if {minsta > stad): 
1 
2.1 if {changenode.leftrole = 'N'): Expand the lëfl node of the 
changenode to the start position. 
2.2 else: Create a new node, whose left node corresponds to the 
remaining span, and the right node is the changenode. Assign 
riucléàrity rôles for t h ë s è ribdès? " ' : :' 
3. if {maxend < end): 
3.1 if(changenode.leftrole = 'S'): Expand the right node of the 
changenode to the end position. 
3.2 else: Create a new node, whose left node is the changenode, and 
the right node corresponds the remaining span. 
4. \\{middle < end) Defragment(start, middle); 
5. \\{middle > stad) Defragment(middie, end); 
6. Return. 
Figure 3.5. Pseudo-code for the Defragment Process of Discourse Segmentation 
by Syntax 
After being segmented by the algorithm in Figure 3.I, threc rhetorical relations 
arc created: onc bclwccn "Threc seats currentiy are vacant" and " and three 
oihers are likely to be fdled within afew years,", one between " a newpush" and " 
for specialists to be added to the court", and one between "Three seats currently 
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are vacant and fhree olhers are likeîy to be fdîed within a few years," and " so 
patent lawyers and research-bascd industries are making a new push for 
specialists to be added to the court". The positions of the left and right tree nodes 
of the first, the second, and third relations are (0,33) and (33,95); (155,166) and 
(166,208); and (0,95) and (95,208), respectively. Figure 3.6 shows the positions o f 
thèse spans and their relations in the sentence. j 
0 33 95 155 166. 208 
Figure 3.6. Relations within Example (3.11) before Applying Defragment Process 
It is clear that the rhelorical relations presentcd in Figure 3.6,cannol form an RS f 
tree because the conncclcdness constraint o f the R S T (Mann and Thompson, 
1988) is not satisfied here (see Section 2.2.1 for tlie statement o f the 
connectédness constraint). This problem is fixed by the Defragment procédure 
outlined in Figure 3.5. 
start 
| t p 
.énil m insta maxeud íniddlc 
• i ^ b e í o r e ^ d k 
ncwnodc 
|chaiigènôde • 
m -•v.:-,:r^;> -i,"¡ 
^isèh tNodes ' i f 
0 208 0 208 95 (0,95,208) 
(0,33,95) 
(155,166,208) 
(0,95,208) 
0 95 0 95 33 (0,33,95) -
0 33 0 N A N A 
33 95 N A N A N A -
95 208 155 208 166 (155,166,208) (95,166,208) 
(0,33,95) 
(95,166,208) 
(0,95,208) 
95 166 N A N A N A -
166 208 N A N A N A ! -
Table 3.1. Defragment Process for Example (3.11) > 
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Table 3.1 represents the progress o f the Defragment process tô rëfirie segment 
boundaries and generate rhetorical relations. In Table • 3.1, "NA" is the 
abbreviation for "Not Ava\labW\ means "same as the above /cm'"; each node 
is represented by a triple of the node properties (from, leftnode.to, to). 
After undergoing the Defragment process, the three relations o f Example (3.11 ) 
are now updalcd as (0,33) and (33,95); (95,166) and (166,208); (0,95) and 
(95,208). Thèse relations are shown in Figure 3.7. . , J 
0 33 95 166 208 
Figure 3.7. Relations within Example (3.11) after Applying Defragment Process 
The three relations showed in Figure 3.7 now form an R S T tree that satisfies the 
four constraints of the RST (Mann and Thompson, 1988). 
When elcmentary discourse units are clauses, synlactic information is reliable 
enough to be used in segmenting text. However, syntaclic information could not 
detect the case when an elcmentary discourse unit is a noun phrase. This case wi l l 
be analysed and solved in Section 3.2. 
3.2 Discourse Segmentation by Cue Phrases -S tep 2 
Several noun phrases are considered as elementary discourse units when they are 
accompanied by a strong cue phrase (Examples 3.12). Thèse cases cannot be 
recognised by synlactic information. Therefore, another segmentation process is 
integrated into D A S to deal with such cases. This process searchcs for a strong 
cue phrase in each discourse segment generated by Step 1. When a strong eue, 
'•a 
phrase is found, the algorithm splits the discourse segment into two elementary 
discourse units: one unit is the noun phrase that contains the strong cue phrase, 
1 1 In this thesis, a cue phrase that is strong enough to make a noun phrase become an elementary 
discourse unit is called a "strong cue phrase". Otherwise, it is a normal eue phrase or a weak eue 
phrase. 
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and another unit is the rest of the discourse segment. The set o f strong cue phrases 
used in the experiments described in this thesis are: according to, as a result of, 
although, because of but also, despite, despite of in spite of irrespective, not 
only, regardless, without, --. It is created basing on previous research about 
elementary discourse units such as Marcu (1997) and on the observation of the 
annotated documents from the R S T - D T corpus (2002). 
There are two cases o f strong cue phrases that are treated differently by D A S , 
as shown in (Examples (3.12) and (3.13): 
(3.12) [According to a Kidder World story about Mr . Mcgargcl, |( all the 
firm has to do is "position ourselves more in the deal flow.'!] 
(3.13) [In 1988, Kidder eked out a $46 million profit,][ mainly because of 
severe cost cutting.] 
In the first case, there is no adverb that is adjacent to the strong cue phrase and 
on the left of the cue phrase (Example 3.12). A new elementary discourse unit is 
created from the beginning position of the cue phrase to the end boundary of the 
noun phrase. The end boundary of a noun phrase is identified by punctuation such 
as a comma, a semicolon, or a full stop. 
In the second case, some adverbs are left-adjacent to the strong cue phrase 
(Example 3;13). If these adverbs do not belong to the syntactic structure o f the left 
part of the old discourse segment, a new elementary discourse unit is created from 
the left most position of these adverbs to the end boundary o f the noun phrase. 
Otherwise, the new elementary discourse unit is created in the same way as in the^ 
first case. 
3.3 Summary and Discussion 
In this chapter, we have presented a discourse segmenting method based on 
syntactic information and cue phrases. The discourse segmentation by syntax 
consists of two processes. The first process divides text into discourse segments 
based on syntactic information. The second process refines the output o f the first 
process to guarantee the independent functional integrity of each discourse 
segment. After the input text has been segmented by using.syntactic information, 
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noun phrases that have the rôle o f elementary discourse units are recognised by 
detecting slrong eue phrases from text. 
At ihe moment, Ihe rules for ihe discourse segmentation by synlax are 
manually created based on previous rescarch in discourse anàlysis (Carlson et al., 
2002). The experiments carried out in this research show that this discourse 
segmenter bas good performance when compared witli bther discoursé segmënters 
known to us (Section 6.2.1). It shows that the combination of senlcntial syntactic 
structures and eue phrases are reliable enough for inlra-sentential discourse 
segmentation. 
A problem faced by ail discourse segmenling Systems is that différent people 
may create différent elementary discourse units for the samc text. for that reason, 
a flexible rnle set that can adapt lo new segmentation approaches is preferred by 
D A S . For future work, a method for automatically learning synlactic-based rules 
from a discourse corpus can be considered and then thèse rules can be used lo 
segment text into elementary discourse units. Cue phrases can also be considered 
in the future System since they are the slrongest signais and they provide the 
simplest way to annotale rhetorical structures. 
After a text is segmented into elementary discourse units, the next task m 
discourse analysis is to find ail possible rhetorical relations between them. This 
problem is addressed in Chapter 4. 
i 
i 
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4 Positing Rhetorical Relations between Elementary 
Discourse Units 
Rhetorical relations have been recognisc'd bascd on différent factors. The factors 
that have been mostly used by researchers are eue phrases, anaphora resolution, 
and VP-ell ispis (see Section 2.1.2.2). We apply some cohésive devices that have 
already been exploited by other researchers and propose new factors including 
noun-phrase eues and verb-phrase eues (LeThanh and Abeysinghe, 2003b). 
This chapter is organised as follow. The set of relations that is used lo represent 
the rhetorical structure of text is introduced in Section 4.1. Section 4.2 introduces 
the factors that are used in D A S to signal rhetorical relations. Section 4.3 
! 
describes the method that uses thèse factors to rcco'gnise relations. A n 
implementation of the récognition process is presented in Section 4.4. Finally, a 
summary of this chapter is provided in Section 4.5. 
4.1 The Set of Relations 
i 
i 
Before considering constructing a rhetorical structure, it is iiecessary to define a 
set o f relations to describe this structure. Which relations and how many relations 
are going to be enough to describe the text cohérence by a rhetorical structure? 
According to Mann and Thompson (1988), the set o f rhetorical relations is open. 
It can be modified for the purposes of parlicular genres and cultural styles. If the 
relation set consists o f just a few relations, the discourse trees wi l l be easier to 
construct, but they wi l l norbe informative. On the other hand, i f it is a large 
relation set, the trees wi l l be informative, but they wi l l be difficult to build. 
The number of relations proposed by researchers varies from two (Grosz and 
Sidner, 1986) to over a hundred (Carlson et al., 2002). According to Hovy (1990), 
the two relations proposed by Grosz and Sidner (1986), Dominance and 
Satisfaction-Pvccedencc, may salisfy from the point of view of text 
summarisation, but it is not so from the point öf View of text génération. Hovy 
(1990) bas carried oui a survey of the works o f approximalcly 30 researchers and 
identifies more than 350 relations from their research. He then proposes a set of 
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70 relations, which is achieved by fusing and classifying these relations. His 
motivation.in defining this set is to produce a standardised and covering set o f 
relations. However, this taxonomy is then replaced by Maier and Hovy (1991), as 
they state the set proposed by Hovy (1990) fails to recognise the communicative 
differences between the various relations. 
The problem arising from this work is how to justify whether one set of 
relations is adequate or not, and how to justify whether one set is more appropriate 
than another. Mann and Thompson (1988) use five different relations to describe 
causal relations (Volitional Cause, Non-Volitional Cause, Volitional Result, Non-
Volitional Result, and Purpose). A l l these five relations are grouped together by 
Scott and de Souza (1990) for the task o f textual realisation. 
According to Knott (1996), in order to justify the set o f relations, we have to 
have a way of deciding on an appropriate level o f detail. Knott states: 
"The standards of adequacy are set by the demands o f the theory in 
which the relations figure. The theory wi l l determine what 
information about a text relations are supposed to capture; we can 
then ask whether the description they provide is in fact sufficient to 
capture that information." (Knott, 1996, pp.40) i 
Corston (1998) uses a set of thirteen relations in R A S T A , as he claims at least 
these relations are required for the analyses of Encarta 96 articles. He eliminates 
six relations from the original set o f relations in Mann and Thompson (1988) 
(Antithesis, Enablement, Evaluation. Interpretation, < 'Motivation, and 
Solutionhooat), as these relations do not participate in building the rhetorical 
structures for articles in Encarta 96. '• 
The articles from the RST discourse corpus (RST-DT, 2002) used in this thesis 
were manually analysed using 110 different relations (see Section 2.3). It is very 
difficult to automatically construct R S T trees based on such a large set. Therefore, 
we propose a smaller set by merging relations with similar characteristics in these 
110 relations, resulting in a set of 22 relations: List, Sequence, Condition, 
Otherwise, Hypothetical, Antithesis, Contrast, Concession, Cause, Result, Cause-
Result, Purpose, Solulionhood, Circumstance, Manner, Means, Interpretation, 
I 
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Evaluation, Surwnary, Elaboration, Exploitation, and Joint. We use three différent 
relations Cause, Resuit, and Cause-Result to emphasise the essential text span in 
each rhetorical relation (see Appendix 6 for définitions oT thèse relations). This 
relation set is created by taking the most widely used relations by researchers on 
discourse analysis (e.g., Mann and Thompson, 1988; Hovy, 1990; Marcu, 2000; 
Corston, 1998). Also , thèse relations are separate enough so that D A S can 
recognise one relation from another. 
A s menlioned at the bcginning of this section, sincc the sel of rhetorical 
relations is an open set, we niake no claim that this set Covers ail otber relations or 
is correct in ail détails. It can be reduced, extended, or modified depcnding on 
différent purposes and data. The modification of the set of relations does not 
affect the approach used in this thesis. In ordcr to fit with the hcw set of relations, 
D A S is easily modified by changing the conditions for recognising relations based 
on récognition factors proposed in Section 4.2. Other analysing modules used in 
i 
D A S , i.e., discourse segmentation (Chapter 3) and discourse, analysing (Chapter 
/ 5), still remain the same since they are independent of the set o f relations. 
4.2 Factors Used for Signalling Rhetorical Relations 
This section présents différent récognition factors used in D A S for signalling 
rhetorical relations. In addition, to exploit new properlics o f the factors that bave 
been investigated in other research (eue phrases, syntactic information, time 
références, reiterative devices, référence words, substitution words, and ellipses), 
we propose new récognition factors (noun-phrase eues and verb-phrase eues). 
Similar to eue phrases, thèse new factors are very useful in recognising relations. 
The récognition factors are briefly presented below. . ' 
4.2.1 Cue Phrases 
Cue phrases (e.g., however, as a resuit), also called discourse connectives, 
conjunctions, or discoursc markers, arc words or phrases lliat connect clauses, 
sentences, or larger tcxlual unils. Cue phrases are the most simple and obvions 
means of signalling relations in text because o f two reasons. Pirsl, they cxplicitly 
express the cohesiveness among textual units most of the lime. Second, 
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identifying eue phrases is essentially based on paUern matching. For example, the 
eue phrase "when" in Example (4.1) détermines a Circumsiance relation between 
two clauses '7/e was staying ai home " and "thepolice arrivée!": 
(4.1 ) [He was staying al home][ when the police arrived.] 
Cue phrases have been widely and systematically investigated in both linguistic 
and compulatïonal literaturę. Therefore, we created a set of cue phrases for 
récognising rbetorical relations based on previous studies o f eue phrases. This set 
is inherited from those in Grosz and Sidner (1986), Wirschberg and Litman 
i 
(1993), Knott and Dale (1994), and Marcu (2000). The list of cue phrases used is 
shown in Appendix 3. 
Some problems in using cue phrases 
Although cue phrase bas shown to be the simplest factor to signal rbetorical 
1 
relations, they are not wilhout problems. Previous studies on eue phrases (Litman, 
1996; Marcu, 2000; Webber et al., 1999a) have drawn out scveral difficulties in 
récognising cue phrases and using them in signalling rhelorical relations. Thèse 
problems are: 
A . Ambiguity between the discourse sensé and the sentential sensé of a 
cue phrase; ' : 
B . Ambiguity about rhelorical relations; 
C . Effective scope of cue phrases; , 
D. Multiple discourse connectives. 
We wi l l address thèse problems and propose our solutions to each case. 
A - Âmbieuitv between the discourse sensé and ihe sentential sensé of a cue 
phrase. 
A word or phrase can have a discourse sensé in some cases; but i l may not do so 
in the others. For exnmplc, the word nand" is a eue phrase in Examplc (4.2), but 
not in Example (4.3) as shown bclow. 
(4.2) [Mary borrowed that book from our library last Monday,] [and she 
returned it this morning.] \ Séquence 
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(4.3) Mary lias a cat and a dog. 
i 
The word "and" in Example (4.2) Starts a new action "she returned it dus 
morning" that happens after the first action represented by the first clause o f the 
sentence. "And"' bas a discourse sensé hcrc by signalling a Séquence relation 
between thèse two clauses. On the other band, the word "and" in Example (4.3)" 
does not give any information about.tbe rhetorical relation. Instead, it is only a 
conjunction that connects two noun phrases in that sentence! When a word only 
expresses a sentential meaning in the current context such as "and" in (4.3), it 
only bas a sentential sensé. In our experiments we noticed that a eue phrase in the 
discourse sensé lias a différent effect to a sentence lhan a eue phrase in the 
sentential sensé. The sentence is still grammatically correct when the "discourse 
sensé" eue phrase is removed from the sentence, but it is not so with the 
"sentential sensé" eue phrase. Therefore, we used syntactic information to delect 
the sensé o f a eue phrase. 1 
Examples (4.2) and (4.3) show that the position of a word in a sentence is 
important in deciding the discourse rôle o f that word. The word "and" bas a 
discourse sensé only when it stands al thé beginning o f the right span o f a 
rhetorical relation. Because of this, we added information 'about the possible 
positions of a eue phrase in a span to each eue phrase. If 'a eue phrase bas a 
discourse sehse only in some special positions o f a sentence, the information 
about ils position wi l l be allached lo the eue phrase, from now on, when 
mentioning a eue phrase, we only refer to the eue phrase ii i its discourse sensé. 
B - Ambiguity about rhetorical relations 
Finding a eue phrase in its discourse sensé does not mean a rhetorical relation can 
be immediately posilcd since a eue phrase may signal two or more relations. In 
Example (4.4), "since" can be interpretcd as a notation about the Urne " / have not 
seen John". Mcanwhile, the clause after "since" in Examplc (4.5) cxplains the 
reason why "He came bock to Berlin". As a resuit, the eue phrase "since" signais a 
Circumstancè relation in Example (4.4) and an Exploitation relation in Example 
(4-5). 
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(4.4) I have not seen John since he came back from Austria. 
(4.5) He came back to Berlin since he prefers to live thcre.' y 
In order to posit a relation between elementary discourse units in thèse cases, 
other information bas to be taken into account. In a Circumstance relation, ihe 
event in the circumstance clause always happens beforc the event in the main 
clause; or the event in the main clause happens during the lime o f the event in the 
circumstance clause. Therefore, the tense o f spans is chccked by D A S in order to 
exlract this information. In addition, other cohérence information is also computed 
to posit the most suitable relation in each situation. A detailcd description about 
the process to recognise rhelorical relations is discussed in Section 4.3. 
. i 
i 
In some cases, more than one relation can be posiled between spans as in 
Example (4.6) shown below. ; 
(4.6) I have not seen John for a whilc since he movcd lo a new town far 
away from heic. 
j 
The clause after "since" in Example (4.6) can be understopd as an exportation 
for the clause before it. The reason ' 7 have not seen John for a while" is (hat he 
lives too far from the wriler or the speaker. This clause can also be considered as 
the answer for the question "Since when have you not seen John?". Therefore, it 
also bas a Circumstance relation wilh the first clause. Bolb relations are 
acceptable in this case. They are kept as candidates in D A S to dérive discourse 
trees. 
C- Effective scope of eue phrases 
Deciding the spans thaï are affected by a eue phrase is somelimes not easy, such 
as in Example (4.7) below. 
(4.7) a. As the crystal grows larger, 
b. the corners of the hexagon grow a bit faster. 
c. The slighlly faster growth at the corners soon causes the hexagon to 
sprout arms. 
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d. And since the ambient atmospheric conditions are nearly identical 
across the crystal, 
e. ail six budding anus grow at roughly the same raie. 
The eue phrase "as" signais a Circumstance relation between the tvvo clauses 
(a) and (b). The V P eue "cause" indicates that "The slightly-faster growth at the 
corners" is a cause of "the hexagon to sprout arms". Since "The siightly faster 
growth at the corners" is anolher vvay o f expressing the main clause (b) of the 
first sentence (a-b), a Cause-Result relation holds between ih'c first sentence (a-b) 
and the second sentence (c). Both eue phrases "and*1 and "since" stand at the 
beginning o f the last sentence in Exaniple (4.7). Only the tue phrase "since" 
signais a rhetorical relation (a Cause relation) between the two clauses (d) and (e). 
The eue phrase "and* connects the second sentence (c) wilh (lie third sentence (d-
e). It posits an Elaboration relation between thèse sentences. Two questions arisc 
from this examplc: 
1. How to make D A S take "since", not "and\ as the eue phrase for the 
two clauses (d) and (e)? 
2. H o w to make D A S décide whether the eue phrase "and* connect the 
last two sentences (Pigure 4.1a) or the first two sentences and the third 
onc (figure 4.1 b)7 
a-e 
Cause-Result 
a-e 
Elaboration 
a-b 
Circumstance 
c-e 
Elaboration 
d-e 
Cause 
a-c 
Cause-Result 
a-b 
Circumstance 
d-e 
Cause 
(a) 
Figure 4.1. Two Possible Discourse Trees for Example (4.7) 
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With the first problem, we used information about posilions|of eue phrases. The 
eue phrase "and" bas to stand at the beginning of the right span (see Appendix 3). 
Therefore, "and' cannot be used as a eue phrase for the relation between the two 
spans "since the ambient atmospheric conditions are nearly'idenlical across the 
crystal" and "ail six budding arms grow at roughly the saine rate" in Example 
(4.7). , i 
The second problem is solvcd by using the scope o f eue phrases. Since some 
eue phrases can only connect clauses or sentences (e.g., since, allhough), and the 
olhers can connect paragraphs (e.g,frstly, secondly), we used this information to 
control the effective scope o f eue phrases. As the eue phrase "and' is to connect 
clauses or sentences (Appendix 3), the discourse tree in Figure 4.1.a is chosen as 
the représentation for Exampie (4.7). 
D - Multiple discourse connectives 
Let us coiisider the following situations o f recognising rhetorical relations 
between two texl spans, which are referred to asThe problem o f multiple discourse 
connectives: 
1. Sevcral adjacent eue phrases in a span. 
2. Several non-adjacent eue phrases in a span. 
3. Sevcral non-adjacent eue phrases in botb spans. 
Example (4.7) represents the first situation. In this case, we proposed to use the 
following rules: 
1. If several eue phrases stand at the beginning of the left span, the right most 
eue phrase will décide the relation. The left most eue phrase will décide the 
relation between the span on ils left and the span thaï covers the left and 
right span. 
2. If two eue phrases stand at the beginning of the right span, the left most eue 
phrase will décide the relation. 
It is necessary to note that the chosen eue phrase needs to satisfy ail o f its 
properties (e.g., ils position in a span) before it can be used to posit a relation. 
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The second rule is applied for a situation that lias been discussed in Webber et al. 
(1999b), which is represented in Example (4.8): 
(4.8) Y o u shouldn't trust John because, for example, he never returns what 
he borrows. 
The eue phrase "hecause" is chosen by the second rule to connect "You 
shouldn V trust John" and "for example, he never returns what he borrows" 
According to Webber et al. (1999b), the presuppositiön of "for example" is 
grounded througb the adjacent discourse connectives "because", which provides 
évidence for a set of reasons. Thus, the right clause "for example, he never returns 
what he borrows" is a cause for the left clause "You shouldn't trust John". 
Webber et al. use the D - L T A G (Discourse Lexicalized Tree-Adjoining Grammar) 
to parse the.sentence in Example (4.8), which produces the tree in figure 4.2. 
Both approaches, which are used in D A S and in Webber et al. (1999b), posit 
the same relation for Example (4.8). The différence between them is that D A S 
générâtes an RST tree, whereas the method used in Webber et al. (1999b) 
constructs a D - L T A G tree for the text. 
Y o u shouldn't 
trust John 
he never returns 
what he borrows. 
Figure 4.2. The D - L T A G Dérivation for Example (4.8) 
For the second situation (i.e., sevcral non-adjacent eue phrases in a span), the eue 
phrase that is contiguous wilh the segment boundary wi l l décide the relation. For 
the third situation (i.e., sevcral non-adjacent eue phrases, in both spans), ail 
relations corresponding to thèse eue phrases wi l l bc chcckcd. The procédure to 
check a relation is discussed in Section 4.4. . , 
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In summary, tlie following properties are added to each eue phrase in order lo 
assist the process of recognising relations: ' 
• The possible position of a eue phrase in a span. A eue phrase can be at 
the beginning, in the middle, or at the end of a span. lts respective 
positions are ' B ' , ' M ' , and ' L ' . If the eue phrase can be at any position 
inside a span, then its position is ' A ' , which means "any position". 
• The span that the eue phrase bclongs to. This is indicatcd by the letter 
' L ' (for left span) or ' R ' (for right span). If the eue phrase can be in eilher 
side, this property is indicated by the letter ' A ' , which means "anyside". 
• The effective scope of a eue phrase. If a eue phrase can be used only to 
connect clauses, its effective scope is ' C ' . If the maximum size of a span 
that a eue phrase can connect wilh is the size of a sentence, the effective 
scope is ' S ' . Otherwise, this value is ' P ' (paragraphe ; 
• The relation naine suggestcd by the eue phrase (e.g.. Elaboration, 
Circumstancé). 
• The score of (lie eue phrase for (lie relation, whose values ranges 
between 0 and 1. for example, "in spite of is the eue phrase for the 
Concession relation; it bas a score of 1. "And" can be a eue phrase for a 
List, Séquence, or Elaboration relation, its score for each of thèse relations 
should bc lowcr lhan 1. This score is inilially assigned accordmg to human 
linguistic intuitions. It can be adjusted during a training process of eue 
phrases. 
For examplc, the eue phrase "aiuF is stored in the set of eue phrases for the List 
relation as "CT/K/:B:R:S^/.V / :0 .8". The information for the eue phrase "in spite of 
is "in spite nfM:A:C:Confrast: I ". , 
4.2.2 Noun-Phrase Cues and Verb-Phrase Cues 
i 
In this section, we introducc two new types of eue phrases, l ï icy are noun-phrase 
cues (NP eues) and verb-phrase eues (VP eues). Examplcs 'of N P eues and V P 
cues arc shown below: 
(4.9) [New York style pizza mects Californian ingredienls,][ and the resuit 
is the pizza from this Churcb Street pizzeria.] 
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(4.10) [By the end o f this year, 63-year-old Chairman Silas Cathcart retires 
to his Lake Forest, 111., home, possibly to build a shopping mall on 
some land he owns. "I've done what I came to do at Kidder", he says.] 
[And that means 42-year-old Michael Carpenter, president and chief 
executive since January, wi l l for the first time take complete control 
of Kidder and try to make good on some grandiose plans.] 
In Example (4.9) the noun "result" indicates a Result relation; whereas in 
Example (4.10) the verb "means" signals an Interpretation relation between two* 
sentences. The phrases in the main noun phrases (i.e., subjects and objects) o f a 
sentence that signal rhetorical relations are called N P cues. These phrases can be 
nouns, adjectives, or adverbs. For example, the adjective "following" in the noun 
phrase "the following week" signals a Sequence relation. This word is considered 
as a N P cue. Similarly, the phrases in the main verb phrase o f a sentence that 
signal relations are called V P cues. These phrases can contain verbs, adjectives, or 
adverbs. 
N P cues, V P cues, and cue phrases are considered as,separate recognition 
i 
factors because o f their different behaviours in recognising relations. The same 
word in a NP , a V P , and a clause may signal different relations or may not signal 
any relation at all. Let us illustrate this statement using the word "means". When 
"means" acts as a verb, it often signals an Interpretation relation (Example 4.10). 
i 
When the noun "means" is in the main noun phrase of a sentence, it does not 
signal any relation (Example 4.11). Meanwhile, when the noun "means" is not in 
a main noun phrase o f a sentence, but it is in the cue phrase "by means of \ it 
indicates a Means relation (Example 4.12). 
(4.11) [These means o f transport are sometimes called accidental,][ but this 
is not strictly correct.] 
(4.12) [It is ihe magician's wand,J[ by means of which he may summon into 
life whatever form and mould he pleases.] 
In addition, the cue phrases are identified based on pattern matching, whereas 
the NPs or VPs of text spans have to be stemmed before being compared with the 
NP or V P cues. The sets of NP cues and V P cues were created by us and are listed 
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in Appendix 4. The information stored for each N P or V P eue includes the span 
that the N P or V P eue beiongs to, relations that the N P or V P eue signal, and the 
score of NP or V P eue whose value is between 0 and I. Similar to eue phrases, i f a, 
N P eue or a V P eue signais more than one relation, its score for each relation is 
lower than 1. Tins score can be adjusted during a training process. 
i 
A detailed description of the use o f N P eues and V P eues wi l l be discussed in 
Sections 4.3 and 4.4. 
4.2.3 Reiterative Devices 
The reiterative devices include word répétition, synonyms, hypernyms, co-
hyponyms, and antonyms. 
4.2.3.1 W o r d Répét i t ion and Synonyms 
Word répétition bas been used in previous studies on texl summarisation and 
information retrieval lo segment text inlo topics (Uliyama and M. Isahara, 2001; 
Salton et al., 1999; Choi , 2000). The idea is that i f two spans refer to the same 
i 
topic (i.e., some specific words are repeated many times), there must be a 
discourse connection between thèse spans. 
Synonyms can be considered as a variant of word répétition phenomenon, 
which is oflen used when pcople do not wanl to rcpeal a specific word so many 
times. In Example (4.13), the words "employer" and "boss" refer to the same 
person: : 
(4.13) Amada's employer, however, was less sympathetic. *My boss gave 
me an envelope and told me it was redundancy money - two weeks' 
pay - $280. I was shocked.' (Salkie, 1995) 
ln relation recognilion, the information about word répétition and synonyms is 
used to delect the discourse connection and relation namc between spans. For 
example, a Contrat relation often occurs when most words in two spans are 
similar, and one span bas ihc word "not". When bolh sentences bave the snmc 
subject or objecl, and the same syntactic structure, it is likely that a List relation 
holds between thèse sentences. 
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4.2.3.2 Hypernyms 
Mypernyms are used when one refers back (o a word (hat bas bccn used in tbe 
previous text, or menlioned a more gênera) or more spécifie-situation, such as the 
words "Brazil" and "country" in Example (4.14) shown below. 
(4.14) BraziL wilh her two-crop economy, was even more severely hit by 
the Depression than the other Latin American states'. The country was 
on the verge of complète collapse. 
i' 
"Brazir is a specific instance of the more gênerai word "country \ The gênerai 
word is called a hypemym; the more specific one is called .a hyponym. If the 
i 
specific word is used before the gênerai word, and no eue phrase is présent in the 
text, it is possible that an Elaboration, Evaluation, Interpretation, Exploitation, or 
Circumstance relation holds between two spans. On the other band, i f the gênerai 
word is used before tbe specific word, it oflen signais an Elaboration relation. As 
such, D A S uses hypernyms to litnil the range of rhctorlcal relations needed to be 
examined. 
4.2.3.3 Co-hyponyms and Antonyms 
Co-hyponyms are the words thaï bave the same hypernym. For example, "Brazir, 
"Vietnam", and "Poland" are co-hyponyms since ail of them are ail hyponyms of 
country. Antonyms arc opposite words such as "bot" and "coUr. Since the 
meaning of antonyms is opposite, they often express a Contrast relation. The co-
hyponyms oflen refer to a multi-nuclear relation such as Contrast, List, and 
Séquence. 
4.2.4 Combining Réitération Devices with Référence Words 
i. 
The référence words inchide personal pronouns (/, you, he), Iheir object Torms 
(me, him) and their possessive forms (my, mine, your, yo'urs), demonstratives 
(this, that, thèse, those) and comparative constructions (the same thing, a différent 
person, etc.). The meanings of référence words do not exist in isolation. Each 
word musl be inlerpreted in ils conlext. One needs to look back at the previous^ 
text to understand whicb entity the référence word refers to. For example, the 
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pronoun "he" in the second sentence o f Example (4.15) refers to tlie private name 
"Graham", whereas the pronoun "it" refers to the noun phrasé "his bicycle". 
(4.15) Graham sold his bicycle. He said he did not need it anymore. 
The référence words are oflen combined with the reiteralive devices to refer to 
the previous enlity (see Example 4.16). -The phenomenon of réitération of ah 
' entity (called "antécédent") by a référence (càllcd "anaphar") that points back to 
that entity is caWed "anaphora". 
(4.16) I bave read a novel wrilten by Barbara Erskine. The bock is 
fascinating, absorbing, and bypnotic. 
Normally, after an entity is initiated, this entity is elaborated by succeeding 
sentences, using référence devices. When another enlity is initiated, the text 
changes its focus to the new entity. Researchers such as Grosz and Sydner (1986) 
have proved that identifying the movement of focus is important in defining the 
rhetorical structure of text. The process of identifying the antécédent of an 
anaphof is called "anaphora résolution". Anaphora resolution bas been 
extensively investigaled in many studies (e.g., Cristea and D i ma, 2001; Mitkov, 
2002). 
In this research, we use a simple model o f anaphora résolution to recognise 
relations. The main noun phrases (i.e., subjccls and objccls o f sentences), verb 
phrases, and adjective phrases are extracted from the syntactic information o f 
thèse spans. These phrases are Iben slemmed into their original forms (e.g., 
"books" is converted into "book"). After that, D A S computes the semanlic relation 
between thèse phrases using a thésaurus called WordNet (2004). The relations 
i 
needed to be computed arc word répétition, synonyms of nouns, hypernyms of 
nouns, co-hyponyms and antonyms of nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs, and , 
références. i'. 
I.et us consider the following exanvjje: 
f 4.17) Pire is hot. Ice is cold. 
The two subjects, "ice" and "fire", are co-hyponyms, since both of them have a 
hypernym "substance". The two adjectives, "cold' and "hoC\ are antonyms. The 
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head verbs o f two sentences have the same base form "be". This information 
signais a Contrast or a List relation between thèse two sentences. 
A detailed description about using cohesive dcvices in rccognismg relations is 
described in Sections 4.3 and 4.4. 
4.2.5 Time Références 
Discourse connection can be established by time relations between spans. i f the 
time of a narrative changes from the présent to the past, it is bkely that the writer 
refers to a previous event that is Ihe cause (Example 4.18), the hypothetical 
(Example 4.19), or the élaboration (Examplc 4.20) of the entrent event. 
(4.18) Mark bas a terrible headache loday. Me drank too inuch last night. 
(4.19) Mark bas a terrible headache loday. Me must have drunk too inuch 
last night. 
(4.20) Mark has a restaurant now. Ile had to work in several restauranls 
before he opened bis own. 
If the time of the second span covers Ihe time of the first span, a Circumstance 
relation usually holds in this case (Example 4.21). 
(4.21) Mark knows every person in this village. He has beert living here for 
more than ten ycars. i 
If no eue phrase is présent in a sentence and the subjecl o f this sentence contains a 
temporal N P eue (e.g., previous, nexl), a List, Séquence, Explanation, or 
Elaboration relation may hold. For example, an Explanation relation exists in 
Example (4.22). 
(4.22) Mark bought a new car today. Mis previous car was stolen. 
The time référence can also be used to check the validily o f a relation as 
mentioned in Section 4.3.2.1. Sincc the time référence can signal discourse 
connection and limit possible relations, it is combined with olher factors to posit 
rhctoiical relations, as described in Section 4.3. î 
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4.2.6 Substitution Words 
Substitution serves as a place-holding device, where thc missing expression is 
replaced by a special vvord (one, do, so, etc.), in order to avoid the répétition. 
"One" and "some" replace a noun phrase (Example 4.23). j "Do" and its other 
forms ("did", "have donc", etc.) replace a verb phrase (Examplc 4.24). "So" 
replaces a clause (Example 4.25). 
(4.23) Tbis télévision is loo small for your room. Y o u should buy a bigger 
one. 
(4.24) I hâve ne ver read /hat book beforc. 1 wisb I did. 
(4.25) - Steve will ge( the firsi prize. 
- I think so. 
B y replacing words that have already been used in the preceding text, a strong 
link is crealed belwecn one part of the elidcd text and anollicr. While reitcrativc 
devices or référence words can be distant from their antécédents, the substitution 
words only. refer to the entities or the actions that have just beeil menlioned. T 
Therefore, substitution words are used for local focus. 
The substitution words "one", "do", and "so" also have other uses where they 
do not Substitute for anything. f o r example, "one" can be a number; "do" can be 
an auxiliary; and "so" is not a Substitute in "so many". Syntaclic information is 
used in D A S to distinguish thèse cases. 
4.2.7 Ellipses 
Ellipsis is a special form of substitution words where a part o f a sentence is 
omitted. The use of VP-ellipsis bas been discussed in previous research in 
discourse analysis such as Kehler and Sbieber (1997). In thisjresearch, other types 
of ellipses are also considered, including NP-ellipsis and clausc-ellipsis. Examplcs 
of NP-ellipsis, VP-ell ipsis , and clause-ellipsis are shovvn in Examples (4.26), 
(4.27), and (4.28) respeclively. In tbcsc examplcs, thc word'or clause in italics is 
left out at the position that is marked with "o". 
(4.26) Steve lias always been a good student in my class. Aclual ly , lie is the 
best o . ! 
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(4.27) I went to the dentist, and he o to the airport. 
(4.28) / have a feeling that this cottage is very familiar. But I cannot explain 
why o . 
Many studies on VP-ellipsis have been carried out by Kebler (e.g., Kehler, 
1996; Kehler and Shieber, 1997). He claims that VP-ell ipsis exists in two levels: 
the syntactic level and the semantic level. The data support a syntactic account 
when a Resemblance relation is operative between the clauses, whereas the data 
support a semantic account when a Cause-Effect relation is operative. This 
observation about VP-ellipsis, as well as other aspects of NP-ellipsis and clause-
ellipsis, is considered in D A S to posit rhetorical relations. The ellipticai 
phenomenon in a text is recognised by analysing the syntactic information of 
sentences. ' 
4.2.8 Syntactic Information 
According to Malthiessen and Thompson ( 1988), clausal relations reflect 
rhetorical relations within a sentence. The rhetorical relation between a main ' 
clause and its subordinate clause is an asymmetric relation, in which the main 
clause is the nucleus, and the subordinate clause is the satellite. This proposal is 
applied in O A S to suggest the nuclearily role of spans and to eliminate unsuitable 
relations (e.g., a List relation cannot hold between a main clause and a subordinate 
. j 
clause). If two clauses are in coordination, their relation can be symmetric or 
I 
asymmetric. 
Syntactic information can also be used to suggest relation)names. For example, 
the reporting and reported clauses o f a sentence are considered as the satellite and 
the nucleus in an Elaboration relation: ! 
(4.29) [Mr. Carpenter says)[ that Kidder wi l l finally tap the resources o f 
G1E.J , ; 
In Example (4.29), the reporting clause "Mr. Carpenter says" is considered as 
the satellite, whereas the reported clause "that Kidder '.will finally tap the 
resources of G £ " is considered as the nucleus. This is described in Chapter 3. 
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4.3 Conditions to Posit a Rhetorical Relation 
Mann and Thompson (1988) have stated that a rhetorical relation is identified by 
constraints on the nucleus, on the satellite, and on the combination ofthe nucleus 
i 
and the satellite (see Figure 2.3 in Section 2.2.1 for an example). Tbis process 
dépends on the reader's understanding of the text. To recognise relations in a 
computational way, D A S uses two kincls of récognition rules. The rules that are 
used to signal relations are called heuristic rules. The rules that are used to check 
the validity o f a relation are called necessary conditions. 
The heuristic rules are the applications of récognition factors to a specific 
relation. For example, the heuristic rule to recognise a List relation "The right 
span contains List eue phrases" (Section 4.3.2.1) is the application of the 
i 
récognition factor eue phrases. j 
i 
The purpose of separaling two kinds of récognition rules is to reduce the work-
load o f the récognition process. To posit relations, D A S Starts by finding 
récognition factors from text spans. If thèse factors are strong enough to signal a 
relation, which means that the total scores ofthe heuristic rules that contribute to 
that relation are more than or equal to a threshold 0 (see Section 4.3.1), then the 
necessary conditions ofthat relation wi l l be checked. That relation wi l l be posited 
i f ail necessary conditions are satisfied (see Section 4.4). Sincc a factor oflcn 
signais a limited number of relations, D A S does not need to check ail relations 
from the relation set. 
4.3.1 Scoring Heuristic Rules i 
Cue phrases, N P eues, V P eues, and cohesive déviées have différent importances 
i 
in recognising rhetorical relations. The cue phrases are the ones that explicitly 
express discourse relations most of the lime. Meanwhile, ellipsis, which is one 
type of cohesive devices, can only create a link between text spans and cannot 
détermine a relation name. Therefore, the heuristic rules using cue phrases are 
stronger than the heuristic rules using ellipsis. To conlrol the inlluence of thèse 
factors to the relation récognition, each heuristic rule is assigned a heuristic score. 
The cue phrase rules have the highest score of 100 because cue phrases are the 
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strongest factor lo signal relations. NP eues and V P eues are also strong factors 
but they are weaker tban eue phrases since they do not express relations in a 
' straightforward .way like eue phrases. As a resull, the heuristic rulcs involving N P 
eues and V P eues are assigned a score of 90. The heuristic rules corresponding to 
the remaining récognition factors receive scores ranging from 20 to 80 because 
thèse factors arc weaker than N P eues and V P eues. 
In this research, we separate two types o f scores: the score o f a heuristic rule 
and the score o fa specific eue phrase, N P eue, and V P eue (see Sections 4.2.1 and 
4.2,2). The heuristic rulc involving eue phrases lias the score o f 100, which means 
D A S is one hundred per cent certain that the relation signallcd by the eue phrase 
holds. However, it is only correct when that eue phrase explicitly expresses a 
relation. As mentioned in Sections 4.2.1, each eue phrase lias a différent level of 
certainty in signalling relations. The eue phrase "instead of atways signais an 
Antithesis relation; whercas the eue phrase "and* may signal a Lisi, Séquence, or 
Elaboration relation. That means the eue phrase rule that applies to the eue phrase 
"and* is not one hundred per cent certain that a List relation holds. In otber words, 
the score of a eue phrase rule should be reduced when this rule is applied lo a 
weak eue phrase. Since the score of a eue phrase is between 0 and 1, D A S 
calculâtes the actual score o fa heuristic rulc involving eue phrases as follow: 
Actual-score(heurislic rulc) = Score(heuristic rule) * Scorc(cue phrase). 
This treatment is also applied lo N P eues and V P eues. Since a N P or V P eue can 
signal two or more relations, each NP or V P eue may have a différent score. It 
follows that the actual score for the heuristic rule o f a N P or V P eue is: 
Actual-score(heuristic rule) = Score(heuristic rule) * Score(NP eue or V P eue). 
The actual score o f other heuristic rules that do not involvc eue phrase, N P or V P 
eue is: 
Actual-score(heuristic rulc) = Score(beuristic rule) 
If scvcral heuristic rulcs o fa relation are salisficd, the score o f lhal relation wil l be 
the total scores of ail faciors that conlribute lo this relation. 
Total-heitristic-score = £ Actual-score (heuristic rule) 
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i 
At présent, heuristic scores are assignée! by huinan linguistic intuitions. They can 
be optimisée! by a training method. Unfortunately, vve kiiovv o f no discourse 
corpus tbat is large enougb for this training purpose. ' l hereforc, this training 
process lias not bcen addressed in this tbcsis. 
D A S secks tbe récognition factors in the following order: eue phrases, NI 1 eues, 
V P eues, and the rcmaining récognition factors. A rbetorical relation wil l bc 
posited i f the lotal-heitristic-score o f this relation is grealcr than or equal to a 
threshold 0. Cboosing a rcasonable value for this threshold is very important sinec 
a modification o f this value may affect many décisions' in positing relations, 
therefore changing rbetorical structures of text. The threshold is initially assigned 
the score of 30 (compare lo 100 as the maximum score of a heuristic rnlc), as by 
observation wc found thaï récognition factors can bc very weak in many cases. 
For a betler use of the threshold, a training method lo optimise this value wi l l be 
considered in future work. 
4.3.2 Criteria to Recognise Relations 
The criteria to recognise relations in this research are inheritcd from Corslon 
(1998) and then modified and extended by us. Howcver, D A S and R A S T A 
(Corslon, 1998) use the necessary conditions and the heuristic rules for différent 
purposes and in dî fièrent orders. The necessary conditions are used in D A S to 
eliminate the unsuitable relations lhat bave been signaled by heuristic rules. 
Meanwhile, thèse conditions are used in R A S T A to fil ter out unsuitable relations 
from the relation set before considering any heuristic rulc. D A S bas lo test fewer 
relations than R A S T A sinec ihc number of relations satisfied by the heuristic rules 
is always less than ihe number o f relations satisfied by the.necessary conditions. 
Therefore. the computational cost in D A S is less than thaï in R A S T A . 
The criteria lo recognise relations are described by threc représentative samplcs 
of a List relation (Section 4.3.2.1), a Circumsiance relation (Section 4.3.2.2), and 
an Elaboration relation (Sections 4.3.2.3). The heuristic rules thaï arc used to 
recognise the rcmaining relations are given in Appendix 6. 
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4.3.2.1 Lis t 
A List relation is a multi-nuclear relation whose elements can be listed. A List 
relation is often considered as a Sequence relation i f there is an explicit indication 
of temporal sequence. The necessary conditions for a List relation between two 
text units, Uniti and Unil2 (Uniti precedes Unil2) are shown in Table 4.1. The first 
condition is based on syntactic information to guarantee that the two units are 
syntactically independent. The second condition in Table 4.1 checks the linkage 
between the two units by using reiterative and co-reference devices. Syntactic and 
semantic information determine the subject of these units and their relations. The 
third condition distinguishes a List relation from a Sequence relation. The last 
condition ensures that a Contrast relation is not present. 
Index Ncccssnry Condi t ion 
1 Two units arc (wo co-ordinatc clauses or two sentences. 
2 If bolh units have subjects and do not contain attribuiion verbs, then these 
subjecls need to meet the following requirement: they must either be the 
same, idenlical, synonyms, co-hyponyms, hypernym/hyponym, or the 
stibject o f Unit2 is a pronoun or a noun phrase (hat ca'n replace the subject 
o f Unit, . 
3 
i 
There is no explicit indication that the cvenl expressed by Uniti 
lemporally precedes the event expressed by Unil2. 1 
4 The Contrast relation is not satisfied. 
Table 4.1. Necessary Conditions for the List Relation 
The heuristic iules for the List relation is shown in 'fable 4.2. Lel us apply the 
crileria to recognise the List relation to Lxample (4.30). 
(4.30) [Mr. Calhcart is credited with bringing some basic budgeting to 
(radittonally free-wheeling Kidder.4.30.1] [He also improved the firm's 
compliance procédures for lratli11g-.130.2l 
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hi Example (4.30), !he eue phrase "oho" signais a List relation bctvveen the two 
sentences (4.30.1) and (4.30.2). Since only the heuristic rule 1 (Table 4.2) is 
satisfied here, the total-heuristic-score is: 
Total-heuristic-score = Actual-score(heuristic rule 1) 
= score(heurislic rule 1) * sco\c("also "). 
Index Heuristic Rule Score 
1 Unit2 contains List eue phrases. 100 
2 Both units contain cnumeration conjunctions (ßrst. second, eic). 100 
3 Both subjects ofUnit j and Unit2 contain N P eues. 90 
4 If both units contain attribution verbs, the subjects o f their 
reporled clauses arc similar, synonyms, co-hyponyms, or 
hypernyms/hyponyms. 
80 
5 If the subjects of two units are co-hyponyms, then the verb 
phrase of U11U2 musl be the saine as the verb phrase o f Uni t i , or 
Unit2 luis the structure "so -t- attxiliary + sbf\ 
80 
Tahlc 4.2. Heuristic Rules for the List Relation 
The eue phrase "also" bas the score of I for the List relation, so the total-
heuristic-score is I00*l = 100>0. Therefore, the necessary conditions of the List 
relation are checked. Spans (4.30.1) and (4.30.2) are sentences, the first condition 
is thus satisfied. The subject o f text span (4.30.2), "he'\ is a pronoun, which 
replaces the subject of text span (4.30.1), "Mr. CathcorC (condition 2). There is 
no évidence o f an incrcasingly temporal séquence (condition 3), and also no signal 
of a Contrasf relation (condition 4). Therefore, a List relation is posilcd belween 
text spans (4.30.1 ) and (4.30.2). 
The eue phrase "and" is found in Exaniple (4.31): 
(4.31)|But the Reagan administration lliought olhcrwisCviji.il \tind so may 
the Bush administration.4.31.2I 
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"And" is considered as a eue phrase because it stands at the beginning o f clause 
(4.31.2) (heuristic rule I ). 'Die subjecls of two spans, "the Reagan administration" 
and "the Bush administration", are co-hyponyms. In addition, clause (4.31.2) bas 
the structure "so + auxiliary + sbj". With the score o f 0.8 for the eue phrase "and" 
in the List relation, and with the satisfaction of the heuristic rule 5, the tolal-
heurislic-score is: 
Total-heuristic-score = Score(heuristic rule l )*Score("a«cf ' ) + Score(heuristic 
rule 5) = 100*0.8 + 80=160 >0. 
i 
As in Example (4.30). the necessary conditions o f the List relation are checked 
and then a List relation is posited between two elementary discourse units (4.31.1 ) 
and (4.31.2). 
4.3.2.2 Circumstance » j 
A Circumstance relation is a nuclcar-satcllilc relation. In a Circumstance relation, 
the situation presented in the satellite provides the conlext in wliich the situation 
presented in the nucleus should be inlerpreled. The satellite is not the 
cause/explanation o f the situation presented in the nucleus. 
For example: 
(4.32) [Some evineed an optimism that had been rewardcd]( when they 
didn't flee the market in 1987.] 
There is no necessary condition for the Circumstance relation. The heuristic 
rules for the Circumstance relation between two lext units, Uniti and Unit2(Unil| 
précèdes Unit2) are shown in Table 4.3. 
The heuristic rule 3 is to distinguish the Circumstance relation with the Manner 
relation (see conditions to posit a Manner relation in Appendix 6). It is illuslrated 
in Examples (4.33) and (4.34) betow: 
(4.33) \Walking slowly,)\ wc approachcd the main building.) 
' (4.34) [Looking at Susan 's face,\\ ho knew she was terrible ;mgry.| 
The adverb "slowly" describes the manner of "Walking". The verb phrase 
"walking slowly" indicates the manner of "we approachcd the main building". 
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Meanwhile, "looking at Susan's face" dénotes the circumslance when *7;e knew 
she was terrible angry". The lotal-heuristic-score o f the Circumslance relation in 
Example (4.34) is: 
Total-hcuristic-score - Score(hcuristic rulc 3) = 80 > 0. • 
Index Hcuristic Rule Score 
1 One unit lias Circumstance eue phrases. 100 
2 The subject of U n i h contains a N P eue. 90 
3 Unit] is a Verb + ing clause; that verb phrase docs not contain 
any adverb. 
80 
4 The lime of Unit2 covers the lime of U n i l | . 50 
Table 4.3. Hcuristic Rulcs for the Circumslance relation 
Since the Circumstance relation does not require necessary conditions, a 
Circumstance relation is posiled between two clauses in Example (4.34), witb the 
lotal-heuristic-score o f 80. 
4.3.2.3 Elaboration 
A n Elaboration relation is a nuclcar-satcjlilc relation. In an Elaboration relation, 
the satellite gives additional information or détail aboul the situation presented in 
the nucleus. This is the most gênerai relation since one span often provides 
additional information for ils previous span. 'The necessary conditions for the 
Elaboration relation are given in Table 4.4. 
Index Necessary condition 
1 Both unils are nol dominatcd by and do not contain eue phrases that are 
compatible with olher relations. However, it is still acceptable if the eue 
phrase signais olher relations as wcll as the Elaboration relation. 
2 List, Séquence, Circumstance relations are not satisfied. 
Table 4.4. Necessary Conditions for the Elaboration Relation 
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The heuristic rules for (he Elaboration relation are given in Table 4.5. The 
i 
heuristic rule 6 in Table 4.5 means that the Elaboration is the default relation 
vvhen thcre is a signal of semantic relation between tvvo spans and ail otbcr 
relations are not salisfied. It is checked only vvhen no olher heuristic rule is 
i 
satisfied, or vvhen i l is signalled by synlactic information. Let us apply the criteria 
lo recognise the Elaboration relation to Example (4.35): 
(4.35) [But even on the fédéral bench, specialisalion is creeping in,] [and it 
bas become a subjecl of sharp controversy on (he nevvest fédéral 
appeals court.] 
Index Heuristic rule Score 
1 One unit contains Elaboration eue phrases. 100 
2 The V P of Unil2 contains a V P eue or an attribution verb. 90 
3 Unit2 is a clause that is adjacent to the last N P of Uni l i and bas 
the synlactic rôle of PP. NP , V P , or S B A R . 
80 
4 The subjecl or object o f Unit2 is a hyponym of the subject or 
object of Unit i , or the subjecl|object of Unil2 is the pronoun sortie 
or contains the modifier some. 
50 
5 The subjecl or object o f Unil2 is a synonyms, co-byponyms, or 
the subject of Unit2 is a pronoun or a NP that relates to the 
subject or object of Uni t i . 
30 
6 There is an indication of a relation between two unils (e.g., both 
units "talk about" the same subject). Also , other relations (except 
Joint) are nol satisfied. 
30 
Table 4.5. Heuristic Rules for the Elaboration Relation 
D A S considers the word "but" as a eue phrase i f Ibis word is at the beginning o f 
the rigbt span (see Appcndix 3). whicli docs not match vvilh "but" in Exnmplc 
(4.35). Therefore, there is only one eue phrase "aiuF in ibis cxample. "And" 
signais the List, Séquence, and Elaboration relations. It bas the score o f 0.8, 0.8, 
and 0.7 for the List, Séquence, and Elaboration relation respectively. Since the 
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score for the hcuristic rule involving eue phrases is 100, the actual scores for Ihe 
List, Séquence, nncl Elaboration relations are 80 (=100*0.8), 80 (=100*0.8) nnd 
70 (=100*0.7) respective!)'. A i l of thèse scores are greater lhaii the thrcshold 0 
(=30). The two clauses in (4.35) do not salisfy the necessary condition 2 of the 
List and Séquence relations (see Necessary Conditions of the List and Séquence 
relations in Section 4.3.2.1 and in Appendix 6). The List and Séquence relations 
therefore do not hoki in Example (4.35). The necessary conditions o f the 
Elaboration relation are salisficd. Meuristic rulcs 2, 3, and 4 of the Elaboration 
relation are not salisficd in Example (4.35). With the score of 0.5 for the eue 
phrase "and" of the Elaboration relation, and with the satisfaction of the hcuristic 
rule 1, the total-heuristic-score o f the Elaboration relation is:' 
Tolal-hcutïslic-scorc = Ac(ual-scorc(heuristic rule 2) 
= Score(hcuristic rule 2) * S c o r c ( ' W ' ) = 100 * 0.7 = 70 > 0 
Therefore, au Elaboration relation with the score o f 70 is posiled in Example 
(4.35). 
4.4 Procédure to Posit Rhetorical Relations 
In order to posit onc or sevcral rhetorical relations between spans from the set o f 
22 relations, il is unnecessary to check ail of 22 relations onc by onc. Instcad, 
D A S starts by detecting récognition factors from texts. If two spans arc clauses o f 
a sentence, D A S firs.t checks ihc syntaclic rule that produçcg the segmentation 
boundary between thèse clauses. If no relation can be positcd between two clauses 
by using syntaclic information, or i f two spans are not in the same sentence, D A S 
searches for eue phrases from the two spans. If eue phrases arc found, D A S 
checks other conditions of the relations that correspond to thèse eue phrases. 
If eue phrases arc not found, D A S searches for other factors, in a decreasing 
order o f hcuristic scores. Thcsc factors arc V P eues, NP eues, syntaclic 
information, and semanlic information. When scarching for récognition factors, 
D A S calculâtes the accumulation score of ail heurislic rulcs conlributing to cach 
relation signalled by the factors. If the accumulation score o f one relation is Ingher 
or equal to the threshold 0, D A S examines necessary conditions o f this relation. If 
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the necessary conditions are satisfied, tliis relation wi l l be posited. If no heuristic 
rule is satisfied, and there is évidence tbat two spans are relaled, an Elaboration is 
posited. Otherwise, i f no heuristic rule is satisfied, and no évidence tbat thèse 
spans are rejated, a Joint relation is assigned. Figure 4.3 dcscribes the algorithin to 
posit relations between spans. A detailed description of this algorithin is presented 
in Appendix;2. 
Input: 
• Two non-overlapping spans Uniti and Unit 2 and 'the syntactic rule that 
has been used to segment t h è s e spans. 
• Lists of eue phrases, V P eues, and NP eues. 
Output: Al l possible relation name of the relation between Uniti and Unit 2. 
Algorithm: 
1. If the input spans are clauses, find a name for the relation using the 
information of the syntactic rule. If it is found, posit this name. 
2. If a relation name has not been assigned, find all eue phrases in Uniti 
and Unit 2. Compute a total score of ail heuristic rules that have been 
found. If this score >= 0, and necessary conditions of the relation 
signalled by the eue phrases are satisfied, posit this relation name. 
3. If a relation name has not been assigned, detect V P eues and NP eues 
from Uniti and Unit2 and perform the same opérat ions as in Step 2. 
4. If a relation name has not been assigned, check other heuristic rules of 
each relation. With each relation, compute a total score of ail heuristic 
rules that have been found. If this score >= 0, and necessary conditions 
of the relation signalled by the heuristic rules are satisfied, posit this 
relation name. 
5. If a relation name has not been assigned, and there is a signal indicating 
that Unit, and Unit 2 has a semantic relation, posit an Elaboration 
relation. Otherwise, posit a Joint relation. 
Figure 4.3. Outline of the Algorithin U> Posit Relations Uctwcen Spans. 
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When posiling a rhelorical relation between spans, the nuelearity rôle and tbe 
relation score are also assigned to Ibis relation. The semanlic relation mentioned 
in Step 5 is achieved by checking cohesive devices (e.g., word répétition and 
synonyms). 
4.5 Summary and Discussion 
This chapter lias presented a method ofpositing rhelorical relations between spans 
based on several récognition factors. A set of 22 relations bas been proposed lo be 
used in analysing rlietorical relations. Il is created by grouping relations in the 
i 
R S T - D T corpus according to a specific resemblance. As Mann and Thompson 
(1988) stated, the sel of rhelorical relations can be varied depending on genres and 
cultural styles. The set of 22 relations used in D A S is enough for our research and 
for evalualinglhe resuit based on the R S T - D T corpus. The number o f relations in 
this set can be made smaller by grouping relations thaï sbare a number of 
characterislics into a relation; or i l can be made larger by adding more relations 
into the set. In case o f grouping similar relations into onc, the easiest way lo 
produce dîscourse trecs is to gel the outpul from D A S and then map (lie relations 
from Ibis Output to the relation in the new relation set. In case o f adding more 
relations, the heuristic rules of the relations that bave some common properties 
with tbe new relations need to be modified accordingly. 'fhe lask of finding 
récognition faclors (time références, substitution words, elc.) and the algorithm to 
posit relation arc still the some. 
Beside the traditional eue phrases that bave been used in most research on 
discourse analysis, we exploit new récognition factors, including N P eues and V P 
eues. Time références, anaphora resolution, substitution words, ellipses, and 
syntactic information are also invesligated in this research. Bach heuristic rule, 
which is an application o f diese récognition factors to a specific relation, is 
considered as a pièce of évidence that contributes to the récognition process. Bach 
heuristic rule is assigned a score. The combination of thc.se heuristic rules, 
represented by a tolal-hcurislic-score, décides the relations. 
D A S posits a rhelorical relation i f ail necessary conditions and at least one 
heuristic rule arc satîsficd. To recognise a relation. D A S does not check all 22 
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relations from the relation set. Instead, D A S uses récognition factors from the two 
spans to propose ail possible relations. Only the relations that are signalled by the 
récognition factors are tested to posit relations between spans. 
The problem of generating rhelorical structures of a text from rhetorical 
relations between text spans is discussed in Cbapter 5. 
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5 Constructing Rhetorical Structures 
This chapler concentrâtes on reducing tlie search space whcn constructing 
rhetorical structures of text, given ail possible relations that hold between text 
spans. The discourse analyser dcvcloped in this thesis was inspired by Marcu 
(2000) and Corston (1998). Il concentrâtes on furlher reducing the search space 
and finding the best rhetorical structures (LeThanh et al., 2004b). According to 
Matthiessen and Thompson (1988), syntactic structures o f sentences have a close 
relation to the sentential rhetorical structures. Therefore, syntactic information is 
used in D A S to construct the sentential rhetorical structures (sec Section 5.2). 
Based on the syntactic information, only one rhetorical structure is created for a 
sentence. No hypolhetical span combination is created; no combinatorial problem 
happens; and no searching algorithm is needed to dérive a rhetorical structure for 
a sentence. 
In principle, the process of constructing text-level rhetorical structures is the 
same as that o f sentence-levcl rhetorical structures (i.e., Connecting text spans by 
rhetorical relations to create discourse trees); Hovvever, since there is no syntactic 
information to indicatc the syntactic relations between sentences, D A S cannot use 
syntactic information to construct text-level rhetorical structures. Instead, D A S 
lias to search for the best rhetorical structure covering the enlire text from ail 
hypolhetical relations between text spans (sce Section 5.3). 
In order to lake advantages of the clausal relations within a sentence, we divide 
the discourse analyser inlo two levels: sentence-level and text-level, each of which 
is processed in a différent vvay. Neverthcless. both analysing levels Jiave to posit 
rhetorical relations between large text spans. We modify the compositionality 
ci ilerion of Marcu (2000) in order to take advantage o f récognition factors that are 
situaled in the satellite. This rccognilion process is prcsenlcd next. 
5.1 Positing Relations Between Large Spans 
A n important lask in constructing discoursc Irecs is to posit rhetorical relations 
between large spans. For cxample, D A S bas to find rhetorical relations between 
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two sentences in Examplc (5.1), each of which consists of two elementary 
discourse Units. 
(5.1) [Some of the associations have recommcnded Dr. Alan D. Lourie 
s.i.i][ w n 0 now is associate general connscl witli SmithKline 
Bcckman Corp. in Philadelphia. 5 . 1 . 2 ] ! Eourie says 5 . 1 . 3 I ! (he Justice 
Department interviewed him last July. 5 .1 .4] 
Figure S.l .a shows the discourse tree that connects two sentences in Example 
(5.1). The clotted arc connccling these sentences indicates that the nuclearily roles 
o f these sentences have not been posited. 
5.1.1-5.1.4 
(Relation namej? 
5.1.1-5.1.2 
Elaboration 
5.1.3-5.1.4 
Elaboration 
\ S X N 
5.1.1 5.1.2 5.1.3 5.1.4 
(a) 
5.1.1-5.1.4 
Elaboration 
5.1.1-5.1.2 
Elaboration 
5.1.3-5.1.4 
Elaboration 
\ S S / 
5.1.1 5.1.2 5.1.3 5.1.4 
(b) 
Figure 5.1. Discourse Tree of Exampl c(5.1) 
Maren (2000) explains the rbetorical relations that arc hcld bclwecn large Spans in 
terms of the rbetorical relations that arc hcld betwecn elementary discourse unils. 
According to the strong compositionality criterion of Marcu (2000), "1/ a 
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rhetorical relation R holds between two textual spans of the tree structure of a 
fext, (hen if can be explaincd by a similar relation R that holds between at least 
two of the most important textual units of the constituent spans." From this point 
o f view, Marcu analyses relations between large spans by considering only 
relations between their nuclei. 
Let us apply the compositionality criterion proposed by Marcu to Example 
(5.1). In Example (5.1), the elemenlary discoursc units (5.1.1) and (5.1.4) are the 
most important units of the first and the second sentences respectively. Therefore, 
the relation between the two sentences is the relation between (5.1.1) and (5.1.4). 
Since the span (5.1.4) élaborâtes the information in the span (5.1.1), an 
Elaboration holds between the spans (5.1.1) and (5.1.4), in which the span (5.1.1) 
is the nucleus and the span (5.1.4) is the satellite. Conscqucntly, an Elaboration 
holds between spans (5.1.1-5.1.2) and (5.1.3-5.1.4), in which the span (5.1.1-
5.1.2) is the nucleus and the span (5.1.3-5.1.4) is the satellite! The doltcd arc now 
becomes a solid arc whosc arrow-head points to the span (5.1.1 -5.1.2) (see figure 
5.1. b) 
Consider the case when one constituent span conlains two nuclei (Example 
5.2). 
(5.2) fSome patent lawyers had hoped 5.2.1II, thaï such à spccially court 
would be fillcd wilh experts in the neld.52.2jl. But Ihe Reagan 
administration thought othcrwise^. j j l l and so may the Bush 
administrât ion. 5 2 <t) 
The elemenlary discourse unit (5.2.2) is the most important unit of the first 
sentence. Both elemenlary discourse units (5.2.3) and (5.2.4) bave equal important 
rôles in contributing to the discourse relation of the second sentence. Therefore, a 
relation holds between two sentences in Example (5.2) i f it holds either between 
(5.2.2) and (5.2.3), or between (5.2.2) and (5.2.4). The eue phrase "bul" signais a 
Contras! relation between (5.2.2) and (5.2.4), a Contrast relation tluis holds 
between thèse spans wilh the heuristic score of 100 (sec Appcndix 6). Because o f 
that, a Contrast relation holds between the two sentences in Example (5.2) (figure 
5.2. b). 
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5.2.1-5.2.4 
[Relation namej? 
5.2.1-5.2.2 
Elaboration 
5.2.3-5.2.4 
List 
(a) 
5.2.1-5.2.4 
Contrast 
5.2.1-5.2.2 
Elaboration 
5.2.3-5.2.4 
1 List 
(b) 
5.2.1-5.2.4 
Elaboration 
5.2.1-5.2.2 
Elaboration 
5.2.3-5.2.4 
List 
(c) 
Figure 5.2. Discourse Trce o f Example (5.2) 
The span (5.2.4), "and so may Oie Bush administration", means the Bush 
administration did not tliink thaï "such a specialty court would he fil/ed wilh 
experts in the ßeid\ Tbercfore, the context of the span (5.2.4) is also contrast with 
the context o f the span (5.2.2). Howevcr, the currcnt récognition faclors uscd in 
D A S is unable to dctect a Contrast relation between (5.2.2) and (5.2.4). The word 
"and' in the span (5.2.4) is not considered as a eue phrase in the relation between 
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these spans since it has been used to signal a List relation between (5.2.3) and 
(5.2.4) (see "Effective scope of cue phrases" in Section 4.2.1). A default relation 
"Elaboration" is assigned between (5.2.1) and (5.2.4) with the heuristic score o f 
30 (Figure 5.2.c) (see Section 4.3.2.3). As a result, two relations are posited 
between two sentences in Example (5.2), a Contrast with the heuristic score of 
100 and an Elaboration with the heuristic score of 30. 
The compositionality criterion o f Marcu (2000) skips recognition factors from 
the satellites o f the constituent spans, which can also be used to signal relations 
between large spans. Example (5.3) illustrates this situation. Figure 5.3 shows the 
discourse tree that connects two sentences in Example (5.3). The name of the 
rhetorical relation between these sentences has not been recognised. 
(5.3) [With investment banking as Kidder's "lead business," where do 
Kidder's 42-branch brokerage network and its 1,400 brokers fit 
i n ? 5 1 i ] [ To answer the brokerage question,*,32] [Kidder, in typical 
fashion, completed a task-force study.53.3] 
5.3.1-5.3.2 
[Relation name]? 
5.3.2-5.3.3 
Purpose 
Figure 5.3. Discourse 'free o f Example (5.3) 
The V P cue "To (+verb)" in span (5.3.2) indicates a Purpose relation between two 
clauses (5.3.2) and (5.3.3). in which the span (5.3.2) is the satellite and the span 
(5.3.3) is the nucleus. The V P cue "answer' in the span (5.3.2) indicates a 
Solutionhoocl relation between two sentences; one is the span (5.3.1), another 
covers spans (5.3.2) and (5.3.3). If D A S ignores the satellite (5.3.2), it is difficult 
to recognise the relation that holds between these two sentences. 
Example (5.3) shows that although the content o f a satellite does not determine 
rhetorical relations o f its parent span, recognition factors that belong to the 
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satellite are still a valuable source. We noticed that the eue phrases, NP eues and 
V P eues of the lefl most elemenlary discourse unit of bolh large spans can 
contribute t'o the relation between the two large spans. Meanwhile, the other eue 
phrases inside thèse two spans contribute lo the internai rhetorical relations within 
each large span. For this reason, the first elementary discourse units o f the two 
large spans are always considered by D A S to contribute to the relation. In 
Computing the relation between large spans, D A S does not use only the nuclei o f 
the two large spans as Marcu (2000) did, but also their first elementary discourse 
units, whether they arc nuclei or not. 
We apply the compositionalily criterion of Marcu and extended i l for the case 
when a satellite stands at the beginning of the large span. To formalise the rules 
that are used to posil rhetorical relations between large spans, the following 
définitions are applied: 
<T> represents a span. 
<Ti represents a span that covers two adjacent, non-overiapping spans 
<Ti> and <Tj>, which are related by a rhetorical relation. The possible rôles of 
<Tj> and <Tp in this rhetorical relation are Nucleus - Nucleus, Nucleus -
Satellite, or Satellite - Nucleus. These states are encoded as <T| Tj | N N > , <T; 
Tj I NS>, and <Tf Tj.| SN>, respectively. 
rhct_rcls(<Ti>,<Tj>) represents the rhetorical relations between <T;> and 
<Tj>-
The paradigm rules 1 to 4 in D A S given below are bascd on the proposition 
proposed by Marcu (2000). 
R u l c 1: 
rhet_rels(<Ti T 2 1 NS>. <T>) = rhet_rels(<T,>, <T>) ' : : j' 
I f there is a relation between two spans <Ti> and <T 2>, in which <T|> is the 
nucleus and <'J*2> is the satellite; 
Then: rhetorical relations between span <T| '1*2> and its'right-adjaccnl span < l> 
are the relations that hold between <T|> and <T>. 
Kule 2: 
rhet_rels(<T>, <T| T 2 1 NS) = rhet_rels(<T>, <T,>) 
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If: there is a relation betwcen two spans <T)> and <T 2>; »1 which <T|> is the 
nuclcus and <T2> is tlic satellite; 
Then: rlielorical relations betwcen span <T> and ils right-adjacenl span < I \ T 2 > 
are the relations thaï hold between <T> and <T|>. 
R u l e 3 : 
rhet_rels(<T| T 2 1 NN>, <'l>) = rhet_rels(<ri>, < ï > ) w rhel_rcls(<T2>, <T>) 
I f there is a relation between two spans <Tj> and <T 2>; both <Ti> and <T 2> are 
nuclei 
Then: rhetorical relations between span <\'\ T 2 > and its righl-adjacent span <T> 
are the relations lhat hold eilher between <T|> and <T>, or between <T 2> and 
<T>. 
R u l e 4 : 
rhet_rels(<T>, <T r T 2 1 NN>) = rliet_rels(<T>, <'!',>) u rhct_rcls(<T>, <T2>) 
IL there is a relation betwcen two spans <T|> and <T 2>; and both <T|> and <T 2> 
are nuclei 
Then: rhetorical relations between span <T| T 2 > and ils Jcfl-adjaccnt span <T> are 
the relations lhat hold eilher between <T> and <Tj>, or between <T> and 
<T 2>. 
In case a satellite stands al (lie beginning o f a large span, wc propose a différent 
treatment than ihe rules reporled in Marcu (2000). This situation is formalised as 
follows: 
R u I e S î 
rhet_rels(<'I> î <T, T 2 | SN>) : 
I f there is a relation betwcen two spans <Ti> and <T 2>, in which <T|> is the 
satellite and < f 2> is the nucleus; 
l'hen: rhetorical relations betwcen span <'\\ T 2 > and its lefl-adjaccnl span < I > arc 
either the relations thaï hold between <'l> and <T2>, or the'relations lhat signal 
by eue phrases in <T|>. 
To recognisc the relations rhel_rels(<'f>, <Tj T 2 | SN>), DÀS first finds ail eue 
phrases restCPs in span <l'i> which bave not been used to crealc the relation 
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between <T|> and < \ \ > , then checks rhet_rels(<T>, <Ti>) by using restCPs, If a 
relation is found, it is assigned to rhet_rels(<T>, <T| T 2 | SN>). Otherwise, 
rhet_rels(<T>, <T, T 21 SN>) s rhet_rels(<T> <T2>). 
Apply ing this rulc to Example (5.3) with two spans (5.3.1) and (4.3.2-5.3.3), 
restCPs contains one V P eue "answer" since the V P eue "7b" is used to signal the 
relation between (5.3.2) and (5.3.3). The relation between (5.3.1) and (5.3.2-5.3.3) 
is recognised as Solutionhood by using the eue "answer" in restCPs. If D A S uses 
Marcu's rules, rheljels((5.3.l) , (5.3.2 5.3.3 | SN)) = rhet_rcls((5.3.J), (5.3.3)). 
That means the V P eue "answer" is not considered in Marcu's System. 
5.2 Constructing Discourse Trees at the Sentence-level 
This module takes the oulput of the discourse segmenter as the input and 
générâtes a discourse tree for each sentence. The discoursc segmenter bas alrcady 
generaled elemenlary discoursc unils and initial rhetorical relations between 
elementary discourse unils (sec Chapter 3). The sentence-level discourse analyser 
only bas to posil relation names and the nuclearity rôles o f discourse units that 
contribute to each relation. This information is achieved by applying the 
conversional rules described in Section 5.1 and the relation récognition module 
described in Section 4.4. Synlaclic information and eue phrases are the main 
récognition faclors for ihe récognition process. for cxample, the rhetorical 
relation between a repotting clause and a reported clause in a sentence is an 
Elaboration relation. The reporting clause is the satellite; the reported clause is the 
nucleus ofthat relation (see Example 5.4). 
(5.4) [She saidI[ she went to the British library yesterday.] 
5.4.1-5.4.2 
Elaboration 
5.4.1 
She said 
5.4.2 
she went to the British library yesterday. 
Figure 5.4. Discourse Tree o f Examplc (5.4) 
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Cue phrases are also used to detect Ihe connection between clauses in a sentence, 
as in Example (5.5) shown belovv: 
(5.5) [He came late] [because of ihe traffic] 
The cue phrase "because of* in Example (5.5) recognises a relation between 
the clause conlaining this cue phrase and ils left adjacent clause. The clause 
containing "because of is Ihe satellite o f this relation. 
To construct Ihe scnlence-levcl discourse trees, aller ail relations within a 
sentence bave been posited, ail spans that correspond to a sub-lree are replaced by 
that sub-lree, such as in Example (5.6): 
(5.6) [fShc knows5.fi.1j [whal lime you wil l comcs/a]] [becaose I told lier 
The discourse segmenter outputs two discourse sub-lrees, one wilh two spans 
"She knows" and "what lime you will corne"; another wilh Iwo elementary 
discourse units "She knows whal lime you will corne" and "because I told lier 
yesterday". D A S combines thèse two sub-trees into one discourse tree, as shown 
in figure 5.6. 
With the presented method of constructing sentential discourse trees based on 
syntactic information and cue phrases, the combinatorial explosion can be 
prevented wbile D A S sli l l gels accurate analyses. 
5.5.1-5.5.2 
Cause . 
Figure 5.5. Discourse Tree of Example (5.5) 
y e s t e r d a y . M j 
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5.6.1-5.6.2 
Elaboration 
5.6.1 
She knows 
5.6.1-5.6.3 
Cause 
5.6.2 
what time you 
wil l come 
5.6.1-5.6.2 
She knows what time 
you wil l come 
5.6.3 
because I toki 
ber yeslerday. 
5.6.1-5.6.3 
Cause 
5.6.1-5.6.2 
Elaboration 
5.6.3 
because I lold lier yesterday. 
5.6.1 
She knows 
5.6.2 
what time you wil l corne 
Figure 5.6. Discourse Tree o f Example (5.6) 
5.3 Constructing Discourse Trees at the Text-level 
The discourse tree o f a sentence can be conslructed witb bigh accuracy based on 
the syntactic structure and eue phrases of thaï sentence. Il also prevents the 
combinatorial explosion by using only rhetorical relations thaï bave been 
generâled by the discourse segmenter. Since Ibère is no synlaclic structure 
between sentences, syntaclic information cannot be used to détermine rhetorical 
relations outside the scope of a sentence. In order to construct the discourse trees 
of a text at the text-level, other sources o f information should be taken into 
account. First, constrainls aboul tcxlua) organisation and tcxtual adjacency are 
used to initiate ail possible connections belween spans (see Section 5.3.1 for the 
description .of thèse constrainls). Then, ail possible adjacent rhetorical relations 
are posited based on différent récognition factors mentioned in Section 4.2. The 
relation récognition procédure is discusscd in Section 4.3. Based on Ihcsc 
hypothelical relations, the discourse analyser chooses the besl combination o f 
relations between text spans to form a discourse tree representing the cutire text. 
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Since a text can bave more lhan one rhetorical structure, we set an upper bound N 
of rhetorical structures D A S bas to générale, which means D A S sbould générale 
no more lhan N structures tbat bcst describe tlic text. The value N is decided by 
the user. 
Section 5.3.1 discusses the approach used in D A S to rcduce the search space in 
deriving best discourse trees representing the entire text, given ail possible 
relations between text spans. The analysing algorithm is introduced in Section 
5.3.2. 
5.3.1 Search Space Réduction J 
This section describes the mcthods used in D A S to reduce the search space in 
scarching for the bcst combinations of hypolhclical relations belween text spans, 
in order to generate discourse trees representing the entire text. The search space 
réduction is donc by using two eonslrains: tcxtual organisation and tcxtual 
adjacency, which are introduced in the rest of this section. 
The first factor that is used to reduce the search space is the predefined 
structure o f the text, or "textual organisai ion". The application of this factor 
cornes from the fact that each text normally bas an organisalional framework 
inctuding sections, sub-sections, paragraphs, etc. to express a comrnunicative 
goal. Each unit in a lext complètes an idea, an argument, or a lopic that the writer 
intends to convey. Therclbrc. each span should bave a semantic link to spans in 
the same textual unit before Connecting with spans in a différent one. We call it 
the textual organisalional constraint. Based on this idea, in order to generate the 
rhetorical structure o f a text, inslead o f testing every possible combination o f 
discourse trees, only discourse trees whose spans are in the saine text unit (a 
paragraph, a sub-scelion) are considered. This strategy reduces the search space 
significantly, especially with long tcxls. It is applicd ih Marcu (2000), but 
surprisingly not in Corston (1998). 
Marcu 1 s (2000) syslcm gênera tes rhetorical structures al each level o f 
granularity (e.g., paragraph, section). The discourse trees al a parlicular levcl are 
used to build the discourse trees at the higher level, until the.discourse tree for the 
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entire lext is generaled. This approach does nol optimise calculation time when 
one wants to dérive only some rhetorical structures of thé tcxt instead o f ail o f 
them. Since the discoursc analyser does not know the number o f discourse trees it 
should generale for each paragrapb or section, it still bas to generate ail possible 
trees at each level of granularily. 
D A S does not separate levels of granularily in this way. Instead o f 
concenlrating on only one level al a time, the enlire texl participâtes in the process 
of deriving rhetorical structures. The levels of granularily arc conlrollcd by using 
a block-level-score. One span is always connected wil l i the spans lhat have the 
same block-level-score before Connecting with the spans (bal bave a différent one. 
A détailed description o f the block-level-score is presenled in Section 5.3.2. The 
discourse analyser complètes its task when the requircd number of rhetorical 
structures bas been generaled. 
There are two situations lhat eau affccl this approach. First, some authors might 
put Iwo or niorc lopics in onc paragrapb, or one topic in two or more paragraphs. 
The use of a block-level-score is s l i l ! effective here since the texts in différent 
units still cannol have a doser semanlic relation than the texts vvilhin the same 
one. Second, some texts such as articles on the web or texts written by 
inexperienced writers may nol have structural mark-ups to separate paragraphs 
and sections. Some lexts even may have weak semanlic cohérence by containing 
incorrect paragrapb boundaries. The use o f a block-level-score may have a 
problem here since this situation does not follow the assumption about the 
organisational framework o f texts. Howcver, since most writers create a new 
paragrapb when they slart a new argument, we still use the tcxtual format to detect 
the boundaries of sections or paragraphs. The texl segmentation solution is 
considered for future work. 
The second factor used in reducing the scarch space is the adjacency criterion 
of rhetorical structures. Since the spans that contribute to a rhetorical relation must 
bc adjacent (Mann and Thompson, 1988), only adjacent spans arc considered lo 
be connected in gencrating new rhetorical relations. This scarch space is smallcr 
than the scarch space reported in Marcu (2000) since most discoursc trees in his 
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search space connect discourse trees that correspond to; non-adjacent spans. 
Marcu's (2000) sysleni générâtes ail possible trees, and thcn uses the adjacency 
constraint to filter the inappropriate ones. We reduce the search space further by 
applying tliis constraint earlier, when the candidate solutions are generated, 
instead o f filtering candidates after they arc generated. Although Corslon (1998) 
made considérable i m provenants to reduce the search space in Marcu's (2000) 
algorithm, bis System still contains redundancy since Corston's algorithm does not 
check this property beforc generating trees. 
To elaborate the cfficicncy oftext adjacency, wc make a comparison between 
D A S search space and the search space of R A S T A , created by Corston (1998). 
Given a set of elementary discourse units, R A S T A detects ail possible rhetorical 
relations ofevery pair o f elementary discourse units. Thèse relations are called 
hypothetical relations or hypothèses. With N elementary discourse units {Uj, U2, 
.... UN} , N(N-1 ) pairs of elementary discourse units { (Ui ,U 2 ) . (Ui,U^), •. 
( U | , U N ) , (U 2 ,U3) (UN-I,UN)} arc examined. 'fhen, ail combinalions of Ibis set 
are tested in.order to build the discourse trees. Meanwhile, D A S only detects 
rhetorical relations of N - l pairs of adjacent elementary discourse units ( U | , U 2 ) , 
(U2M1), .... (UN-I,UN) a " d l r , en tests their combinâtion to build discourse trees. 
Each hypothetical relation has a score, as mentioned in Section 4.3. D A S picks 
relations froin the hypothèses sel starting from the highcsl score to (lie lowcst 
score. 
To illustrate this idea, let us consider a text with four elementary discourse 
units U , , U 2 ) U3, VA, and the hypothesis sel II = {(U),U 2 ) , ( U t , U 3 ) , ( U 2 , U 3 ) , 
(U 3 ,U,i)}. The set M consists o f ail possible relations belween every pair o f 
elementary discourse units. (U„Uj) refers lo the hypothèses thaï involve two 
elementary discourse units Uj and Uj. Since two elementary discourse units U i and 
U3 are not adjacent, the hypothesis ( U i , U 3 ) is not sclectcd by D A S . Figure 5.7 
displays the search space for the set M. In this figure, each elementary discourse 
unit Uj has heen tcplaced by (hc corresponding number i duc to space restriction 
and for clarily. 
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(1,2) (1,3) (2,3) (3,4) 
(1,3) (3,4) (1,2) <3,4) (1,2) 1 (3,4) (1,2) (2,3) 
(2,3) 
(2,3) ;) (2,3) (1,3) (1,3) 
(1,3) (1,3) 
(3,4) (3,4) (2,3) 
Figurc 5.7. Search Spaces For the Hypothesis Set H . R A S T A Visits all Brauches 
in the Free. The Branches Drawn by Oolted Lines Are Pruned by D A S . IR 
Although rhetorical relations belween non-adjacent spans are not considered in 
D A S search space, thèse relations may be generated during the searching process 
when they are parts of two larger discourse trees that correspond to adjacent 
spans. The relations belween non-adjacent spans are stored in a hypothesis set in 
order to be called when they are needed. Figure 5.8 illustrâtes a situation when the 
relation between two non-adjacent spans is called. T | , T 2 , T 3 , T 4 , T 5 , Tg arc 
adjacent spans by this order. Rhetjels(Tj,Tj) dénotes the rhetorical relation 
between two spans Tj and Tj. T'1.3, T 4 . 6 are two adjacent spans. 
rhet_rels(Tt-3, T4-6) 
u ' 6 rbet rels(T 2,T4) 
/ \ 
A A 
T, T 2 T3 U T 5 Te T2 T 4 
Figure 5.8. A Situation When the Rhetorical Relation Belween Two Non-
Adjacent Spans Is Called 
1 8 Due to lack of space, ail nodes of lliis tiee cannot be presented together in this figure. The non-
displayed nodes arc replacée! by ". . .". 
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In Figure 5.8, (he relation between ilie Iwo non-adjacenl spahs T 2 and T 4 is called 
when D A S atlempts to find the relation between two adjacent Spans T1.3 and T 4_ 6 . 
If the relation between T 2 and T 4 bas not been generaled betöre, i l wi l l be posiled 
based on récognition Factors given in Section 4.2. 
Another problcm with R A S T A is thaï one RST tree can be created twice by 
grouping the same spans in différent Orders. If derived hypothèses of the set II 
contain {(Ui,U 2),(U3,U.|)}, R A S T A wil l generale two différent combinations 
which creale the same tree as shown betow: 
Connect U | and U 2 -> Connect U3 and U 4 -> Connect ( U | , U 2 ) and (U3,U 4). 
Connect U 3 and U 4 -> Connect U i and U 2 -> Connect ( U 3 , U 4 ) and ( U i . l h ) . 
To deal with the redundancy problcm faced by R A S T A , D A S updates the 
hypothesis set every l ime a new branch on the search tree.is visited. When the 
discourse analyser visils a new branch, the currcntly visited node is removed from 
the hypothesis sets, which only stores unvisited branches Ibal are at the same level 
a§ the current brancii. Tli is action ensures ihm Uie ajgorithm does nul ercate the 
same R S T tree twice. 
Let us assume that bolh R A S T A and D A S slart from the search space drawn by 
solid lincs in Figure 5.7. D A S search space is explaincd in more detail using 
Figure 5.9. 
Level I 
(1,2) (2,3) (3,4) 
(2,3) (3,4) (1.2) (3,4) (1,2) (2,3) Level 2 
(3,4) (2,3) (3.4) (1,2) (2,3) (1.2) 
Level 3 
F igurc 5.9. Routes Visit by (he Two Analysers. R A S T A Visits 'all Brauches in the 
free. D A S only Vis i ls the Brauches Drawn by Solid Lines. 
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Firstly, D A S visits tlie branches lhat start witb node (1,2) at Level I. After all 
branches Starts with brauch (1,2) —» (2,3) have been visiled (here only one node 
(1,2) —» (2,3) —> (3,4)), D A S is going to visit nodes slarling with node (3,4) at 
Level 1. Node (2,3) that belongs lo branch (1,2) -» (3,4) -> (2,3) is reinoved from 
D A S search Space since all branches that contain two nodes (1,2) and (2,3) have 
been visiled befoie. 
After all RST trees or sub-trecs involving the node (1,2) are already visited, 
this node wi l l not be rcvisited in the future. D A S rcmoves all branches that 
contain nodes (1,2) from the hypotbcsis set o f olher nodes at the same level as the 
node (1,2) at Level 1. The branch that connects node (2,3) in Level 1 with node 
(1,2) in Level 2 is pruned from the search tree. As a resuit, D A S does not visit the 
route (2,3) -> (1,2) -> (3,4). The same reason is applied för othcr dotted lines in 
figure 5.9. This figure shows (hat D A S search space is much smaller than 
R A S T A search Space. | 
5.3.2 Discourse Analysing Algorithm 
The problem of deriving rhelorical structures from a sel o f hypothclical relations 
can be considered as the problem ofsearching for the best solutions for combining 
rhetorical relations. A n algorithm that minimises the search space and maximises 
the tree qualily needs lo be found. We apply a bcam search, which is an 
optimisation of the besl-lust search where only a predetermined nunibcr o f palhs 
are kept as candidates, 'flic rest of this section wi l l describe Ibis algorithm in 
detail. 
A set called Sublree.s is used to store sub-lrees that have been crealed during 
the construeting process. The sub-trees in this set correspond to adjacent and non-
overlapping spans. At the beginning, Subtrees consisls o f scnlential discourse 
trees. As sub-trecs corresponding lo conliguous spans are conncclcd lo conslruct 
higger trees, Subtrees contains fewer and fewer members. Whcn Subtrees conlains 
only one Ircc, Ibis tree wi l l rcprcscnl the rhelorical structure of lhc iiipul toxi. 
A l l potential relations between adjacent spans that can be used to conslruct 
bigger Irees at a slep (t) form a hypolhesis set Potential!-!. A rhetorical relation 
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created by the system is cailed a bypothesis. Each relation has a fotal-heurisfic-
score, vvbicb is equal to the total score of heuristic rules that signal the relation as 
explained in Chapter 4. To control the textual block level (paragraph, section, 
etc.), each hypolhesis is assigned a block-level-score, wbose value dépends on the 
block level or the spans thaï parlicipale in the bypothesis. The block-level-score 
and the heuristte-score are set in différent value-scale so thaï the combination o f 
sub-trees in the samc textual block always has a higber score than that in à 
différent textual block. 
• If two sub-trees aie in the saine paragraph, the relation that connects thèse 
sub-trees wil l bave the block-level-score ~ 0. (The paragraph is considered 
as the lowest block level.) 
• If two sub-trees arc in différent paragraphs, and a value L i is the lowest 
block level wherc two sub-trees are in the saine unit, the block-level-score 
of the relation corresponding to their parent trec is equal to -1000 + L i . for 
examplc, i f two sub-trees are in the same section but in différent 
paragraphs; and there is no subsection in this section; then L i is equal to 1. 
The négative value (-1000) indicates the higber the dislance between two 
spans, ihc lower the combinalorial priority they go t. The block-level-score 
of a relation is the lowest block-level-score nmong ail relations hctwccn 
a sub-tree of the Icft node and a sub-tree of the riglit node. This 
computation is illustratcd in Example (5.7) at the end of this section. 
When selecting a hypolhesis, the bypothesis wilh the higber block-level-score is 
preferred. If two or more hypothèses bave the same block-level-score, the one 
wilh higber total-heuristic-score is chosen. A variable total-score is used to store 
the sum of the total-heuristic-score and the block-level-score o f a bypothesis. 
To simplify (lie scarching algorithm, an accumulated-score is used to slore the 
value of the search palh. The accumulated-score of a palh at a step (t) is the 
highest predicted-score of that palh at the previous slcp (I-1 ). A predicted-score o f 
a bypothesis at the step (l) is equal to the sum of the accumulated-score of the 
previous step (t-l) and the total-score of the hypolhesis. The scarching process 
now becomes the process o f scarching for the hypolhesis with the highest 
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predicted-score. The melhod of calculaling ihe accumulated-score and the 
predicted-score are illuslrated in Figure 5.10. hi(l) stands for die hypothesis i at 
the step (t). h*(t-l) is the best hypothesis found at the step (t-l) lhat maximises the 
accumtdated-score from the starting point to the step (t-l). 
t t ! 
i i 
! accumulated-score(l-\) \ 
y ! predicled-score(t-l) 
4 i = accumulai ed-score(\) 
\ to(al-heuristic-score(i) + \ ;. 
! block-level-score(\) x i. 
l i g u r e 5.10. Calcnlnting the accumulaied-scnrè al Time / 
At each step of the beam search, the most promising node from PotendalH is 
selected. If a hypothesis involving two spans <Ti, Tj> is used, the new sub-tree 
created by joining the two sub-lrees corresponding to spans <Ti> and <Tj> is 
added to Subtrees. The set Subfrees is now updaled so that it does not contain 
overlapping discourse Irees. The set PotentialH is also changed according to the 
change in Subfrees, The relations between the new sub-lree and ils adjacent sub­
trees in Subfrees are crcalcd and added lo PotentialH. 
AH hypothèses computed by D A S are stored in a hypolhesis set called 
SloredH. The use of Ibis set guarantees that a discourse tree wi l l not be created 
twice. When detecting a relation between Iwo spans, the analyser first looks for 
this relation in SloredH to check whether it bas already been created or not. If i l is 
not, it will . be generaled by a discourse recogniser (see Chapter 4). 
D A S limits the branches that the search algorilhm can switch to by a constant 
M . This number is chosen lo be 10 sinec througb experiments it was found lo be 
large enough to dérive good discourse trees. If at a later stage it was found that 
this value is insufficient, Ihc only thing D A S needs to do is lo inercase this value. 
A i l other values are updated accordingly. If Subtrees contains only one tree, this 
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tree is addecl to the tree sel, Trees. This set is used to store the discourse trees 
that cover the entire text. The searching algorithm terminâtes when the number o f 
discourse trees in Trees is cqual to the number o f trees required by the user. 
Figure 5.11 outlines the main steps of the algorithm to conslruct rhetorical 
structures o f a text. A detailcd description of this algorithm is presented in 
Appendix 2. -
Input: 
• Discourse trees of ail sentences 
• Information about positions of sentences 
• The value of N (the number of discourse trees required by the user). 
Output: 1 
• Discourse trees that cover the entire text. 
Algor i thm: 
1. Trees = {} 
2. Subtrees = {sentential discourse trees} 
3. accumulated-score = 0 
4. NewH- {hypothèses between adjacent sentential discourse trees} 
5. PotentiaiH = {M highest total-score hypo thèses from NewH} 
6. Create M set of hypoSetfi] = {appliedH, accumulated-score, Subtrees, 
NewH, PotentiaiH) by applying each hypothesis of PotentiaiH created by 
Step 3. 
< 
7. Select M highest predicted-score hypo thèses from M sets of PotentiaiH to 
be applied (appliedH). Create M new set of hypoSet[i] - [appliedH, 
accumulated-score, Subtrees, NewH, PotentiaiH} by applying each of 
t h è s e hypothèses . If a set Subtrees contains only one tree, this tree is 
moved to the set Trees. 
8. Repeat Step 7 until the number of discourse trees in Trees is equal to N 
or when ail PotentialHs are empty. 
Figure S.U.. Outline of Algorithm for Dcriviug Tcxt-lcvcl Discourse Trees 
If no relation is recognised between two discourse sub-trees, a Joint relation is assigned. Tfius, a 
discourse tree that covers llic entire lext can always be fonnd. 
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In the algorilhin given in Figure 5.11, the sel Subtrees is updated by adding lo 
Subtrees the bypothelical relation that has been applied and removing ÍYom 
Subtrees the relations whose texl spans overlap with the text span of the applying 
relation. A set New H is used to store the new hypothèses that are created due to 
the modification of Subtrees. The set PotentialH is updated by selecting M 
highest predicted-score hypothèses among hypothèses fr'om the oíd PotentialH 
and the new created sel NewH. 
To demónstrate the working process o f the algorithm given in Figure 5.11, let 
us considerthe followíng exampíc: 
(5.7) [In an age of specializalion, the federal judiciary is one of the last 
bastions of the generalist.|][ A judge must jump froin murder to 
antitrust cases, from arson to securilies fraud, without missing a 
beat.2][ But evcn on the federal bench, specializalion is creeping in, 
and i l has bccome a suhject of sharp conlroversy on the ncwcst 
federa! appcals court.3) 
|The Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit was created in 
1982 to serve, among other Illings; as the court of last resorl for most 
patent d i s p u t e s . F r e v i o u s l y , patent cases moved through the court 
System to one of the 12 circuit appeals courts..-»]! Thcre, judges who 
saw few such cases and liad no expérience in the ficld grappled with 
some of the most technical and complcx disputes imaginable.^] 
For the convenience o f discussion, each tree node is represented by a set o f fíve 
properties: 
• From: the begin position of the span of the tree node, represented by a 
sentence numbcr. 
• To: the end position of the span of the tree node, represented by a sentence 
numbcr. 
• Relationtuune: (he namc of the rhetorical relation. 
• Total-score: the total score of the relation. J 
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• Predicted-score: this score is used for the node in PatentialH only. h is 
used to choosc Ihe hypothesis for the next round. 
The input to the lext-lcvel discourse analyser is the rhetorical structure o f ail 
sentences froni the lext, and information about the positions o f sentences in the 
text. The lexl-ievel discourse analyser lias to find rhetorical relations between 
thèse sentences. In the rest of this section, we will describe the process o f the 
analyser in deriving the text-level rhetorical structures of Example (5.7). 
In describing the process of the discourse analyser for Example (5.7), we use 
the following simplifications: 
• The sentenlial rhetorical structures are not mentioned here. 
• Each sentence in Example (5.7) is labelled as a number. 
• The value M (the number of the branches that the bcam scarch can 
switch to) is set to 5. Ihe value N (the number of discourse trecs) is set 
to4 . 
• The information of the tree nodes that are created in previous steps are 
simplifîed by displaying only the name of ils left and right nodes. 
• The relations Conlrast, Circumstance, and Elaboration are abbreviated 
to Cons, Cir, and Ela. 
A t the beginning: 
• Trees= {} (Step 1). 
« Subtrees- {1,2,3,4,5,6} (Step 2). 
• accumulatcd-scorc = 0 (Step 3). 
D A S detects ail relations between adjacent sentences and puis it in New//, which 
are shown in Table 5.1 (Step 4). In this table, the indexes o f spans that parlicipale 
in a relation (the l s l column), relation naines ((lie 2'"' column), the heurislic rules 
that have been applicd (o posit a relation (the 3 , d column), and scores o f relations 
(the 4 t h column to the 7 l h column) are présent. 
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Pain, 
' • i - . i 
. . . 
Relation name Heuristic 
riilë. 
• 3* .- r •( j i . . I V 
I . J ' . J ' " l - V - i J " . 
Cue phrasé niiâj 
cue phrase's ' 
, . score 
'Heuristics? 
•score i 
• i 
I 
Wock-leyèl-
score,' 
lotol-
score 
1,2 Ela 5 30 0 30 
2,3 Cont 1 bul(l) 100 0 100 
3,4 Ela 6 30 -1000 -970 
4,5 Cir 1 previously(I) 100 0 100 
5,6 Ela 5 30 0 30 
Table 5.1. Rhetorical Relations in NewH 
The heuristic rule 5 o f the Elaboration relation exists between sentences I and 2 
since the noun phrases o f these sentences, "the federal judiciary" and "a judge" 
are related to each other by their semantic meanings. The heuristics-score o f this 
pair is 30. Since these sentences are in (he same paragraph, they have a block-
level-score o f 0. The total-score o f this relation is 30 + 0 = 30. A n Elaboration 
relation is assigned between these sentences with the score 30. A Contrast relation 
with a score 100 is posited between sentences 2 and 3 based.on the appearance o f 
the cue phrase "but" al the beginning of sentence 3. Sentences 3 and 4 arc in 
different paragraphs, thus the block-level-score o f the relation between them is -
1000. Both sentences "talk about" the court, thus the heuristic rule 6 o f the 
Elaboration relation is satisfied in (his case. Their total score is the sum of their 
heuristics-score (30) and their block-level-score (-1000), which is equal to -970. 
S imi la r ly , 'DAS posits a Circumstance™ relation between sentences 4 and 5, with a 
score 100 of the cue phrase "previously"; and an Elaboration relation between 
sentences 5 and 6 with a score 30 of the heuristic rule 5 of the Elaboration 
relation. 
The Background relation is merged with the Circumstance relation in DAS. 
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For the conveniencc of tlie reacler, each hypolhesis of NewH is représentée! by a 
set of four properlics: lefl span, rigbt span, relation name, and total-score. Each 
hypolhesis of PotenliaiH is represented by a set o f five properties: lefl span, right 
span, relation name, total-score, and predicted-score. 
The set NewH now contains the following relations: 
(2,3,Cont,100), (4,5,Cir,100), (l ,2,Ela,30), (5,6, Ela,30), (3,4,Ela,-970). 
Thèse relations are put into PotenliaiH (Step 5). Since the accumulated-score is 
now 0, the predictad-score ofeach hypolhesis in Pofcntial/j is equal to ils total-
score. 
PotenliaiH = {(2.3.Conl, 100,100). (4,5,Cir, 100,100), ( 1.2,Ela,30,30), 
(5,6,Ela,30,30),(3,4,Ela,-970,~970)} 
Each hypolhesis in PotenliaiH is now used lo creatc a hypoSet, which is shown 
in Table 5.2 (Step 6). 
hypo 
Set" 
appliédH: '.. Subtices; NewH • Potenl ia iH^ ' "... :• 
1 (2,3,Cont, 
100,100) 
l,(2,3,Cont,l 
00,100). 4,5,6 
(l,(2,3),Ela,30), 
((2,3),4,Ela,-970) 
(4,5,Cir,IOO,200),(t,(2,3),Ela, 
30,13O),(5,6,Ela,30,l30),((2,3 
),4,Ela,-970,-870) 
2 (4,5,Cir,10 
0,100) 
l,2.3,(4.5.Cir, 
I00,I00),6 
(3,(4,5),Ela,-970), 
((4,5),6,Ela,30) 
(l,2,Ela,30,130),((4,5),6,Ela,3 
0,130),(3,(4,5),Ela,-970,-870) 
3 (l,2,Ela.30 
,30) . 
(l.2.Ela,30,30 
),3,4,5,6 
((1.2),3,Cont,100) ((l,2),3,Cont,l00,130),(5,6,El 
a,30,60),(3,4,Ela,-970,-940) 
4 (5,6,Ela,30 
,30) 
l,2,3,4,(5,6,E 
la,30.3O) 
(4,(5,6),Cir,100) (4,(5,6),Cir,100,l30),(3,4,Ela, 
I 
-970,-940), 
5 (3,4,Ela,-
970,-970) 
— — -
l,2 ;(3,4,Ela,-
970.-970),5,6 
(2,(3,4),Cont,100) 
((3,4),5,Cir,100) 
(2,(3,4),Cont, 100,-870), 
((3,4).5,Cir,IOO,-870) 
Table 5.2. Analysing l'rocess - Round I 
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When the hypothesis (2,3,Cont,l00,100) o f the initial PotentialH created in Step 5 
is selected, this hypothesis is added to Subtrees of hypoSetfJJ. The overlapping 
sub-trees 2 and 3 are removed from the Subtrees (see Subtrees in line 1 of Table 
5.2). The NewH of hypoSet[\) in fable 5.2 now conlains two new hypotheses 
(l,(2,3),Ela,30) and ((2,3).4,Ela,-970) (Step 7 in Figure 5.11 or Step 9.2 in Figure 
A2.3 o f Appendix 2). They are added to. the PotentialH of hypoSetfJJ in Table 
5.2. The predicted-score of all hypotheses in the PotentialH of hypoSetfl] in 
Table 5.2 is calculated. For example, the new predicted-score of the old 
hypothesis (4,5,Cir, 100,100) in the initial PotentialH created in Step 5 is now 
equal to 
predicted-score(hypothesis) = accumulaled-score + total-scorc(hypothesis) 
= 100 -i- 100 = 200, 
j 
since the accumulated-score after applying the hypothesis (2,3,Cont,100,100) is 
100 (the accumulated-score hcrc is equal to the predicted-score o f the applied!!), 
and the total-score of the hypothesis (4,5,Cir,100,100) is 100. 
Iiypö 
Set 
; applied II Subtrees NewH PoiciitiaiH: 
1 (4,5,Cir , l0 
0,200) 
l,(2,3,Cont,I00,I00 
),(4,5,Cir. 100,200), 
6 
((2,3),(4,5),EIa, 
-970),((4,5),6, 
Ela,30) 
(l,(2,3),Ela,30,23O),((2,3),( 
4,5),Ela,-970,-770), 
((4,5),6,Ela,30,230) 
2 (1,(2,3),EI 
8,30,130) 
(l,(2,3,Cont,IOO,10 
0),Ela,30,130),4,5,6 
(l,(2,3)),4,Ela,-
970) 
(5,6,Ela,30,160),(l,(2,3)),4, 
Ela,-970,-840) 
3 (5,6,Ela,30 
,130) 
l,(2,3,Cont,100,100 
),4,(5,6,Ela,30,130) 
(4,(5,6),Cir, 
100) 
(4,(5,6),Cir,100,230),((2,3) 
,4,Ela,-970,-840) 
4 (l ,2,Ela,30 
,130) 
(l,2,Ela,30,130),3,( 
4,5,Cir,IOO,100),6 
((!,2),3,Cont, 
100) 
((l,2),3,Cont,IOO,230),((4, 
5),6,Ela,30,l60),(3,(4,5),EI 
a,-970,-840) 
5 ((l,2).3,Co 
nt, 100,130 
) 
((l,2,Ela,30,30),3,C 
onl, 100,130),4,5,0 
(((l,2,FJa,30),3 
,Conl,100,130) 
,4,Ela,-970) 
(5,6,Ela,30.l60),(((l,2,Ela, 
30) ;3,Cont, 100,130),4,Ela,-
970,-840) 
Table 5.3. Analysing Process - Round 2. 
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Since PoleníialHs in Table 5.2 are not empty, D A S repeats Step 7 o f the analysing 
algorithm. D A S selects (be five highest predicted-score hypotheses from all 
PotentialHs in Table 5.2 to create five new hypoSets (which are given in Table 
5.3). For each hypothesis selected in Table 5.2, a new hypoSet is created by 
updating the Subtrees, (he NewH, and the Potential!! corresponding to that 
hypothesis. The score of the remaining hypotheses in the Potential!! of the 
hypoSet concerned is then updated. The new hypoSets are used for the next round. 
When die hypothesis (4,5,Cir, 100,200) o f the Potential!-! o f hypoSet[l] in 
Table 5.2 is selected, this hypothesis is added to the Subtrees o f hypoSet[IJ. The 
sub-trees 4 and 5 are removed from the Subtrees (see Subtrees in line I o f Table 
5.3). The Newfi of hypoSet [IJ in Table 5.3 now contains ,two new hypotheses 
((2,3),(4,5),IEla r970) and ((4,5),6, Bla,30) (Step 7 in Figure 5.11 or Step 9.2 in 
Figure A2.3 of Appendix 2). These hypotheses are added to the Potential!-! o f 
hypoSet [IJ m Table 5.3. The predicted-score of the remaining hypotheses in the 
Potential!! of hypoSetjlJ in fable 5.2 is updated. For example, the new 
predicted-score of the old hypothesis (l,(2,3),Ela,30,130) in the Potential!! o f 
hypoSetfl] in 'fable 5.2 is now equal to 
i 
predicted-score(hypothcsis) = accumulatcd-score + tolal-score(hypothesis) 
= 200 + 30 = 230, 
since the accumulâted-score after applying the hypothesis (4,5,Cir,100,200) is 
200 and the total-score o f the hypothesis ( I ,(2,3),Ela,30,130) is 30. 
After all hypoSets have been updated, D A S starts a new round by repeating 
Step 7 until all PoleníialHs are empty, or when four discourse trees have been 
generated by the discourse analyser. The five highest predicted-score hypotheses 
from all PoientialHs in 'fable 5.3 are now selected. The hypoSets that correspond 
to these hypotheses arc shown in Table 5.4. 
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hypo/ 
vâppjiédHj \ Subt'rees: -'Po^ëntfalH^.^ 
. .... ... .>W*-.'.r. 
1 0,(2,3),EI 
a,30,230) 
(l,(2.3,Cont,IOO,IOO),Ela, 
30,230),(4,5,Cir, 100,200), 
6 
((1,(2,3)),(4,5), 
Ela,-970) 
((4,5),6,Ela,30,260) 
,((l,(2,3)),(4,5),Ela, 
-970,-740) 
2 ((4,5),6,El 
a,30,230) 
l,(2,3,Cont,lOO,100),((4,5, 
Cir,100,200),6,Ela,30,230) 
((2,3),((4,5),6), 
Ela,-970) 
((2,3),((4,5),6),Ela,-
970,-740) 
3 (4,(5,6) ;Ci 
r, 100,230) 
l,(2,3,Cont,I00,100),(4,(5, 
6,Ela,30,130),Cir,I0O,23O) 
((2,3),(4,(5,6)), 
Ela,-970) ! 
((2,3),(4,(5,6)),E(a,-
970,-740) 
4 ((I,2),3,Co 
nt,100,230 
) -
(( l ,2 ,Ela ; 30,l30) ,3,Conl , l 
00,230),(4,5,Cir,100.100), 
6 
(((1,2),3),(4,5), 
Ela.-970) ' 
((4,5),6,Ela,30,260) 
,((l.2).3),(4,5).EIa,-
970,-740) 
5 (5,6,Ela,30 
,160) 
((l,2.Ela,30,30),3,Cont,10 
0,130).4,(5,6,Ela,30,160) 
(4,(5,6,Ela.30,l 
60),Cir.l00) < 
(4,(5,6),Cir, 100,260 
).(((!.2).3).4,Ela,-
970.-810) 
Tahle 5.4. Analysing Process — Round 3 
Again, Ihe five highest predicted-score hypothèses are selected from ail 
Patent ial Ils in Table 5.4. New hypoSets generated by applying thèse hypothèses 
are sbown in Table 5.5. Line 4 of Table 5.5 shows thaï the analyser créâtes a new 
hypothesis that connects span (1-5) (covering sentences 1 to 5) and span (6) (see 
the NewH of hypoSei[4]). In the lefl node of the tree that corresponds to tbis 
hypothesis, span (1-3) is the nucleus; span (4-5) is the satellite in an Elaboration 
relation. In the relation belween span (I) and span (2-3), span (I) is the nucleus, 
span (2-3) is the satellite. Therefore, 
rhet_rels((<l-3><4-5>|NS),<6>) = rhet_rels(<l-3>,<6>) 
= rbetjels((<l> <2-3>|NS), <6>) = rhet_rcls(<J>,<6>) 
= {Elaboration, 30, N N } . 
Spans (4-5) and (6) arc in the samc paragrapb, thus the block-level-score of 
rhet_rels(<4-5>,<6>) is 0. Rhel_rels(<l-3>,<6>) bave the block-levef-score of 
-1000 since spans (1-3) and (6) are in différent paragraphs.' The block-level-score 
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of rhet_jeIs((<l-3><4-5>|NS),<6>) is tlie minimum value of these block-level-
score (0 and -1000), which is -1000. The iotal-score of the new hypolhesis o f 
hypoSet[4] in Table 5.5 is 
total-score(hypothesis) = 30 + (-1000) = -970. 
The predicted-score of thc hypolhesis (((l,(2,3)),(4,5)),6,Ela,-970) is: 
predicted-score(hypothesis) = accumulated-score + total-score(hypothesis) 
= (-740)+ (-970) = -1710, 
since the accumulated-score after applying the hypothesis ((I,(2,3)),(4,5),Ela,-
970,-740) is -740 and (he tofal-score of the hypothesis (((1 ,(2,3)),(4,5)),6,Ela,-
970) is-970. 
hypo 
- i . 
/Set , 
applicdll Sübtrecs Potential!! 
1 «4,5)/>.EI 
0,30,260) 
(t,(2,3,Con(,100,100),Ela, 
30,230M(4,5,Cir,10O,20O) § 
6,Ela,30,260) 
((1,(2,3)),((4,5). 
6),EliV970) 
((l.(2,3)),((4,5),6), 
Ela,=970,=7IO) 
2 ((4,5),6,EI 
a,30,260) 
((l,2,Eln,30,130),3.Cont,l 
00,230),((4,5,Cir,100,100), 
6,Ela,30,260) 
(((l,2),3),((4,5), 
6),Ela,-970) 
(((1,2),3),((4,5),6), 
Ela,-970,-7IO) 
3 (4,(5,6),Ci 
r, 100,260) 
((l,2,Ela,30,30),3,Cont,IO 
0,l30),(4,(5,6.Eia,30,160), 
C i r J 00,260) 
(((1,2),3),(4,(5,6 
)),E!a,-970) 
(((1,2),3),(4,(5,6)), 
Ela,-970,-710) 
4 ((1,(2,3)M 
4,5),Ela,-
970,-740) 
((l,(2.3,Cont,100,100),Ela, 
30,230),(4,5,Cir, 100,200), 
Ela,-970,-740),6 
(((1,(2,3)),(4,5)), 
6,Ela,-970) 
(((1,(2,3)),(4,5)),6, 
Ela,-970,-l7IO) 
5 ((2,3),((4 ;5 
),6),Ela,-
970,-740) 
l,((2,3,Cont,100,100),((4,5 
,Cir,100,200),6,Ela,230),EI 
a,-970.-740) 
(1,((2,3),((4.5),6 
)),Ela,-970) 
(1,((2,3),((4,5),6)), 
Ela,-970,-l710) 
Table 5.5. Analysing Process - Round 4 
The five highest predicted-score hypolhescs are selected frorii all PofenfialHs in 
Table 5.5. By using these hypotheses, the hypoSets in Table 5.6 are generated. 
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liypô 
Sei-' 
. . . -r. 1 : 
'? applied!! .-. Su titrées • j 
. • ^ -. 
NewH 
îPotetii 
(ialH; 
1 ((1,(2,3)),((4,5),6) 
,Ela,-970,-7I0) , 
(( 1 ,(2,3 ,Cont, 100,100),EIa,30,230),((4,5, 
Cir , 100,200),6,Ela,30,260),Ela,-97O,-710) 
2 (((l,2).3).((4,5).6) 
,Ela,-970,-7tO) 
((( 1,2.Ela,30,130),3,Cont, 100,230),((4,5, 
Cir , 100,100),6,Ela,30,260),Ela.-970',-710) 
3 (((1,2),3),(4,(5,6)) 
,Ela,-970,-710) 
((( 1,2,Ela,30,30),3,Cont, 100,130),(4,(5,6, 
Ela,30,160),Cir, 100,260),Ela,-970,-7 i 0) 
4 (((1,(2,3)),(4,5)),6 
,Ela,-970,-1710) 
((( 1 ,(2,3,Cont, 100,100),Ela,30,230),(4,5, 
i 
Cir , 100,200),Ela,-970,-740),6,EIa,-970,-
1710) 
5 (1,((2,3),((4,5),6)) 
,Ela,-970,-1710) 
<slop here> 
Tai l le 5.6. Analysing Process- Round 5 
After (lie fourth discoursc [ree thaï covers the entire text lias been dcrived by 
applying thé applieciH o f hypoSe([4] in Table 5.6, the analyser ends ils process. 
No further action is doue with Set 5. The four discourse trees generated by the 
analyser are shown in Figure 5.12. These trees are derived whcn the appliedlls o f 
hypoSet[l],.hypoSel[2], hypoSe([3], and hypoSet[4] of Table 5.6 arc used. 
1-6 
Elaboration 
fa) 
Figure 5.12. Discourse Trees Generated by the Discourse Analyser 
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•' ' N 
1-6 
Elaboration 
-740 £ 1-5 
Elaboration 
1-3 
Elaboration 
230 
200 4-5 
Circumslance 
V 
4 | 5 
(d) 
Figurc 5.12. Discourse Trees Generated by the Discourse Analyser (con't) 
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In Figure 5.12, the dotted Unes represent (he Order in which tree nodes are created. 
The accunmhiled-scores during (he process are shown at the end points of these 
lines. The discourse tree (d) is the least preferred tree among the four trees in 
Figure 5.12 since i l lias the lowest accumulaied-score. This is bccause sentences 
in différent paragraphs arc connected bcfore sentences in the samc paragraph. A s 
such it is not correct from a linguislics point of view. D A S générâtes three trees 
(a), (b), and (c) wilh the same score. The text-level rhetorical structure of Example 
(5.7) from the R S T - D T corpus is the tree in Figure 5.I2 .C ; 
The complète discourse trees o f the text in Exam'ple (5.7) are created by 
replacing each leaf of the text-level discourse tree by the corresponding sentence-
level rhetorical structure. 
5.4 Summary 
The discoursc analyser presented in Ulis chaplcr is dividcd into tvvo lcvcls: 
sentence'-level and discourse-level, which are processed in différent manners. In 
order to take advantage of syntactic structures, the seiitence-level discourse 
analyser takes as its input discourse segments generated by a melhod presented in 
Chapter 3 and initial information about rhetorical relations betwecn clauses. The 
syntactic information and eue phrases help the process o f gencrating sentential 
discourse ..trees lo bc done simply and accurateiy. The main draw back o f this 
approach is that i l dépends on a set of predefined rules, which may create 
incorrect discourse trees in some exceptional cases. A training method for 
learning discourse rules from a corpus is a solution to this problem. 
Generating text-level rhetorical structures is more complicaled than the 
sentence-levet ones. The text-level discourse analyser involves many more 
discourse segments than the sentence-level one; most of Ihem do not bave an 
explicit signal of relation. Wc cxlcndcd Marcu's (2000) rulc set, which is used to 
posit relations between large spans, so that récognition factors from the satellite 
can contribute lo the relation. Bascd on the rules mcnlioncd above, the 
hypolhetical relations between large spans are created and combined to form 
discourse trees. The computational explosion problem in 1 searching for well-
formed discourse trees is solved by applying a beam search and constraints about 
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textual Organisation and (ext adjaccncy. Scores are assigned to eacli discourse tree, 
so (hat the analyser can choose (he best oncs (hat represent (he inpiit tex(. 
i 
The next chap(er describes our experiinents and evaluales experimenlal results. 
We also comparc D A S Performance wilh the Performance o f existing discourse 
Systems. 
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6 Evaluation 
We propose a method to evaluate the Output of a discourse System using précision, 
recall , and F-score on seven levels of processing (LeThanh et al., 2004b). Tliis 
method is inlrodnccd in Section 6.1. Section 6.1 also describes the experiments 
carried out and présents the resulls achieved so far. Section 6.2 analyses the 
performance of D A S at différent tasks and compares them with existing discourse 
Systems. A summary of lbis cbapter is given in Section 6.3. ! 
i 
6.1 Description of the Experiments 
The standard information retrieval measurements (précision and recall) were used 
for évaluation. Précision is the proportion o f assignmenls made that were correct. 
Recall is the proportion of possible assignmenls that were actually assigned. We 
also used F-score, whieb is a measure combining précision and recall into a single 
figure. We used the version in which they are weighted equally: 
F - score = 2 * 
précision * recall 
précision + recall 
D A S performance is based on the Human Assignmenls ( H A ) , the System 
Assignmenls (SA), and the overlap belween them ( U S A ) . This is demonstrated in 
Table 6.1. 
Human assignnicnts 
Total 
Yes '• No 
System assigmneuts 
Yes U S A S A - H S A S A 
No H A - H S A 
fötal H A 
Table 6.1. Performances Measurements 
The number. of assignmenls that the analyst considers as correct, but the syslem 
does not, is H A - H S A . The number o f assignmenls that the System considers as 
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correct, but the analysl does not, is S A - M S A . Précision and recall are calculated 
ns follows. 
HSA „ HSA 
précision = recall = 
SA HA 
We manually trained the systeni by using 20 documents from the R S T 
Discourse Treebank (RST-DT, 2002), which included ten short documents and ten 
long ones. The lenglhs of the documents varied from 30 words to 1284 words. 
Most sentences in those documents are long and complex. The syntactic 
information of thèse documents was taken from the Penn Treebank, which was 
used as the input to the discourse segmenter. To evaluate the effect of the relation 
set on the system's performance, we used two sets o f relations. The original one 
consists of 22 rhetorical relations mentioned in Section 4.1. The second set 
consists of 14 relations, formed by grouping similar relations in the set o f 22 into 
one. The R S T - D T corpus, which was created by humans, was used as the standard 
discourse trees for the évaluation. The n-ary relations in the corpus are converted 
to binary relations during the évaluation. The accuracy o f the Output of D A S is 
measured at seven levels. The output of one process was used as input to the 
process following i l . 
• Level 1 I - 'fhc accuracy of discourse segments. This was calculated by 
comparing Ihe segment boundaries assigned by the discourse segmenter 
wilh the'segment boundaries assigned by a human. 
• Leye! 2 - The aççurncy o f the cgmbination o f lext spans al the sentenec-
level. D A S générâtes a correct combinalion i f it connects the saine spans as 
the human does. . • 
• Level 3 - The accuracy of the nuclearity rôle o f spans a( (lie scntcnce-Icvcl. 
• Level 4a - 'fhc accuracy of rhetorical relations at the scntcnce-Icvcl (wilh 
the set o f 22 relations). 
• Level 4b - The necumey of rhclorieal relations al the seiilence-levet (wilh 
the set of 14 relations). 
• Level 5 - The accuracy of (lie combinalion o f text spans for the entire text. 
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I 
• Levei 6 - The accuracy of the nuclearity rôle ofspans for the entire text. 
• Level 7a - The accuracy of rhetorical relations for the entire text (with the 
set o f 22 relations). 
i 
• Level 7b - The accuracy of rhetorical relations for the entire text (with the 
set o f 14 relations). 
In order to bave an accurate évaluation of the system's performance, we tested the 
systein by carrying out two more experiments, each o f which consists o f a 
différent set of 20 documents from the RST Discourse Treebank (RST-DT, 2002). 
The lengths o f those documents vary from 29 words to 1432 words. In thèse 
experiments, we did nol do any modification to the System by observing the R S T 
structures from the corpus thaï correspond to the input documents. The 
performances of D A S in ail three experiments are shown in Table 6.2. In this 
table, D A S I , D A S 2 , and D A S 3 represent the system's performance in the first, 
second, and third experiment respectivély. 
Lèvèl ; 1 2 :3 • 4â. 4b -. .5 . <S-1 •\7ii 7b\ 
D A S I 
Précision 88.2 68.4 61.9 53.9 54.6 54.5 47.8 39.6 40.5 
Recall 85.6 64.4 58.3 50.7 51.4 52.9 46.4 38.5 39.3 
F-score 86.9 66.3 60.0 52.2 53.0 53.7 47.1 39.1 39.9 
D A S 2 
Précision 92.2 72.2 63.2 55.1 56.4 56.5 47.9 40.2 41.0 
Recall 90.3 71.0 62.2 54.2 55.5 55.1 46.8 39.2 40.0 
F-score 91.2 71.6 62.7 54.7 55.9 55.8 47.3 39.7 40.5 
D A S 3 
Précision 91.7 68.5 60.7 51.3 52.9 53.8 44.8 36.1 37.4 
Recall 88.5 66.3 58.8 49.6 51.2 52.2 43.4 35 36.3 
F-score 90.1 67.4 59.7 50.4 52.0 53.0 44.1 35.5 36.8 
Table 6.2. D A S Performances in Three Experiments 
Table 6.2 shows that the performance of D A S is quitc stable. Thcrcforc, i l is 
reasonable to take the average of thèse performances as the real performance of 
D A S , which can be used to compare with the performance of other discourse 
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Systems. The average value of D A S performances is sHown in the upper part o f 
Table 6.3. 
The performance of the human was considered as the upper bound for D A S 
i 
performance. This value was obtained by evaluating the inter-agreement in the 
corpus. That is, we compared the discourse structures o f eacli document annotated 
by two différent human analysers using 53 double-annotated documents from the 
R S T corpus. The différences of thèse double-annotated documents were used to 
calculate précision, recall, and F-score. This performance is labelled "Human", it 
is shown in the lower part of Table 6.3. A n évaluation of thèse performances is 
presented in Section 6.2. 
: i 2 ' >3 • 4a ,4b 5''; ,7â." 7B' 
D A S 
Précision 90.7 69:7 61.9 53.4 54.6 54.9 46.8 38.6 39.6 
Recall 88.1 67.2 59.8 51.5 52.7 53.4 45.5 37.6 38.5 
F-score 89.4 68.4 60.8 52.4 53.6 54.2 46.2 38.1 39.1 
Human 
Précision 98.7 88.4 82.6 69.2 74.7 73.0 65.9 53.0 57.1 
Recall 98.8 88.1 82.3 68.9 74.4 72.4 65.3 52.5 56.6 
F-score 98.7 88.3 82.4 69.0 74.5 72.7 65.6 52.7 56.9 
F-sccreiDAS) 
F — score( 1 futnan) 90.6 77.5 73.8 75.9 71.9 74.6 70.4 72.3 68.7 
Table 6.3. D A S Performance Vs. Human Performance 
6.2 Discussion 
In the experimenls carried out in this research, the output o f one process was used 
as input to the process following it. The error of one process is, thcrefore, the 
accumulation o f the error of the process itself and the error from the previous 
process. As a resuit, the accuracy of D A S and that o f humans décline as the 
processing level increases. D A S provides a reliable rcsult at the discourse 
segmentation levcl (90.7% précision and 88.1% recall). The syslcm's performance 
at the sentence-level is acceptable when compared with humans. The low 
accuracies o f D A S for the enlire text (46.2% F-score at Level 6 and 38.1% F-
score at Level 7a) indicate that the discourse trees generated by D A S are quite 
different from those in the corpus. The final error o f D A S (Levels 7a and 7b) is 
the accumulation of errors from all processes, starling from the discourse 
segmenter. 
The rest of this section analyses the performance of each module in detail. 
Section 6.2.1 discusses the factors that reduce the segmenter's performance and 
i 
compares this performance with the performances of existing discourse 
segmenters. Section 6.2.2 analyses the impacts of previous processes to the 
performance of the sentence-level discourse analyser. Section 6.2.2 also compares 
the performance o f D A S ' sentence-level analyser with the performance o f the best 
sentence-level analysers that we know of. Finally, Section 6.2.3 discusses the 
factors that affect the performance o f the text-level discourse analyser and 
compares the accuracy of the final output of D A S with those o f the discourse 
analyser created by Marcu (2000). 
6.2.1 Performance of the Discourse Segmenter 
A discourse segmentcr with high accuracy is very important to the performance o f 
a discourse analyser, since its accuracy affects the performance o f all processes 
that occur afterwards. The discourse segmenter's performance depends on three 
factors. The first factor is the accuracy of syntactic information. Although most 
syntactic documents from the Penn Treebank are well-structured, this corpus 
sometime contains inaccurate analysis, which reduces the performance of this 
module. For example, consider Example (6.1) below: 
(6.1) In the .Li l ly base, the appeals court broadly construed a federal statute 
to grant Medtronic, a medical device manufacturer, an exemption to 
infringe a patent under certain circumstances. 
The syntactic structure o f (his sentence from the Penn Trcebank is: 
( ( S ( P P - L O C I n , -
( N P the L i l l y c a s e ) ) 
( N P - S B J the a p p e a l s c o u r t ) 
( V P ( A D V P - M N R b r o a d l y ) ' 
I 12 
c o n s t r u e d 
( S ( N P - S B J a f e d e r a l s t a t u t e ) 
( V P t o 
( V P g r a n t 
( N P ( N P M e d t r o n i c ) 
( N P a m e d i c a l d e v i c e m a n u f a c t u r e r ) 
( N P {NP a n e x e m p t i o n ) I 
' ( S B A R ( W H A D V P - 1 0 ) 
<S ( N P - S B J + ) 
( V P t o ; 
{ V P i n f r i n g e 
{NP a p a t e n t ) * 
{ P P - L O C u n d e r 
( N P c e r t a i n ! 
c i r c u m s t a n c e s ) ) 
( A D V P - M N R * T * - 1 ) ' ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) 
D A S splits this sentence into two elementary discourse units (sec Example 6.2), 
whereas the R S T - D T corpus splits it into three units (see Example 6.3). The 
elementary discourse units generated by the R S T - D T corpus arc correct in this 
case. 
(6.2) [In the L i l l y case, the appeals court broadly construed a federal statute 
to grant Medtronic, a medical device manufacturer, an exemption]! to 
infringe a patent under certain circumstances.] 
(6.3) [In the Li l ly case, the appeals court broadly construed a federal 
statute][ to grant Medtronic, a medical device manufacturer, an 
exemption^ to infringe a patent under certain circumstances.] 
The missing segment boundary in Example (6.2), which is between "a federal 
statute" arid "fa grant", relates to the syntactic structure o f the sentence from the 
Penn Treebank. As we see from the syntactic structure of Example (6.1), the text 
"a federal statute to grant Medtronic, a medical device manufacturer, an 
exemption to infringe a patent under certain circumstances" is tagged as a 
sentence in the Pcnn Trccbank. This analysis does not follow the normal concept 
of a sentence: the main verb phrase o f a sentence cannot start with "to". Because 
of this syntactic information, D A S does not generate a segment boundary before 
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"to gram" since it is not allowed to split the subject and the verb phrase o f a 
sentence. The syntactic information of Example (6.f) indicates that "to in/ringe a 
patent under certain circumstances" is a clause that belongs to the noun phrase 
"an exemption to in/ringe a patent under certain circumstances". Therefore, D A S 
puts a Segment boundary between "an exemption"' and "to in/ringe a patent under 
certain circumstances". Since incorrect syntactic structures in the Penn Treebank 
are rare, this factor does not reduce significantly the system's performance. 
The second factor that reduces the segmentation performance is the over-
segmentation of the R S T - D T corpus. Tcxls in the RST corpus are sometime 
analysed into very small spans such as the words "and" and "or" as in Example 
(6.4), which.are not clauses vvith independent functional integrity. 
(6.4) |Every ordcr shall bc présentée! to the President ofthe United States;] 
6.4.1 fuid](,,,|.2 (before the same shall take eftect,]M.3 (shall be approved 
by hini,]fi.,i.,i [ orjfi.4.5 [being disapproved by him,]<-•.,!/. [shall bc repassed 
by two-thirds ofthe Senate and Mouse of Représentatives.j^,17 
6.4.1-6.4.7 
List 
6.4. 6.4.2-6.4.7 
List 
6.4.2-6.4.4 
Same-Unit 
6.4.5-6.4.6 
Same-Uhit 
6.4.2 6.4.3-6.4.4 
Circumstance 
6.4.3 6.4.4 
6.4.5 6.4.6-6.4.7 
Circumstance 
Figure 6.1. Discourse Tree o f Example (6.4) Taken From the R S T - D T Corpus 
The discourse tree of Example (6.4) from the R S T - D T corpus is presented in 
Figure 6.1 above. The eue phrase "or" is spül from "being disapproved by him" 
by the R S T - D T corpus since "or" is not semantically involved in the relation 
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between the two elementary discourse units "being disapproved by him" and 
"shall be repassed by two-thirds of the Senate and House'of Representatives". 
However, "or" belongs to the span "or being disapproved by him, shall be 
repassed by two-thirds of the Senate and House of Representatives" iti (he relation 
between it and its left span "and before the same shall take effect, shall be 
approved by him". That is why "or", which is span (6.4.5). is reconnected with 
spans (6.4.6-6.4.7) by a Same-Unit relation. The same explanation is applied for 
the segmentation of the word "and' from the span "before the same shall fake 
effect" by the R S T - D T corpus. We consider this analysis as over-segmentation 
since it creates many spans smaller than elementary discourse units. D A S prevents 
this situation by not separating cue phrases from the elementary discourse units 
that go after them. It is illustrated in Example (6.5) shown below. 
(6.5) [Every order shall be presented to the President of the United States; 
6.5.'iJ[and before the same shall take effect, 6.5 2]!sliall be approved by 
him, c 5 3J[or being disapproved by him, 6.5.<i][shall bé repassed by two-
thirds of the Senate and House of Representatives. 655] 
6.5.1-6.5.5 
List 
6.5.1 6.5.2-6.5.5 
List 
6,5,2-6.5,3 
Circumstance 
6,5,4-6.5.5 : 
Circumstance 
Figure 6.2. Discourse Tree o f Example (6.5) Generated by D A S 
Figure 6.2 represents the discourse tree o f Example (6.5) p.cncratcd by D A S . This 
tree is preferred by D A S because its discourse segments are closer to the 
definition o f elementary discourse units (Mann and Thompson, 1988) than the 
discourse segments of the tree presented in Figure 6.1. Furthermore, this approach 
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reduces (lie complexity o f (he discourse (ree while rhelorical relations between 
i 
elementary discourse unils are still correct. This trealmcnt resulls in some 
différences between (lie output of D A S and the R S T - D T corpus, whicb means tbe 
System's performance is reduced by sucb cases. We accepl this réduction since we 
do not want D A S to make the text too fragmented by creating many phrases that 
do not bave independent functional integrity. The behaviour o f D A S in such cases 
is supported by otlier human analysts. A n example o f such a case is shown in 
(6.6). This example is received from Mann's (2003) website. 
(6.6) fUsing Ihumbs is not the problcm 6.6.i][ but heredity is <î.6.2.1[ and the 
end resuit is no use of thumbs 6 6..i]|. i f ' don't do something now. ^.A] 
The discourse tree of Example (6.6) is represented in figure 6.3. 
6.6.1-6.6.4 
Resuit 
6.6.1-6.6.2 
Antithesis 
6.6.3-6.6.4 
Condition 
Figure 6.3. Discourse Tree o f Example (6.6) 
ïn this example, although the eue phrase "and"' is not involved in the rhelorical 
relation between the two elementary discourse units "the end residt is no use of 
ihumbs" and " / / / don't do something now", it is not segmented from the 
elementary discourse unit, "the end residt is no use of thumbs". 
The third factor that affects the syslem's performance is the segmentation rules. 
The current raie set used in D A S was created manually basecl on the segmentation 
principles proposée! by Carlson et al. (2002). In order to gel a high performance, a 
flexible rule set that can adapt to new situations is preferred. This could be 
achieved by using a machine Icarning algorithm to Icarn seguicntalion rules. Tins 
process can be integrated wilh D A S in future work. : 
i 
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Sincë the work in Ibis Held bas not achieved any certainty about the criteria to 
indicate the exact segment boundaries, and there is no standard benchmark, it is 
difflcult to compare one research resuit with others. Nonetheless, Okumura and 
Honda (1994) bave carried oui experiments on three texts, whicb are from exam 
questions in Japanese. The average précision and recall rates of that experiment 
were 25% and 52% respectively. 
Passonneau and f i lman (1997) bave proposed a séries o f algorithms for 
identifying segment boundaries based on various combinatious of referential noun 
phrases, eue phrases, and pauses. Thcir experiments werc carried out on a corpus 
of spontaneous, narrative monologues. The best algorithm in their séries, winch 
combines all the three features, achieved 52% précision and 39% recall. The 
performance o f the discourse segmenter o f D A S (90.7% précision and 88.1% 
recall) is better than this syslem. 
Soricut and Marcu (2003) carried oui thcir experiments on the R S T - D T corpus, 
in whicb 347 articles were used as the training set and 38 ones were used as the 
test set. The précision, recall, and I7-score of their System when the syntactic 
information from the Penn Treebank was used as the input are 84.1%, 85.4%, and 
84.7% respectively. The discourse segmenter of D A S lias a better performance 
than the one in Soricut and Marcu (2003). ; 
The performance o f (lie discourse segmenter o f D A S is promising when 
compared with olher discourse segmenters known to us. It lias proved that the 
combination o f sentential syntactic structures and eue phrases are reliable enough 
for discourse segmentation. However, since the output o f the discourse segmenter 
is used as the input to the laler process, this module neêds to be as exact as 
possible. .To improve the accuracy o f this module, future work includes 
developing a method for learning segmentation rules, and sludying the impact o f 
other faetörs such as semantic information on discourse segmentation. 
6.2.2 Performance of the Sentence-level Discourse Analyser 
The discourse segmentation rules discussed in Chapter 3 split lext inlo discourse 
segments and connecl thèse segments to create rhetorical relations, for this 
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reason, the accuracy of span combinations at the sentence-level (Level 2) depends 
on the segmentation rules and the post segmenting process. A missing segment 
boundary can cause several misplaced rhetorical relations, for example, let us 
reconsider the text in Example (6.1) in the previous section, for the convenience 
of the reader, we repeat below the discourse segments t derived by D A S and the 
R S T - D T corpus Tor this example as Examples (6.7) and (6.8), respectively. 
(6.7) [In the L i l l y case, the appeals court broadly construed a federal statute 
to grant Medtronic, a medical device manufacturer, an exemption 
fi.7:ij[ to infringe a patent under certain circumstances. 6.7.2] 
(6.8) [In the L i l l y case, the appeals court broadly construed a federal statute 
6.».i][ to grant Medtronic, a medical device manufacturer, an 
exemption 6.R.2K to infringe a patent under certain circumstances. 0.8.3] 
D A S creates a nuclear-satellite relation between the two spans (6.7.1) and 
(6.7.2) (see figure 6.4.a). Meanwhile, (he corpus assigns a nuclcar-satcllilc 
relation between the two spans (6.8.2) and (6.8.3), and a.nuclear-satellite relation 
between the span (6.8.1) and the span that covers the two spans (6.8.2) and (6.8.3) 
(see Figure 6.4.b). 
6.8.1-6.8.3 
Elaboration 
6.7.1-6.7.2 
Purpose 
6.8.2-6.8.3 
1 Purpose 
(a) 
Figure 6.4. Discourse Tree o f Examples (6.7) and (6.8) 
The corpus docs not contain a relation between the two spans "In the Lilly case, 
the appeals cowl hroadly construed a federal statute to grant Medtronic, a 
medical device manufacturer, an exemption" and "to infringe a patent under 
certain circumstances". Instead, it contains a relation between "ht (he Lilly case. 
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the appeals court broadly construed a federal statute" and "to grant Medtronic, a 
medical device manufacturer, an exemption to infringe a patent under certain 
circumstances". As a result, there is no rhetorical relation shared by D A S and the 
corpus in this case. 
Table 6.3 shows a performance fall from Level 1 to Level 2 (reduction of 21% 
F-score) which mainly caused by the segmentation disagreement between D A S 
and the R S T - D T corpus. The nuclearity role of spans and the accuracy o f 
rhetorical relations reduce 7.6% F-score from Level 2 to Level 3, 8.4% F-score 
from Level 3 to Level 4a, and 7.2% F-score from Level 3 to Level 4b. This proves 
that the factors to recognise rhetorical relations (Chapter 4) arc good enough to 
posit sentential relation properties. Thus, the largest problem in future work at the 
sentence-level is to improve the accuracy of combination o f text spans. 
Soricut and Marcu(2003) developed a probabilistic model for the senlcncc-
level discourse parser called S P A D E , using (he same training set and test set as in 
their discourse segmentation module. This system provides the best performance 
among existing sentence-level discourse analysers that we' know of. Although 
S P A D E and D A S use the same corpus, it is still difficult to compare the 
performances o f these two systems since the S P A D E evaluation uses slightly 
different criteria than D A S ' s . Soricut and Marcu compute the accuracy of the 
sentence-level discourse trees without labels, with 18 labels and with 110 labels. It 
is not clear how the sentence-level discourse trees are considered as correct. Due 
to this reason, the performance given by the human annolatioii agreement reported 
by them is different than .the calculation used in this research. Wc compared the 
performance of the two systems using the percentages of the F-scores between the 
systems and the humans. S P A D E performance and human performance calculated 
by Soricut and Marcu when syntactic trees from the Penn Treebank are used as 
the input is presented in Table 6.4. For the convenience of the reader, D A S 
performance is repealed in the lower part of Table 6.4. "Human" and "Human*" 
in Table 6.4 refer to (he human performance of (he R S T - D T corpus calculated by 
Soricut and Marcu (2003) and by us respectively. 
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We consider the évaluation o f the "Unlabeled" case in Soricut and Marcu's 
experiment as the évaluation of Level 2 in our experiments. The values shown in 
Table 6.3 and Table 6.4 imply that the P-score's perccntagc of D A S performance 
and the performance of human analysts can be considered as approximate to that 
o f S P A D E . 
UniâbëlëH 
labels; viabeis; 
V J ! 2 ' . 
labels : labels! 
S P A D E 73.0 52.6 56.4 
Human 92.8 71.9 77.0 
F-scorc(SPADE),m% 
F - score(Human) 
78.7 73.2 73.2 
D A S 68.4 52.4 53.6 
Human* 88.3 69.0 74.5 
F-score(DAS) t [ m % 
F ~.score(Hntnan*) 
77.5 75.9 71.9 
Table 6.4. S P A D E Performance, D A S Performance, and Human Performance 
i 
6.2.3 Petformance ofDAS 
The text-level discoursc analyser constructs discourse liées from sentences. H is 
independent of the accuracy of elemenlary discourse unils. Inslead, i l dépends on 
the hypQthctical rhetorical relations generated by tlie relation recognising process 
(sce Section 4.2) and the organisation of the texl, which is used for the tcxtual 
organisational constraint. Some documents from the RST corpus, which are used 
in the experiments carried out in this research, contain incorrect paragraph 
boundaries. l l i e textual organisational constraint may create incorrect segment 
boundaries here since it relies on a well-organised text structure. This problem 
contribules to the error of the discourse analyser al the text-level. To solve the 
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problem of incorrect paragraph boundaries, we propose lo appiy a text 
segmentation approach (e.g., Choi, 2000). 
To onr knowledge, tbere is only one report abont a discourse nnatysing system 
for the enlire text thaï measures accuracy (Marcu, 2000): j 'When training on 20 
WSJ documents and testing on 3 WSJ documents from the Penn Treebank, 
Marcu's decision-lree-based discourse parser receives 21.6% recall and 54.0% 
précision for the nuclearity; 13.0% recall and 34.3% précision for rhetorical 
relations. The recall is more important than the précision since we want rhetorical 
relations thot are as correct as possible. Therefore, the discourse analysing system 
presented in this research shows a significantly better performance. However, 
more work needs to be done to improve the reliability o f the system. 
6.3 Summary 
In this chapter, we bave evaluated the performance of D A S based on différent 
processing levels. The expérimental results showed thàt D A S bas a good 
performance when compared wi lh current discourse analysing Systems. Syntactic 
information and eue phrases are efficient in constructing discourse structures at 
the sentence-level, especially in discourse segmentation. The performance o f the 
entire D A S system is better than the one created by Marcu (2000), which is the 
best discourse system thaï we know of. Ibis chapter also analysed différent 
factors that affect the accuracy of the system, including the errors of the R S T - D T 
corpus and the Penn Treebank corpus, the segmentation rules, the relation 
récognition rules, and the melhod of using the textual organisational constraint. 
The following chapter summaries the content of tins thesis, emphasises the 
contributions, and delineates possible future work for this thesis. 
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7 Conclusions 
ï h i s thesis lias concenlrated on constructing a System for automatically deriving 
the rhetorical structure of written texts. While the rhetorical structure has been 
proved to be useful in many fields of text processing such as text summarisation 
and information extraction, such discourse Systems are difficult to find because 
discourse analysis is one of the vast and least defined areas in linguistics. 
Différent approaches have been proposed for the linguistic analysis o f discourse, 
from interaction sociolinguistics, and praginatics to conversation analysis. 
Mowever, none of thèse approaches can define a rule set Ihat can automatically 
dérive rhetorical structures. A n agreement among researchers about rhetorical 
structures has not yet been found. For example, Marcu (2000), Forber et al (2003), 
r 
and Polanyi et ni. (2004) hnvc différent wnys to analyse n text, winch resuit in 
différent rhetorical structures. For this reason, a discoursc corpus that is ncccptcd 
by ail researchers does not exist at the lime of writing this thesis. 
This research follows the Rhetorical Structure Theory (Mann and Thompson, 
1988), which has inspirée! many studies in discourse analysis. The R S T - D T 
corpus (RST-DT, 2002). which was annotated wilh rhetorical structures in the 
framework of the RST, was used in the experiments of this research. The System 
implemented in this research ( D A S ) takes as its input a written text and its 
syntactic parsed document and prôduces as ils output binary discourse trees in the 
framework of RST. 
The text is first segmcnled inlo eleincntary discourse units by using sentenlial 
syntactic structures and eue phrases. Thèse discourse units are then used to 
construcl the rhetorical structures o f the text. The discourse conslructer is divided 
into two levels: sentence-level and lext-level. The former conslrucls the discourse 
tree for-each sentence. Only one rhetorical structure is gcncralcd for cach 
sentence, and is based on the segmentation rules. The latler posits rhetorical 
relations belween .sentences. Tlu: rlicloricnl structure ni (lu*.' loxt-lovel is derived hy 
selecting rhetorical relations to connecl adjacent and non-overlapping spans to 
form a tree that covers (lie entire text. The conslrainls of textual organisation and 
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textual adjacency are used in a beam search to generate such rbetorical structures 
from a set oFail possible rbetorical relations in the text. ', 
To posit a rbetorical relation, différent récognition factors are used, including 
eue phrases, NP eues. VP eues, reiterative devices, référence words, time 
références, substitution words, ellipses, and syntactic information. Each heuristic 
rule, which corresponds to some récognition factors, is assigned a score, 
depending on its weight, to décide a relation. The relation with a high total-
heuristic-score is preferred over a lower one. 
The expérimental évaluation on seven levels of analysis showed thaï tbis 
approacb provides good performance when compared with current research in 
discourse analysis. Yet. undoubledly there are still spaceś in this research that 
need to be i.mproved in order to achieve belter results. 
A problem rising from ihe expérimental évaluation is the disagreement among 
researchers on the principles of discourse analysis. There are scveral trends in 
discourse analysis, each o f which processes a text in a différent way (Marcu, 
2ÔÔ0; Fórbes et al., 2003; Polany! ci al., 2004). Différent R S T éorpora are crëatèd 
accordingly in order to fit with the theory that they have established. Experiments 
reported in this research used the R S T - D T corpus created by Carlson et al. (2002), 
which is nol wilhout problcms. Since this corpus is the only available discourse 
corpus known to us that is created based on the framework o f the Rbetorical 
Structure Theory, il is used in our experiments. However, we believe that our 
approacb can also be adapted to other discourse analysis théories. For example, in 
order to generate discourse trees following the D - L T A G proposed by Forbes et al. 
(2003),Lall processes of D A S can still remain the same, only the node structure o f 
a discourse tree needs to be modified to fil with new melhod of discourse 
représentation (i.e., the eue phrases and the punctuation marks thaï are used as 
anchors to connect spans are stored separately from the spanś). 
This work bas focused on the use o f syntax and relatively shallow semanlics to 
construct discourse structure. There is a continuum between syntax and semantics. 
We have used eue phrases which are lowards the syntactic end o f the continuum. 
N P and V P eue phrases arc more semantic. and cohesive devices arc even more 
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semantic. The System could be improved by the use o f even richer semantics, but 
it is striking how effective this relatively shallow analysis is. 
The main contributions of the thesis are summnriscd in Section 7.1. Section 7.2 
addresses future work and proposes some directions to solve the problems in 
future work. 1 
7.1 Contributions of the Thesis 
The approach to discourse analysing presenled in this thesis is inspired by Marcu 
(2000) and Corston (1998). The contributions o f this thesis can be summarised as 
follows: 
1. Proposing new factors for signalling relations between elementary 
discourse units. 'fhese factors are NP eues and V P eues. The ellipses, 
which are not used in Marcu (2000) and Corston (J 998), arc integrated in 
D A S . Atlhough VP-ellipsis bas been invesligated in Kchler and Shicbcr 
(1997), a discourse system that uses VP-ellipses lias not been reported by 
them. Besides VP-ellipses, other types of ellipses (NP-ellipses, clause-
ellipses) are also used in D A S . 
2. Imprbving the rules to posit relations between large spans. The rules to 
posit relations belween large spans were extended from Marcu (2000) so 
that eue phrases from the satellites can contribute to the récognition 
process. 
3. A new discourse segmentation method. This discourse segmentation 
approach uses syntactic information and eue phrases. A post segmenting 
process is used in this approach to refine segment boundaries after being 
generated by the above segmentation factors. 
4. A new method for deriving scntcntial discourse trecs. This method 
produces trees fast and accurately. As described in Section 3.1, thèse trees 
are created by the post segmenting process of discourse segmentation, 
based on the sentential syntactic structure and eue phrases. If we do not 
count the relation names of each discourse tree, only one discourse tree is 
generated for each sentence. After the segmentation process, D A S only 
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needs to posit nuclearity rôles and relation names for existing discourse 
trees. D A S does not hâve to combine random spans to check whether a 
relation exists or not. Meanwhile, the Systems of Marcu (2000) and 
Corston (1998) examine ail combinations of spans, irrespective of the 
adjacency property. If a sentence has N elementary discourse units, in 
order to find possible rhetorical relations, N(N-M) pairs o f elementary 
discourse units bave to be checked by Marcu's system as well as 
Corston's. The sentence-Ievel search space in D A S is much smaller than 
thaï o f Marcu (2000) and Corston ( 1998). 
5. Improving the efficiency of the discourse analyser. Unlike Marcu's 
i 
(2000) system, which générâtes ail combinations o f discourse trees and 
theo fi llers out the inappropriate ones, D A S takes efficiency issues 
seriously, and tries to avoid combinatorial explosion by using a beam 
search with constraints a bout tcxtual organisation and tcxtual adjacency. 
The search spacc of D A S is also smaller than Corston\s (1998), as 
discusscd in Section 5.3.1. 
6. Evaluat ion methods. To evaluate the tree quality, Marcu (2000) 
com putes a weight for each valid discourse tree and retains only the trees 
(bat are maximal. This weight funclion gives high priority for right-
branching trees. H owe ver, this priority does not apply for ail genres. 
Corston (1998) uses heurislic scores associated with lieurislic rules to form 
rhetorical structure. The heuristic score associated with a tree is computed 
from.the heuristic scores of the relations used in constructing the tree. 
Unl ike Corston (1998), D A S calculâtes the score for each iree by summing 
up the total-score of every relation contributing to i l ; The relation score is 
computed from the lolai-heuristic-score of récognition faclors and the 
bhck-level-score, which relates to the position relation of ils left and right 
spans. The block-level-scare is used to ensure tliat spans in the same 
tcxtual block arc connected beforc spans in différent oncs. The left-
branebing trees and the right-branching ones are considered equally in 
Corston (1998) and D A S . 
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To evaluate the discourse System, the accuracy at seven processing 
levels was calculated based on expérimental resulls. 13y (his detailed 
évaluation, one wi l l know vvhicli process needs to be improved most. 
7.2 Future Work 
Generating an automatic discourse analysing system is a diffiçult task. Alihough 
many efforts' bave been put into différent issues of discourse analysis such as 
discourse segmentation and relation récognition, there is room to improve the 
performance of the discourse System. In this research, we proposed an approach to 
générale a discoursc system, conccntraling on the syslem's performance and on 
the problem of combinalorial explosion in searching for a discourse tree 
representing a text. A n implementation bas been made based on this approach. 
Due to the lime limitation, several tasks that bave been proposed lo improve the 
system's performance are Jeft for future work, including: 
1. Intcgrating a Icarning algorithm to learn the score of eue phrases and 
scores of heuristic rules. The score o f a eue phrase is assigned between 0 
and 1, depending on its certainty in signalling a relation. For example, "m 
confrast" explicitly signais a CofUrast relation, mcanwhile "however" can 
indicate a Confrast, or an Antithesis relation. The score of a heuristic rule is 
between 0 and 100, and also dépends on ils cerlainty in signalling a 
relation. At présent, thèse scores are assigned using human intuition. The 
heuristics rules and their scores can be modifled when new examples are 
provided. Mowever, thèse tasks are currently done manually. A learning 
i 
algorithm is necessary to improve the accuracy in recognising relations and 
to adapt to new data and genres. 
2. Intcgrating a Icnining algorithiu to Icaru synlaetic-hased rules and 
cue-phi asc-hascil rules that arc used to serment text and posit 
rhctoricnl relations. The basic segmentation rules in D A S arc based on the 
segmcntalion principics in Carlson et al. (2002). Wc bave manually 
improved this rule set based on différent linguistic sources. In order to 
make this set more adaptable with other genres of data, a training algorithm 
to learn new instances and to optimise the rcsult should be integraled into 
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D A S . New heuristic ru les are added, and existing heuristic scores are 
adjusted until D A S can dérive Ihe closest rhetorical structures to the ones 
created by human analysts. 
î 
3. Investigating n method to segment text into semantic-relatcd 
paragraphs if tlierc is no information about the organisation of text. 
As discussed in Sections 5.3.1 and 6.2.3, the method of using a block-level-
score to reduce the search 'space bas a problem when there is no 
information about the organisation o f text or when a text conlains incorrect 
paragraph boundaries. In order to solve this problem, an aspect that is 
worth investigating is semantic relations in a text. For example, i f some 
sentences refçrs to the same area or domain (e.g., law), and other sentences 
involve anolhcr domain (e.g.. computer science), i l is likely that the former 
sentences and the latter ones belong to two différent paragraphs, each o f 
which fui fils a communication goal. Wc propose a method using the text 
segmentation approach based on word terni frequencîes and semantic 
relations as a polential method to détermine correct paragraph boundaries 
and linkages among paragraphs: 
i. 
4. Evahinting the System in more détail by calculating Ihe performance nt 
each level with a correct input or with the iuput from the prevîous 
process. By this évaluation, the real performance of each module and the 
affects o f the previous modules on the next ones are computed. This 
information is important to find which module needs to be improved in 
order to improve the system's performance. 
In addition to improving the system's performance, ; we would also like to 
intégrale a syntactic parser into D A S . The current version of D A S dépends on a 
corpus that conlains sentential syntactic structures. A n available syntactic parser 
with high performance will be chosen to be integraled with D A S , so that D A S can 
generate sentential syntactic structures by itself 
Since our motivation in carrying oui this research on discourse analysis is to 
improve the performance of a text processing application, D A S wi l l be integrated 
into a more practical text processing System such as text summarisation, text 
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translation, or information relrieval. Moreover, D A S performance can also be 
evaluated by its impact on the accuracy ofotber text processing tasks. 
Last but not Icast, we wonld like lo apply this resenrcli to olber tanguages 
especially to the Vietnamese language. The purpose of this is twofold. First, we 
would like to invesligate the impact of our approach to ,a language that has 
différent characteristics than English. Second, since only a few studies on text 
processing bave been carried out for Vietnamese language, this research wi l l be a 
good contribution to this area. 
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Appendix 1 ' 
Architecture of DAS 
i 
Appendix ï présents tiie architecture o f D A S impiemented in this thesis, which is 
created based on our proposed solution discussed in Chaplers 3, 4, and 5. 
Piain Text 
Sentential 
Syntactic 
Structures 
Tokeniser G A Ï Ï : 
Sentence 
Splitter 
VP 
Chunker 
Discourse 
Segmenter by 
Syntax 
I 
Discourse 
Segmenter by 
Cue Phrases 
Discoursc 
Segmenter 
Cue Phrnses 
Elemenlary 
discourse 
WordNet 
Lookup 
Scinantic 
Rclnlion 
Recogniscr 
Sentence-Ievel 
Discourse Analyser 
Relation 
Recogniscr 
I 
Hypotheken! 
Relations 
Discourse Analyser 
Sentential ; 
Structures 
Text-Ievel 
Discourse Analyser 
Discoursc trecs 
Displaying Tool 
Displaying Trces 
Figure A1 .1 . The Architecture of D A S 
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D A S takes articles from the RST Discourse Treebank (2002) as (lie input and 
dérives R S T trees. In order to easy intégrale with other language processing 
modules and D A S . G A T E (2004) - a software developed by tbe computational 
linguistics team al Ihe Sheffield University, United Kingdom - is used as the 
infrastructure o f D A S . G A T E is an architecture in which text processing tools can 
be created and used. It bas a Collection of Reusable Objects for Language 
Engineering ( C R E O L E ) lhat enables language processing components to be 
loaded into G A T E . A séries of ProcessingResources (PRs) is available in 
C R E O L E , which can be reused in conslructing new text processing Systems. The 
PRs used in D A S are: 
• Tokeniscr tokenises Ihe input text into words. 
• Sentence Spl î t l c r finds and marks sentence boundaries. 
• V P C h u n k e r gets the original form of the verb. 
• WordNc t Lookup (WordNel, 2004) gets the meaning o f a word and the-
semanlic relation betwccn words (e.g., synonyms, antohyms). 
The main processing modules of D A S , which are created by us, include: 
• Discoursc Segmenter segments text into elementary discourse unils. One 
sentence is processed al a lime. Two components of Ibis module, Discoursc 
Segmenter by Synlax and Discourse Segmenter by C u c Phrases, split a 
sentence into elementary discourse unils by using syntactic information and 
eue phrases, respectively. 
• Relation Rccoghiscr finds ail possible rhelorical relations between 
elementary discoursc units. 
i 
• Scmantic Kccogniscr computes a semantic relation betwccn words. 
« Discoursc Analyser dérives rhelorical structures from text. It is divided 
into two parts: Scntciicc-lcynl Discoursc Analyser and Tcxt- lcvel 
Discoursc Analyser. The fermier conslrucls discoursc liées for cacb 
sentence. Starting witlf^sentence as its smallest spans, the lalter dérives 
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rhetorical relations between sentences to produce discourse trees for tbe 
entire text. 
D A S was implemented using Java language. Tbe working process o f D A S is 
briefly described belovv. 
The plain tcxt of an article from tbe R S T - D T (2003) :is tokcnised by the 
Tokeniser. Based on the output o f the Tokeniser and the rules that identify 
sentence boundaries. the Sentence Splitter segments the text into paragraphs and 
sentences. Tbe plain text of a sentence and its syntactic structure is used as the 
input to the Discourse Segmenter by Syntax. "ï'his syntactic information is taken 
from tbe syntactic document of the Penn Treebank that corresponds to the input 
text of D A S . The Discourse Segmenter by Syntax segments a sentence into 
clauses by a rule set. bascd on syntactic information, 'flic output of Ibis process is 
further segmented by the Discourse Segmenter by Cue Phrases. The set of eue 
phrases used in D A S is inhcriled from thosc in Grosz and Sidncr (1986), 
Hirschberg and fifman (1993), Knott and Dale (1994), and Marcu (2000). The 
reader is referred to Chapter 3 for a detailed description o f the discourse 
segmentation process. 
The output of the Discourse Segmenter by Cue Phrases, which is slored in a 
text File, is now used as the input to the Relation ïlecogniscr. This module posits 
ail possible relations between clementary discourse units by using the syntactic 
information of a sentence, eue phrases, time relation, and semantic relations 
between discourse units (see Section 4.2). The semantic relations are computed by 
the Semantic Recogniser, which computes the semantic relations between words 
by using information from the WordNet Lookup. The original form of the verb, 
which is obtained by the V P Chunker o f G A T E , assists the Relation Recogniser to 
detect V P eues. A l ! relations gcncralcd by the Relation Recogniser arc slored in a 
relation set, which wil l be used by the Discourse Analyser. Tbe task of 
recognising rhetorical relation was discussed in Chapter 4. 
Next, the Sentence-level Discourse Analyser générales a discourse liée for 
each sentence. Starling with sentences as its smallest spans, the, Tcxt-level 
Discourse Analyser dérives rhetorical relations between sentences to produce 
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discourse trees for the entire text. During the analysing process, the Text-level 
Discourse Analyser may need to go back to the relation recognition process, as the 
analyser may generate new combinations of spans, which have not been created 
before. Each discourse tree generated by the Discourse Analyser is stored in a file, 
which is then displayea* by a Displaying Tool called RSTTool (O'Donnell, 2002). 
The Discourse Analyser was discussed in Chapter 5. 
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Appendix 2 
Algorithms 
This appendix represents an extended version of sonic main algorithms 
implemented in this thesis. 
Input: 
• start and end position of the phrase needed to be processed. The first 
time this algorithm is called, start and end are.assigned as integer 
values 0 and the length of the executed sentence, respectively. 
• A list of rhetorical relations sentNodes created by the segmentation 
procedure presented in Figure 3.1. 
Output: 
• Rhetorical relations after refining boundaries, each of which contains 
adjacent and non-overlapping spans. These rhetorical relations should 
cover the entire input span. 
Delragment(slaii, end) 
1. if(sra// >= end) Return; 
2. minsta = the left most position among all relations within the input 
phrase that satisfies {mmsta sfa/t). 
3. maxend - the end position of (tie right span of the tree node starting at 
minsfa. If two or more tree nodes start at minsta, maxend = the 
maximum value of these end positions that satisfies {maxend <- end). 
4. middle = the position of the segment boundary between the left and right 
node of the tree node that starts at minsta and ends at maxend. If two or 
more tree nodes start at minsta and end at maxend, middle = the 
maximum value of these middU; positions that satisfies (middle > minsta 
and middle < maxend). f 
5. if not found (minsta, maxend, twiddle) Return; 
i 1 
(5. changenode = the tree node U\ it has the start position minsta, the end 
; position maxend, ana the end epsition of its left node middle. 
7. \f[minsta > stad) 
7.1 \i(changenode.leftrole - 'N'): 
7.1.1 Expand the left node of the changenode to the start position: 
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changenode.from = start; changenode.leftnode.from = start; 
7.1.2 Update sentNodes; 
7.2 else 2 ' : 
7.2.1 Create a new node, whose left node corresponds to the 
remaining span, and the right node is the changenode: 
newnode.leftnode.from = start; newnode.leftnode.to = minsta; 
newnode.rightnode = changenode; 
newnode.from = start; newnode.to = changenode.to; 
newnode.leftrole = 'N ' ; newnode.rightrole - ' N ' ; 
\1(changenode. leftrole = 'S') 
newnode.relationname = "Same-Unit";, : 
i 
7.2.2 Update sentNodes; 
8. \\{maxend < end) 
8.1 \\{changenode. teftrole = 'S'): 
8.1.1 Expand the right node of the changenode to thè end position: 
changenode.to = end; changenode.rightnode.to'= end; 
8.1.2 Update sentNodes, 
8.2 ' else: 
8.2.1 Create a new node, whose lèft node is thè changenode, and 
the right node corresponds the remaining span: 
newnode.rightnode. from =maxend; newnode.rightnode.to =end; 
newnode.leftnode - changenode; 
• newnode.from = changenode.from; newnode.to = end; 
newnode.leftrole = 'N ' ; newnode.rightrole = ' N ' ; 
'^(changenode.leftnode = 'N') 
newnode.relationname = "Same-Unit"; 
8.2.2 Update sentNodes; 
9. \\(middle < end) Defragment(stat1, m/ddle); 
10. \\(middie > stait) Defragment(middle, end); 
11. Return. 
Figure A2 .1 . Pseudo-code for the Defrogment Proccss o f Discoursc Segmentation 
hy Syntax 
3 1 The leftrole and rightro/e ofa (ree node is empty (") when the nuclcarity rôles have not been 
assigned. 
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Input: 
• Two non-overlapping spans Unit,, Unit 2. (These spans do not need to be 
adjacent.) 
• The syntactic rule has been used to segment text (when the input spans 
are clauses). 
• Lists-of eue phrases, V P eues, and NP eues. 
Output: Rhetorical relations between Unit 1 and Unit 2. 
Algor i thm. 
1. If the input spans are clauses, use the syntactic rule from the input to 
posit relations. Otherwise, go to Step 2. 
1.1 If a relation name isfound, Stop. . 
1.2 Otherwise, go to Step 2. 
2. Find all eue phrases in Unitl and Unit2. 
3. If eue phrases are found, compute the actual score of each eue phrase 
and the total score of t h è s e actual scores. 
3.1 If the total score >= 0, check the necessary conditions of the 
• relations corresponding to t h è s e eue phrases, i 
3.1.1 If one relation satisfies, compute the total score of ail 
heuristic rules of this relation. Posit t hèse relations between 
Unit, and Unit;,. Stop. 
3.1.2 If no relation is satisfied, go to Step 4. 
3.2 If the total score < 0, go to Step 4. 
4. Find the main verb phrases of the two units and stem t h è s e VPs . 
5. Check whether the stemmed V P s contain V P eues or not. 
5.1 If V P eues are found, compute the actual score of each V P eue and 
the total score of the actual score of t h è s e V P eues. 
5.1.1 If the total score >= 0, check the necessary conditions of the 
relations corresponding to thèse V P eues. 
5.1.1.1 If at least one relation is satisfied, compute the total 
score of ail heuristic rules of t h è s e relations. Posit 
t hèse relations between Unit, and Unit z. Stop. 
5.1.1.2 If no relation is satisfied, go to Step 6. 
5.1.2 If the total score < 0, goto Step 6. 
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5.2 If V P eues are not found, go to Step 6. ; 
6. Find the main noun phrases from the subjects and objects of the two 
units and stem thèse NPs. 
7. Check whether the stemmed NPs contain NP eues or not. 
7.1 If NP eues are found, compute the actual score of each NP eue 
and the total score of the actual score of NP eues. 
7.1.1 If the total score >= 0, check the necessary conditions of the 
relations corresponding to t h è s e NP eues. 
7.1.1.1 If at least one relation is satisfied, compute the total 
score of ail heuristic rules of t hèse relations. Posit 
t h è s e relations between Unitl and Unit2. Stop. 
7.1.1.2 If no relation is satisfied, go to Step 8. 
7.1.2 If the total score < 0, go to Step 8. 
7.2 If NP eues are not found, go to Step 8. 
8. Check other heuristic rules of each relation. 
8.1 If several relations are signalled, compute the total score of thèse 
relations. 
8.1.1 If the total score >= 0, check the necessary conditions of 
thèse relations. 
8.1.1.1 If at least one relation is satisfied, posit t h è s e relations 
between Unitl and Unit2. Stop. 
8.1.1.2 If no relation is satisfied, go to Step 9. 
8.1.2 If the total score < Ô, go to Step 9. ; 
8.2 If no relation is signalled, go to Step 9. 
9. If there is a signal indicating that Uniti and Unit 2 has à semantic relation, 
posit an Elaboration relation. Otherwise, posit a Joint relation. Stop. 
Figure A2.2 . Oulline of the Algorithm to Posit Relotions Between Spans 
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Input: 
• Discourse trees of ail sentences from the input text 
• Information nbout positions of sentences in the text 
• The value of N (the number of discourse trees required by the user). 
Output: 
• Discourse trees that cover the entire text. 
Algorithm: 
1. Trees = [}. 
2. Subtrees = {ail sentential discourse trees}. 
3. If Subtrees contains only one tree, add this tree to Trees. Stop. 
Otherwise, go to Step 4. 
4. accumulated-score = 0 
5. Find hypothesis between adjacent sentential discourse trees. 
With each hypothesis: 
- total-score(hypothesis) = 
total-heuristic-score(hypothesis) + block-level-score(hypothesis) 
- predicted-score(hypothesis) = total-score(hypothesis) 
- Sort the hypo thèses by their predicted-score. 
- Store the hypo thèses in a set called NewH. 
6. Select M highest total-score hypo thèses from NewH and put them into 
PotentialH. 
7. For each hypothesis in PotentialH (called appliedH), create a hypothesis 
set hypoSet[iJ{\ = 1-^ -M). For each hypoSet[ij, compute: 
7.1. accumulated-score = predicted-score(appliedH).' 
7.2. Subtrees: 
- Subtrees = Subtrees u {appliedH} \ {trees that overlap with 
appliedl-f) 
- If Subtrees has only one tree, add that tree to Trees. 
- If the number of discourse trees in Trees is equal to N , Stop. 
Otherwise, continue. 
7.3. NewH: This set stores new hypo thèses that are created due to the 
modification of Subtrees. They are relations between the node 
created by appliedH and its adjacent nodes. 
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With each hypothesis in NewH: 
total-score(hypothesis) - total-heuristic-score(hypothesis) 
i 
+ blockdevel-score(hypöthesis). 
7.4. PotentialH: This set stores all the potential hypotheses which can be 
used after appliedH has been used. j 
- PotentialH = PotentialH \ {appliedH} \ {hypotheses that overlap 
with appliedH) w NewH 
- With each hypothesis in PotentialH: 
predicted-score(hypothesis) - accumulated-score 
+ total-score(hypothesis) 
- Sort hypotheses in PotentialH by predicted-score. 
- If there are more than M hypotheses in PotentialH, keep M 
highest predicted-score hypotheses in PotentialH. Otherwise, 
keep all hypotheses in PotentialH. 
8. If all PotentiaIHs are empty, Stop. Otherwise, go to step 9. 
9. Select M highest predicted-score hypotheses from M sets of PotentialH to 
be applied (appfiedf-f). Let us say hypoSet[pJ is the set that appliedH 
belongs to. With each appliedH: 
9.1 If appliedH appears in the PotentialH of other hypoSets that are at the 
same level with hypoSetfp], delete appliedH from those hypoSets. 
9.2 Update all §ets and variables in hypöSetfr] (Steps 7.1 to 7.4). 
9.3 Repeat Step 9 until the number of discourse trees in Trees is equal to 
N or all PotentiaIHs are empty. 
Figure A2 .3 . Outline of Algorithm for DerivingText-leve! Discourse Trees 
: J 
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Appendix 3 
List of Cue Phrases 
In this table, the information about each cue phrase is encoded by 
cue_phrase(positionjn_text, side, scope, score), in which 
• p o s i t i o n i n t e x t is the position of the cue phrase in the span where ' 
the cue phrase can be used to signal relation. position_in_text can 
be ' B ' (beginning), ' M ' (middle), ' E ' (end), or ' A ' (any position). 
• side can be 'I./ (left), ' R ' (right), or ( A ' (any side). 
• scope can be l C (clause), ' S ' (sentence), or M r (paragraph). 
• score is between 0 and 1. 
Index Relation name Cue phrase' 
1 List also(A.R,S , l ) , aIternatively(A,R.S,0.8), but a lso(B,R,C, l ) , 
and a l s o ( B . R X M ) , not on ly (A,L .C , l ) , and(B,R,S,0.8), and 
anolhcr(B,R,S, 1 ), neithcr(A,A,S, 1 ) , ! nor(B.R,C. 1 ). 
or(B,R,S,0.8), too(E,R,C,0.8), in adclition(B,R,P,0,8) 
2 Sequence and(B,R,S.0.8), and then(B,R,S,l) , at f i rs t (B,L,I \ l ) , in the 
beginning(A,L,P,0.8), at the beginning(A,L,I\0.8), at 
last(A,R,P, 1 ), at the end(A,R ,P, 1 ), in the end(A,R,P,0.8), 
cven(ually(A,R ,P,l), formerly(B.L,S,0.5), in turn 
(M,R,S . I ) , ini t ia l ly(A,L ,P , I ) , lasl(A,R,P,0.8), 
lastly(A,R,P,0.8), Ialter(A,R,P,l), next(B.R,I \ l ) , 
subscqucnt]y(A,R.P,l), then(A,R .P , l ) , then 
again(A,R,S,0.8), lhcrcaftcr(A,R.S,l), 
thcreupon(A,R,S,0.5), ultimately(A,R,S, 1 ), 
whcreupon(B,R,C, 1 ). after that(A,R,S, 1 ), following 
(A,R,C,0.5) 
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Vi.1 
3 Condition as long as(B,A,C, 1 ). as soon as(B,A,C, 1 ), as far 
a s (B ,A ,C , l ) , g i v e n ( B A C J ) , given that(B,A,C, 1 ), 
ifl[B,A,C.1), o n l y ( B , A , C J ) , only af ter(B,A,C.l) . only 
i f ( B , A , C , 1 ), only when(B,A,C, ' ). providcd(B,R,C, 1 ), 
provided thal(B,A,C, 1 ), providing that(B.A,C,1), 
unless(B,A,C,l) , unliI(BJl ,C,0:5). unlil lhen(B,R,S, l) 
4 Olherwise altematively(B,R.S.0.8).else(A,R,C,0.7), 
elsewhere(A,R,C,0.7), in place o f (B ,A,C. I ) , 
otherwise(A,R,S,0.8), in other respècts(B,R,S, l ) , in other 
ways(B,R,S, l ) , i f not(B,R,S,0.8) j 
5 Hypothelical arguahly(A,A,SJ) , it may seem thal(B.R.S. l) , on the 
assumplion(B.A.C,l ), pcrhaps(A,R,S,l ). 
possibly(A,R,S, l ) , presumably(A,A,S.f ), quilc 
l i k c l y ( M . A . C J ) , supposc(A,I. ,CJ ), suppose 
t h a t ( B , U \ l ) , it may be the case t h a l ( B , R J \ l ) . it is 
possible that(B,R,I \ l ) ? supposing(B.L,C.l) 
6 Antithesis a]lhough(B,A,C,0.8), apart f rom(B,L,C, l ). aside 
f rom(B,L,C1) . but(B,R.P,0.8), dcspite(B.A.C.0.8). 
c x c c p l ( B , A , C J ) . howcvcr(A,R,P,0.8), ins(ead(A,R,S, 1 ), 
inslcad o f (B ,R ,C . l ) , whereas(B,R,C,0.8). 
wbile(B,R.C,0.5), yet(B,R,P,0.5).: 
7 Contrast as againsl(B,R,S, 1 ), by contrast(B,R.S, I), but(B.R,S, 1 ), 
contrnriwisc(A,R,P. 1 ). conversely(A,R,P, 1 ), 
h o w e v e r ^ R . P . O ^ ) , in a conl rary(B,R ) PJ) , in 
contrasl(B,R,I\ l) , on anothei(B,R,P,0.5), on one 
s ide(B,L,S, l ) , on the contrary(B,R,P,l) , on the other 
hand(B,R.I \ l ) , on the other s idc(B,R,P , l ) . yct(B,R,P,0.5), 
in a différent point o f v iew(B.R,P , l ) , in the 
opposite(B,R,I\ 1 ), unl ike(B.L,C, I ) ,st i l l(B,R,S,0.5). 
whilc(B,R.C,0.3) 
8 Concession although(B,A,C,0.8), anyhow(IZ,R,S,l) ? anyvvay(A,R,S,l), 
dcspile(B,A,C,0.8), even(B ; R,C0\8) . in spite o f ( B , A , C , l ) , 
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in despite o f (B ,A ,C , 1 ), notwithstanding(A,R,C, 1 ), 
nevertheléss(E,R,C, 1 ), nonethelcss(l î ,R,C, 1 ), 
though(A,L,C,l) , stiH(B,R,P,0.8), yet(B,R,P,0.5) 
9 Cause bccause(B,A,C,l) , because o f ( B , A , C , l ) , because of 
this(B,R ? S,I). it is becauscfB,R.S.I), merely 
because(B.R,C,l), only because(A,R,P,l), simply 
because(A,R,P,l), since(B,A,C,0.8), so(B,R,C,t) ' . 
as(B,A,C,0.5), due to(B,A,C, 1 ) 
10 Result as a consequence(B,R,P,l), as a corollary(B,R,P,l) , as a 
logical concIusion(B,R,P,l), as a result(B,R,P,l), as it 
turned out(B,R,P, l) , consequenlly(B,R,P. 1 ), in 
conscqucncc(B,RJ\l)> thcrcby(A,R.P,I). 
thereforc(A.R,l \ l) , tbereupon(A.R.P,0.8), t lu is(A,R.P, l ) . 
i 
so(B,R,P, l ) , vvbereby(B,R,IM) 
11 Cause-Result 
12 Purpose fo r (B ,A,C , l ) , for the mat le r (B ,A, ' \ l ) , for the 
rcason(B,A,C,l) , for th is(B,A t P, 1 ), for this 
reason(B,A,P,l), in order to(B,A,C, I ) , in the hope 
lha t (B,A.C, l ) , so a s (B .R ,CJ ) , so ihn l (B,R,C, l ) , 
(o(B,A,C, I ), aim at(B,R,C, I ), aiming at(B,R,C, 1 ) 
13 Sohitionhood 
14 Circumstance acUially(A,R,S,0.8), after(B,A,C. 1 ), after a t ime(A,A,P, 1 ), 
after al l (B,R,P, 1 ), after that(B,R,I^ 1 ), after lh is(A,A,P, 1 ), 
aftcrwards(A,R,I\l) , again(A,R,P,0.5), all this 
t ime(B,R,P, l ) , already(A,R,P,0.5), another 
time(A,R,P,0.6), as(B,A,C,0.4), as for(B,A,C, 1 ), as to 
( H . A . C , 1 ), at that momcnt(B,R,P, 1 ), at that t ime(B ; R,P, 1 ), 
at the moment(B,R,P,I), at the oulset(B,L,P,l) , at the 
same t ime(A,R,P, l ) , at this date(A,R,P,l) , at this 
m n n e n l ( A , A , l \ l ) , at this poinl(A.A;,l \0.5), at this 
stage(A ; R,P,l) , at which(B,R,C,0.8), before(A,A,P,l) , by 
that l i m e ( A , R , l \ l ) , by then(A,R ; I \ l ) , each t ime(A,A,C,1), 
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earl ier(A,R,P,l) , either case(A,R,S,0.4), either 
event(A,R,S,0.4), either way(A.R,S,0.4), every 
l i m c ( A , A . I \ l ) , everyvvhere(A,A,P.l), from now 
o n ( A , A , P , ! ) ; from then o n ( A , A , P , l ) , here(A,A,P,0.6), 
heretoibre(A,A,I\0.8), hitherto(A,A.P,0.8). in any 
case(A,A,P, 1 ), in case(A,A,C, 1 ), in do ing(A,A,C, ! ), in 
doing so (B ,R ,C , l ) r in such a ( B , R , C J ) , in such 
an(B,R,C, l ) , in lhat (B,R,C, l ) , in that case(B,R,C, 1 ), in 
the beginning(B,L,P,0.8), in the case o f ( B , A , C , l ) , in the 
end(B,R,P,0.8), in the event (A,A,PJ) , in the first 
place(A,R,P, l) , in the meantime(A,R,P, 1 ), in this 
c n s c ( A , R J \ l ) , in this connection A , R , P . I ). in this 
respect(A,R,P,l), in this way(A;R,P , l ) , in 
which(B,R,C, l ) , in which casc(B,R,C, l ) . 
instantly(A,A,S,0.5), just as(B,R,C, I ) } just 
befbre(B.R,C I ), just then(A,R,l \I ). 
meanwhile(B,R,P,l),never again(A,R,P, I ), now(A,A,P , I ) , 
now that(A,A,P,I), on the bases(À;A,P,I) , on the . 
basis(A,A,P,I) , on this basis(A,R,P, 1 ), on 
which(B,R,C, l ) , once(A,A,C,0.5), once again(A,R,S,0.7), 
once more(A,R,S,.7), particularly when(B,R,C, I ), 
presently(A,A,S, 1 ), previously(A,R,P, 1 ), 
since(B,A,P,0.8), some time(A,A,P,0.4), the 
moment(A,A,P,0.7), this time(A,R,P,0.8), thus 
far(A,R.P,0.2), to the degree tha((B,R,C, I ), to the 
extent(B,R,C,l) , to this end(A,R,P, l ) , under the 
circumstances(A,A,P,l) t under these 
circumstances(A,A,P,I), unti l(B.A,C,0.6), up to 
i iow(B,A,P, I ) , up to this(B,R,P, l ) , when(B,A,C, l ) , 
w h c n c v c r ( B A C I ) . whcrc (B.A,C, l ), whercin(B,R,C,I) , 
whcrcvcr (B,A,C, l ) t whilc(B,A,C,0.8) , with regard 
l o t B A C l ) , with respect to(B,A,C,I ) , without(B,A,C,0.5) 
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15 Manner as(B,A,C,0.5), as i f ( B , R , C , l ) , as though(B,R ?C, 1 ), 
dec ided ly(AAS,0 .5) , de f in i l e ly (AAS,0 .5 ) , 
doubtless(A,A,S,0.3), in the same,way(A,A.C, l ) . more 
accurately(A A S , 0 . 5 ) , more precisely(A A S . 0 . 5 ) , more 
spcci f icaI ly(AAS,0 .5) , parenthetically(A.A.S,0.5), 
i 
rcgardlcss(B,A.C, J ), sÍmultaneous(y(A,A,S.O.5), 
with(B,A,C t 0.3) , \vilhout(B,A,C,o!3) 
16 Means by (B ,A ,C , 1 ). by means o f ( B A C , 1 ), using(B A C 1 ) 
17 Interpretation in other words(B,R,P, I ). according to(B A C . 0 . 5 ) , that is 
how(B,R,P, 1 ), that is to say(B,R.P, 1 ), that is 
why(B,RJ>,l), to wi ( (B ,R , I \ l ) 
18 
• 
Evaluation by coniparison(A.R,l \ 1 ), ccrtíiinÍy(A,R,I*,0.5), 
cIearly(A,R,P,0.5), conceivably(A,R,P,0.5), 
doubllcss(A,R,P,0.5), cqually(A,R,P,0.5), in 
comparison(B,R,P,l), most l i kc ly (A ,R , I \ 1 ), more 
accurately(A,R.P,0.5), more imp6rtantly(A,R,P, I ), more 
precisely(A,R,l\0.5), the more(A,R.P,I) , very likely(0.5) 
19 Summary briefly speaking(B,R.P. 1 ), in conclusion(B.R.PJ ), in 
short(B,R,P,l), in summarisation(B,RJ\ 1 ), it can be 
concluded tha((B,R,P,l), summarising(A,R,l\0.6), 
summing up(A,R,P,0.8), to summary(B,R,P, 1 ), in 
brief(B,R,P, I), to concIusion(B,R,P, 1 ), 
succinctIy(A,R,P,0.5), compendiously(A,R,P,0.5), 
compactly(A,R,P,0.5) ; 
20 Elaboration above a l l (B ,R ,P , l ) , add to this(B,R,P, l ) , 
addit ionally(A,R,P,l) , and(B,R,S,0.7), as well(A,R,S,0.5). 
at lcast(B,R,S,l) , besides(B,R,P.l ), besides thnl(B,R,P,l) , 
for example(A.R,S, l ) ; for instance(A.R.S.I). 
lbrmerly(A.R.S,0.3). furthermore(B.R,P, 1 ). in 
iddi t ion(B.R, l \ l ) , in fact(B,R,P.0.8), in 
iar t icula t (A,R, l \ l ) , in gcncral(A,R,P,0.8), 
ncluding(B.R,C,l) , moreover(B,R,P, 1 ), more to the 
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point(B,R,P, l) , on a différent notc(A,R,P,0.5), 
or(B,R,C,0.5), or again(B,R,C,0.5), s imilar i ty(A,R,S, l ) , 
speaking o f (B ,A ,C , 1 ) 
21 Explanation clearly(A,R,P,0.7), conceivably(A (R.P,0.8), in 
fact(B,R,P,0.8), let us assume(B ?R,I\ 1 ), let us 
consider(B,R,P,l), the fact i s (B ,R,P , l ) , to 
explain(B,R,P, l) , it is clear that(B,R,P,l) , it is explaïned 
that(B,R,P,l), it stands to reason that(B,R,P,l), it is true 
thal (B,R,PJ) , it is easy to understand that(B,R,P.1 ), we 
can understand t!tat(B,R,P,l), in point o f fact(B,R,P,l) 
22 Joint 
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Appendix 4 
List of NP Cues and VP Cues 
In this table, the information about each NP or V P cue is encoded by 
cue_phrase(score), with the score ranging from 0 to I. 
Index Relation name N P cue V P cue 
1 List 
• 2 Sequence following(l) come after(l), succeed (0.5), 
follow(0.2) 
3 ' 
Condition 
condition(0.7), 
necessary(0.7), 
important(0.7), 
essential(0.7), 
requirement 1 ), requisite( 1 ) 
be neccssary( 1 ), 
be important(l), 
be essenlial( 1 ), 
be requisite(l), require(I), 
have to(l), must(l) 
4 Otherwise 
5 Hypothetical possibili ly(l), 
hypolhczis/zes(0.5), 
hypothesis/ses(0.5), 
guess(0.5), conjecture(0.5), 
supposition(0.5), 
assumption(0.5), 
reckoning(0.5). 
speculation(0.5) 
gtiess(l), assunie(l), 
suppose(l), suspect(l ), 
reckon(l), think(l), 
opine(l), imagine(0.5). 
speculate(0.5), 
conjecture(0.5), 
hypothesize(0.5), 
hypothcsise(0.5) 
6 Antithesis 
7 Contrast turning point(0.5), 
opposile(0.5) 
8 Concession 
9 Cause cnusc(0.5), cffecl(0.5), result IVom(l), he why(l) , 
be because(I) 
10 Result result(0.5), outcome(l) 
11 Cause-Result affect(l), cause(0.5), 
maké(0.2), induce(l), 
crealc(0.2). bring(0.2). 
efrectuate(l), raise(0.2) 
12 Purpose to (t- verb) (1), aim(0.5), 
purpose(l) 
13 Solulionhood solution(l) answer(I), solve(I), 
resolve(0.5), respond(0.5), 
rep!y(0.2), react(0.2) 
14 Circumstance situntion(O.S) 
15 
• 
Manner 
16 Means 
17 Interpretation meaning(l) mcan(l), can be 
i 
understand(l), stand for(l), 
translate(0.2) 
18 1 Evaluation succecd(0.5), fail(l), 
increase(l), fall(0.5), 
drbp(0.5), decrease( 1 ) 
19 Summary summarisalion(0.2), 
brief(0.2), oulline(0.2), 
abstract(0.5), main idea(I) 
summary(0.5), 
conciude(0.5), brier(0.5) 
20 Elaboration includc(t), consisl(l) . 
21 Explanation goal(l), target(l), 
purpose(i), reason(l). 
fact(0.5), a im(l) , 
objcclive(l). intent(l). 
ntciition(l ) 
22 Joint 
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Appendix 5 
Syntax-Based Segmentable Chains 
This nppendix présents ihc syntactic chains Uiat are used in D A S to segment a 
sentence into elemcntnry discourse units. For simplicily, the parts <text> inside a. 
syntactic chain. such as <textl> and <text2> in (i-a) (Section 3.1.1), are removed 
froni the représentation of the chain. The jb l lowing abbreviations are used in the 
syntactic chains: 
N P — nonn phrase 
V P - v,erb phrase 
S13J - subjecl 
S - sentence 
S B A R - subordinale clause and relative clause ! 
R R C - reduced relative clause 
P R N - parenlhetical 
PP - prepositional phrase 
PRS - parenlhetical -sentence (see the syntactic chain (i-d) in Section 3.1.1) 
PS - prepositional-sentcnce (see the syntactic chain (i-e) in Section 3.1.1) 
Sx - basic clause types such as subordinate clause ( S B A R ) and participial 
clause ( S - A D V ) 
A D x - adverb phrase or adjeclive phrase 
A D S - a clause Starts with an adverb. ( A D S ) is au abbreviation o f the 
syntactic chain ( A D x ( S ) ) 
\VTIx - any phrase Starts with WH-question (c.g.. who, what. why) 
A D V P - adverb phrase 
<conjunction> - a conjunetion such as "and", "or*\ comma, and semicolon. 
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"I" means "or" 
Stands for any text or syntactic chain. 
1. ( NP ( N P ) ... ( R R C | V P | S x | P S ) ) 
The clause with the syntactic role ( RRC | V P | S x | P S ' : ) is split from the 
noun phrase ( NP ( NP ) ... ( R R C | V P | S x | P S ) ) . If S x is a 
subordinate clause, the clause (hat has this syntactic role müst have more than 1 
word. 
2 . ( VP ( VP ) < c o n j u n c t i o n > ( V P | S x | R R C | P S | A D S ISBAR ) 
> ? 
The clause ( V P | Sx | RRC I PS | ADS | SBAR ) is split from the verb phrase ( 
VP ( V P ) < c o n j u n c t i o n > { V P | S x | R R C I PS I A D S | S B A R ) ) . If 
Sx Starts with to, VP musl bc an attribution verb. 
3 . ( VP . . . ( S x I R R C I P S I A D S ) < c o n j u n c t i o n > { 
S x I R R C | P S | A D S ) ) 
The clauses ( Sx | RRC | PS | ADS ) are split from the verb phrase ( VP 
. . . ( S x I R R C I PS I ADS ) < c o n j u n c t i o n > ( S x | R R C I PS I ADS ) 
) • 
4,.. ( S ( N P - S B J ) ( VP ( SBAR ) ) . , : . ) 
The clause ( SBAR ) is split from the sentence ( S { N P - S B J ) ( VP 
. . . . ( SBAR ) ) . . . ) when the subject of the sentence ( N P - S B J ) is 
not "//" and the subordinate clause Starts with wh|that|emply, Iben (S) . 
5 . ( S { N P - S B J ) ( VP . . . . ( SBAR ) < c o n j u n c t i o n > ( 
S x | R R C | P S | A D S | S B A R ) ) . . . ) 
The clauses ( SBAR ) and ( Sx | RRC | PS | ADS | SBAR ) are split from 
the sentence { S ( N P - S B J ) ( VP . . . . . . ( SBAR ) 
< c o ' n j u n c t i o n > { Sx | RRC I PS I ADS I SBAR ) ) . . . ) . 
6 . ( Sx . . . ( Sx ) < c o n j u n c t i o n > ( Sx ) ) 
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Two clauses ( S x ) inside the sentence { S x . . . ( S x ) 
<con j u n c t i o n > ( S x ) ) are spül from Ihis sentence. 
7 . { S x . . . ( S x ) ( W H x ) ( S x ) ) 
Two clauses ( S x ) and ( W H x ) ( S x ) inside the sentence ( S x 
. . . ( S x ) ( W H x ) ( S x ) ) are split from tliis sentence. 
8 . ( S x . . . ( S x ) , ( N P - S B J ) ( V P ) ) \ 
The clause ( S x ) inside the sentence ( S x . . . ( S x ) , { N P - S B J ) 
{ V P ) ) , in which V P is an altribution verb, is split from Ibis sentence. 
9 . ( S x . . . ( S x ) , ( V P ) ( N P - S B J ) ) 
The clause ( S x ) inside (he sentence ( S x . . . ( S x ) , ( V P ) ( 
N P - S B J ) ) , in which V P is an altribution verb, is split from this sentence. 
1 0 . { S x ( N P - S B J ) , ( S x ) , ( V P ) ) 
The clause ( S x ) inside (he sentence ( S x ( N P - S B J ) , { S x ) , 
( V P ) ) . i n which V P js an ottribiilion verb, is split from this sentence. 
1 1 . { S x (' A D V P ) , ( S x ) , ( N P - S B J ) ( V P ) ) 
The clause ( S x ) inside the sentence ( S x { A D V P " ) , ( S x ) , ( 
N P - S B J ) ( V P ) ) , in which V P is an altribution verb, is split from this 
sentence. 
1 2 . ( S x -( V P ) { N P - S B J ) , ( S x ) ) 
The clause ( S x ) inside the sentence ( S x ( V P ) ( N P - S B J ) , ( 
S x ) ) . in which V P is an attribtilion verb, is split from this sentence. 
1 3 . ( S ( N P - S B J ) ( V P . . . . { S B A R ) < c o n j u n c t i o n > 
( S B A R ) ) . . . ) 
The clauses ( S B A R ) are split from the sentence ( S ( N P - S B J ) ( 
V P . . . . ( S B A R ) < c o n j u n c t i o n > ( S B A R ) ) . . . ) . 
1 4 . ( S x . . . ( P S ) , ( N P - S B J ) ( V P ) ) 
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The clause { P S ) is split from the sentence ( S x ( P S ) , ( 
N P - S B J ) ( V P ) ) . 1 
1 5 . ( V P ( A D S ) ) 
The clause ( A D S ) is split from the verb phrase ( V P ( A D S ) ) . 
1 6 . ( V P ... ( S B A R ) ( S B A R ) ) 
The clauses ( S B A R ) are split from the verb phrase (' V P ... ( S B A R ) 
( S B A R )• ) . 
1 7 . < V P ( ' N P I P P ) ( S B A R | R R C ) ) 
The clause ( S B A R I R R C } is split from the verb phrase '{ V P ( N P I P P ) 
( S B A R 1 R R C ) ) . 
1 8 . {" V P ( N P I P P ) ( V P I S x i P S ) ) 
The clause ( V P | S x 1 P S ) is split from the verb phrase ( V P ( N P I P P ) 
( V P I S x J P S ) ) . 
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Appendix 6 
Conditions to Posit Rhetorical Relations" 
1 - Séquence (multi-nuclear) 
A Séquence is a list o f events présentée! in chronological orcler. For example, the 
span "The président cou/d ca/l" lias a Séquence relation witli the span "and 
déclare thaï he wouhi single-handedly kill the BART funds unless the 
congressman "shapes up" an the foreign-policy issue" in Example ( 1 ). 
(1) [The président could calljf and déclare thaï he woutd single-handedly 
ki l l the B A R T funds unless the congressman "shapes up" on the 
•foreign-policy issue.| 
Index Ncccssary Condition 
l Two units are tvvo co-ordinate clauses or two sentences. 
2 If both units bave subjects and do not contain attribution verbs, then thèse 
subjects need to mccl the following rëquirement: they must either be the 
same, identical, synonyms, co-hyponyms, or hypernyms/hyponyms, or 
the subjecl of Unit2 is a pronoun or a noun phrase thaï can replace the 
subjëct o f Unit]. 
3 There is an explicit indication lhat the event expressed by Uni l i 
temporally précèdes the event expressed by finita 
4 The Contrast relation is not satisfied. 
Table A6A. Necessary Conditions for the Sequence Relation 
Index Heuristic Rule Score 
1 Unit2 contains a Sequence cue phrase. 100 
2 2 The définitions of rhelorîcal relations in tins appendix are from Mann and Thompson (1988) and 
Carlson el al. (2002). 
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2 Bolh units contain enumeration conjunctions {/irst, second, 
ilnrd...). 
100 
3. I3oth subjects o fUni t i and Unit2 contain NP eues. 90 
4 Uni(2 coiitflins fl V P eue. 90 
5 Bolh units are clauses in vvhich verb phrases agrée in tense. 20 
Table A6.2 . Heuristic Rules for the Séquence Relation 
2 — Contrast (imilti-nuclenr) 
In a Contrast relation, two nuclei corne in contrast vvith eacli other along some 
dimension. The contrnst may hnppen in only one or a; few respects, while 
everything eise can romain thc samc in othcr respects. 
• 
For example: 
(2) [In an âge of spécialisation, the federn! judiciary is onc of die last 
bastions o f (lie gênerai ist. A judge nuist jump from murder to antitrust 
cases, from arson to securities fraud, witbout missing a beat.]f But 
even on the fédéral bench, spécialisation is creeping in, and it bas 
become a subject of sharp conlroversy on the newest fédéral appeals 
court. | 
Index Neccssary Condi t ion 
1 Two units are coordinale. 
2 The subject of Unil2 is not a demonstrative pronoun, nor i l is modified by 
a demonstrative. 
Table A6.3. Nccessnry Conditions for the Contrast Relation 
" ! 
i 
Index Heuristic Unie Score 
1 Unît2 contains a Contrast eue phrase. 100 
2 Thc V P of Unil2 conlaitis a V P eue. 90 
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3 The main NP of U11U2 contains a NP eue. 90 
4 The main subjects oftwo units are co-hyponyms, or some/other. 50 
5 Unilî h as onc of (lie structures: be incorrectly + attribution verb, 
be wrongly -1- attribution verb. attribution verb +. by mistakc. 
40 
Table Ad.4, Heuristic Rules for the Contrast Relation 
3 - Antithesis (mononuclear) 
In an Antithesis relation, the situations presented in N and S arc in contrast (see 
the Contrast relation); because of an incompatibility that arises from the contrast, 
one cannot have positive regard for both situations presented in N and S; 
• 
comprehending S and the incompatibility between the situations presented in N 
and S increases R's positive regard for the situation presented in N . The Antithesis 
relation differs from the Concession relation, which is characterised by a violated 
expectation. 
For example: 
(3) [Kidder competitors aren't outwardly hostile to the firm, as many are 
to a tough competitor like Drexel Burnham Lambert Inc. that doesn't 
have Kidder's long history.] fHowever, competitors say that Kidder's 
hiring hinge involving executive-level staffers, some with multiple-
year contract guarantees, could backfire unless there are results. ] 
There is 110 necessary condition for the Anfilbesis relation. 
Index Heuristic Rule Score 
I Unit? contains an Antithesis cue phrase. 100 
2 Unit2 contains the cue phrase but or however, and thé V P of 
Unit2 contains the phrase not +.a frequency adverb (e.g., always. 
1 
frequently, usually). 
80 
3 Unit2 contains but or however, and the V P of Unit? contains the 
phrase not -4- a degree adverb (e.g., absolutely, quite). 
80 
4 Unil2 contains but or however, and the V P of U n i l i contains onc 80 
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of the following words: can, could, may, might, he able to. 
t Tabic A6 .5 . Heuristic Rules for the Antithesis Relation 
4 — Concession (mononuclear) 
This is a nuclear-satellite relation. In a Concession relation, the situation indicated 
in the nucleus is contrary to expectation in the light of the information presented 
in the satellite. In other words, a Concession relation is always characterised by a 
violated expectation, (Compare to Antithesis.) In some cases, the nuclearity role o f 
spans in a Concession relation does not depend on the semantics o f the spans, but 
rather on the intention of the writer. 
i 
For example: 
(4) • [Its 1,400-member brokerage operation reported an estimated $5 
mill ion loss last year,] [ although Kidder expects it to turn a profit 
(his year. } 
• • \ 
Index Necessary Condition 
1 The Contrast relation is not satisfied. 
Table Art.6. Necessary Conditions for the Concession Relation 
Index Heuristic Rule Score 
1 Uniti or Uni t 2 contains a Concession cue phrase. If two units are 
sentences and the cue phrase of Unit? h yet, still, even, Uni t i is 
N. Otherwise, U11U2 is S. 
100 
Table A6.7. Heuristic Rules for the Concession Relation 
5-Condition (mononuclear) 
This is a nuclear-satellite relation. In a Condition relation, the truth o f the 
proposition associated with the nucleus is a consequence of the fulfilment o f (lie 
condition in the satellite. The satellite presents a situation that is not realised. 
For example: 
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(5) [Kidder's hiring binge involving executive-level staffers, some with 
multiple-year contract guarantees, could backfirejf uniess there are 
results.) 
Index Necessary Condition 
1 Unit2 does not bave a Cause eue phrase at the beginning or right atter the 
Condition eue phrase. 
Table A6.8. Necessary Conditions for the Condition Relation 
Index Heuristic Rule Score 
1 Units contains a Condition cue phrase. 100 
2 
i 
The verb o f Unit2 contains a V P cue. 90 
3 The subject of Unit2 contains a N P cue and the main verb is to 
be. 
90 
Table A6.9. Heuristic Rules for the Condition Relation 
6 - Otherwise (mononuclear or multi-nuclear) 
A n Otherwise relation is a mutually exclusive relation between two elements of 
equal importance. The situations presented by both the satellite and the nucleus 
are unrealised. Realising the situation associated with the nucleus will prevent the 
realisation of the consequences associated with the satellite. 
For example: 
(6) [The executive close to Saatchi and Saatchi said that " i f a bidder 
came up with a ludicrously high offer, a crazy offer which Saatchi 
knew it couldn't beat, it would have no choice but to recommend it to 
shareholders.| \liut otherwise it would undoubtedly come back" with 
an offer by management.} 
There is no necessary condition for the Otherwise relation. 
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Index Heuristic Rules ' Score 
1 U n i l 2 contains an Otherwise cue phrase. 100 
2 U11U2 has the structure: i f . . . not ... 50 
Table A6. l t ) . Heuristic Rules for the Otherwise Relation 
7 - Hypothetical (mononuclear) 
In a Hypothetical relation, the satellite presents a situation that is not factual, but 
that one supposes or conjectures to be true. The nucleus presents the consequences 
that would arise should the situation come true. A Hypothetical relation presents a 
more abstract scenario than a Condition relation docs. 
For example: 
(7) ["For some of these companies, this wi l l be the first quarter with year-
to-year negative comparisons," says Leonard Bogner, a chemical 
industry analyst at Prudential Bache Research.]! "This could he the 
first of five or six down quarters." ] 
There is no necessary condition for the Hypothetical relation. The heuristic 
rules for the Hypothetical relation are shown in Table A6.11 below. 
Index Heuristic Rules Score 
1 Unit2 contains a Hypothetical cue phrase. ; 100 
2 The NP of Uni t 2 is "z7" or a demonstrative pronoun, and the main 
verb phrase of Uni t 2 is can\could\may\might + he. 
100 
3 The V P of Unit 2 contains a V P cue. 90 
4 The NP of Unit2 contains a N P cue, and the main verb is to be. 90 
Table A6.I I. Heuristic Rules for the Hypothetical Relation 
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8 - Result (mononuclear) 
The situation presented in the satellite is the result o f the situation presented in the 
nucleus. The cause, which is the nucleus, is the most important part. The satellite 
represents the result o f the action. When it is not clear whether the cause or result 
is more important, select the multi-nuclear relation Cause-Result. 
For example: 
(8) ("Those that pulled out (of stocks) regretted it," he said, | | "so I doubt 
you'll see any significant changes" in institutional portfolios as a 
result of Friday's decline.} 
There is no necessary condition for the Result relation. 
Index Heuristic Rule Score 
1 Unit} contains n RVMII cue phrase, 100 
2 The V P of Unit2 contains a V P cue. 90 
3 The subject of Unit2 contains a NP cue, and the verb is to be. 90 
4 Unit2 is subordinate Unitt; Unit2 is a detached -ing participial 
clause. 
60 
Table A6.13. Heuristic Rules for the Result Relation 
9 - Cause (monrmi iç lcar ) 
The situation presented in the satellite is the cause o f the situation presented in the 
nucleus. The resuit, which is the nucleus, is the most important part. In conlrast to 
a Purpose relation, the situation presented in the nucleus of a Cause relation is 
factual, l e . , it is achieved. 
For examplc: 
(9) [A year carlicr, opcraling profit in téléphone opérations was redueed 
by a similar amoimt|[ as a resuif of a provision for a reorganization.] 
There is no necessary condition for the Cause relation. 
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Index Heuristic Rule Score 
I Uniti or Unit2 contains a Cause cue phrase. 100 
2 The V P of U11U2 contains a V P cue. : 90 
3 The subject of Unit2 contains a NP cue, and the verbis to be. 90 
4 The object of Uni t 2 contains a NP cue of Result, and the verb is 
to be. 
60 
Table A6.12. Heuristic Rules for the Cause Relation 
10 - Cause-Result (multi-nuclear) 
This is a*causal relation in which two elementary discourse units, one representing 
the cause and the other representing the result, are of equal importance or weight. 
When either the cause or the result is more important, select the corresponding 
mononuclear relation Cause or Result, respectively. 
For example: 
(10) (And .fudge Newman, a former patent lawyer, wrote in her dissent 
when (lie court denied a motion for a rehearing of the case by the full 
court,|[ "The panel's judicial legislation has affected an important 
high-technological industry, without regard to the consequences for 
research and innovation or the public interest." ] 
Index Necessary Condition 
1 Two units are coordinate. 
Table A6 . Ï4 . Necessary Conditions for the Cause-Result Relation 
Index Heuristic Rule Score 
1 Unit2 contains a V P cue. 100 ' 
Table A6 . I5 . Heuristic Rules for the Cause-Result Relation 
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11 — Purpose (mononuclear) 
In contrast to a Result relation, the situation presented in the satellite of a Purpose 
relation is only putative, i.e., it is yet to be achieved. Most often it can be 
paraphrased as "nucleus \n order to satellite" The purpose clause is the satellite. 
For example: i 
( I I ) [To answer the brokerage question,]] Kidder, in typical fashion. 
completed a task-force study. ] 
Index Necessary Condition 
I Two units arc coordinate. 
2 U n i h is not dominated by and does not contain cue phrases compatible 
V i l l i the Condition relation. 
Table A6.16. Necessary Conditions for the Purpose Relation 
Index Heuristic Rule Score 
1 Unitj starts with a Purpose cue phrase. 100 
2 The subject of Unil2 contains a N P cue, and the verb is to be. 90 
3 The V P of Unit 2 contains a V P cue. 90 
4 The syntactic role of one unit has S - P R P (purpose or reason). 90 
5 Unit] or Uni(2 starts with To + V . 90 
Table A6.17. Heuristic Rules for the Purpose Relation 
12 - Solutionhood (mononuclear or multi-nuclear) 
The Problem-Solution, Question-Answer, and Statement-Response in (Carlson et 
al., 2002) are grouped into the Solutionhood relation ] in this thesis. In a 
Solutionhopd relation, one span presents a problem/question/statement, and the 
other span presents a solulion/answer/rcsponse. The relation may be mononuclear, 
depending on the context. For example, both spans in Example (12) below are 
nuclei o f à Solutionhood relation. 
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(12) I With investment banking as Kidder's "lead business." where do 
Kidder's 42-branch brokerage network and its 1,400 brokers fit in? 
Mr. Carpenter this month sold off Kidder's eight brokerage offices in 
Florida and Puerto Rico to Merri l l Lynch & Co . . refuelling 
speculation thai Kidder is getting out o f the brokerage business 
entirety. Mr . Carpenter denies the speculation. |(To answer the 
brokerage question, Kidder, in typical fashion, completed a task-force 
study...] 
Index Necessary Condi t ion 
1 Two units are coordinate. 
Table A 6 . Ï 8 . Necessary Conditions for the Soiuiionhood Relation 
Index Heurist ic Rule Score 
1 Uniti contains a Soiutionhood cue. 100 
2 The subject o f Uuit2 contains a NP cue, and the verb is to be. 90 
3 The V P of Unitî contains a V P cue. 90 
4 Unit2 is in ellipsis situation and containing one of the words how, 
why, what, who, whom, whose, which 
90 
Table A6 . I9 . Heuristic Rules for the Soiuiionhood Relation 
13 — Manne r (mononuclear) 
A manner satellite explains the way in which something is done. (Sometimes it 
also expresses some sort o f similarity/comparison.) The satellite answers the 
question "hi what manner?" or "in what way?". A Manner relation is less "goal-
oriented" than a Means relation, and often is more of a description of the style o f 
an action. For example: i 
(13) | A" judge must jump from murder to antitrust cases, from arson to 
securities fraud.| [without missing a beat. ] 
There is no necessary condition for the Manner relation. . 
i 1 
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Index Heuristic Rule Score 
1 One unit starts with a Manner cue phrase. 100 
2 
3 
The syntactic role of one unit contains - M N R . 90 
Unit, is Ving + A D V . 70 
Table A6.20. Heuristic Rules for the Manner Relation 
14 — Means (mononuclear) 
A means satellite specifics a method, mechanism, instrument, channel or conduit 
for accomplishing some goals. It should tell you how something was or is to be 
accomplished. In other words, the satellite answers a "by which means?" or 
"how?" question that can be assigned to the nucleus. It is often indicated by the 
preposition by. for example: 
(14) [By blocking this enzyme,\\ the new compound, clubbed GS 4104, 
prevents the infection from spreading.] [ 
There is no necessary condition for the Means relation. 
Index Heuristic Rule Score 
1 One unit starts with a Means cue phrase. 100 
Table A6.21. Heuristic Rules for the Manner Relation 
15 - Interpretation (mononuclear) 
In an Interpretation relation, one side of the relation gives a different perspective 
on the situation presented in the other side. It is subjective, presenting the personal 
opinion of the writer or of a third party. A n interpretation can be: (1) an 
explanation of what is not immediately plain or explicit; (2) an explanation o f 
actions, events, or statements by pointing out or suggesting inner relationships, 
motives, or by relating particulars to general principles; or (3) an understanding or 
appreciation o f a situation hi tight o f individual belief judgment, interest, or 
circumstance. 
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The interpretation may be mononuclear, with the interpretation occurring in the 
satellite or in the nucleus; or it may be multi-nuclear, with the interpretation 
occurring in one o f the nucleus. j 
For example: r 
(15) [By the end o f this year. 63-year-old Chairman Silas Calhcart — the 
former chairman of Illinois 'fool Works who was derided as a "tool-
and-die man" when O B brought him in to clean up Kidder in 1987 — 
retires to his Lake Forest, III., home, possibly to build a shopping mall 
on some land he owns. "I've done what I came to ,do" at Kidder, he 
says. \\And that means 42-year-old Michael Carpenter, president 
and chief executive since January, will for the first time take complete 
• control of Kidder and fry to make good on some grandiose plans, Mr. 
Carpenter says he will return Kidder to prominence as a great 
investment hank, j , 
There is no necessary condition for the Interpretation relation. 
Index MeiuïMic Utile Score 
1 Unit2 conlains an Interpretation eue phrase. 100 
2 Unit2 bas a subordinate clause and the main V P of Uni t 2 contains 
a V P eue. 
90 
3 The subject o f Unik contains a NP eue. 90 
4 U11U2 bas a subordinate clause and the main V P of Unil2 is in 
report style. 
80 
Table A6.22. Heuristic Rules for the Interpretation Relation 
16 - Evaluation (mononuclear or multi-nuclear) 
In an Evaluation relation, one span assesses the situation presenled in the olher 
span of the rclationship on a scale o f good to bad. A n évaluation can be an 
appraisal, estimation, rating, interprétation, or assessmeul of a situation. The 
évaluation can be the yicwpoint of the writer or another agent in the text. The 
assessment may occur in a multi-nuclear rclationship (Evaluation), when the 
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spans representing the situation and the assessment are of equal weight. Example 
(16) is nucleus - satellite; whereas Example (17) is a multi-nuclear relation. 
(16) |But racial gerrymandering is not the best way to accomplish that 
essential goal.] [// is a quick fix for a complex problem.] 
(17) |Employers must deposit withholding taxes exceeding $3,000 within 
three days after payroll or pay stiff penalties -•-] [and that's a big 
problem for small businesses.] • 
Index Necessary Condi t ion 
1 Two units are coordinate. 
2 
• 
The subject of Unii2 is a pronoun or a NP , which replaces the object of 
Unit). 
3 There is an adjective after the main verb o f Unit2-
4 U i i i h docs not have a Circumstance cue phrase at the beginning or right 
after the Evaluate cue phrase (e.g., "especially when''). 
Table A6.23. Necessary Conditions for the Evaluation Relation 
Index Heuristic Rule Score 
1 U n i l 2 contains an Evaluation cue phrase. 100 
2 The verb o f U n i ^ contains a V P cue. 90 
3 The subject of Unit 2 contains a NP cue. 90 
4 The main verb of Unit 2 is to be and the object contains a NP cue. 60 
5 The V P of Unh*2 has the structure: verb + (adj-fer/est). 50 
Tabic A6.24. Heuristic Rules for the Evaluation Relation 
17 - S u m m a r y (mononuclear) 
In a Summary relation, one span summarises the information presented in another 
span. The former is shorter than the latter. 
For example: 
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(18) [In what could prove a major addition to the Philippines' foreign-
investment portfolio, a Taiwanese company signed a $180 million 
construction contract to build the centerpiece of a planned 
petrochemical complex.]]. Taiwan's US1 l 7nr East Corp.. a 
petrochemical company, initialed the agreement with an unidentified 
Japanese contractor to build a naphtha cracker, according to Alson 
Lee, who heads the Philippine company set up to build and operate 
,the complex. Mr. Lee, president of Luzon Petrochemical Corp., said 
* the contract was signed Wednesday in Tokyo with USI far East 
officials. Contract details, however, haven't been made public] 
There is no necessary condition for the Summary relation. 
Index * Heuristic Rule Score 
1 U n i l 2 starts with a Summary cue phrase. too 
2 The V P of Unil2 contains a V P cue. 90 
3 The subject of Unitj contains n N P cue and the verb of Unitj is fo 
be or an attribution verb. 
90 
Table A6.25. Heuristic Rules for the Summary Relation 
18 - Explanation (mononuclear) 
The Evidence, Justify and the Explanation-Argumentative in (Carlson et al., 2002) 
are grouped into the Explanation relation in this thesis. In an Explanation relation, 
the satellite, provides a factual explanation or justification for the situation 
. presented in the nucleus. 
For example: 
(19) [Mr. Carpenter says that when he assumes full control, Kidder wi l l 
finally tap the resources of GE.Jf One of (3E's goals when it bought 
80% of Kidder in 1986 was to take advantage of "syngeries" between 
Kidder and General Electric Capital Corp., GE's corporate-finance 
unit, which has $42 billion in assets. The leveraged buy-out group of 
GE Capital now reports to Mr. Carpenter.] 
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Index Necessary Condi t ion 
1 Two units are coordínale. 
Table A6.26. Nccessary Conditions for tbe Explanaiion Relation 
Index f I l c i i r i s l i c Rule Score 
1 Unit2 contains an Explanaiion eue phrase. 100 
2 The verb of Unitî contains a V P eue. 90 
3 The subject of Uni t 2 contains a N P eue and the main verb is fo 
be. 
90 
Table A6.27. I leuristic Rules for the Explanaiion Relation 
19 - Joint (ii iulti-nuclcnr) 
A Joint is not a rhetorical relation, but a pseudo-relation. 13y convention, Joint is «T 
multi-miclear relation. Il is used wlien DÀS cannoi recognise any other relation 
between spans. There is no necessary condition and no heuristic rule for this 
relation. 
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Abstract 
This paper investigates factors that can be used in 
discourse analysis, specifïcaHy, cohesive de vices. 
The paper shows that cohesive devices such as eue 
phrases can provide information about the lînkagcs 
inside a text. We propose three .types of eue 
phrases (the ordipary eue phrases, noun-phrase 
eues, and verb-phrase eues). An algorithm to com-
pute rhetorical relations between two elementary 
discourse units is also presented. 
1 Introduction 
Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) (Mann and 
Thompson, 1988) offers an explanation of the 
cohérence of texts. It models the discourse struc­
ture of a text by a hierarcliical tree diagram that 
labels relations, between t?x.t Span? (typically clau­
ses or tàrger linguistic uriits). Tliere aie twö klhds 
of relations: nucleus-satcllite relation and mulrinu-
clear relations. A nuclèus-satellite relation involves 
two nodes in which one node has a specific rôle 
relative to tlie otlier. The more important node 
between them in realising the writer's communica-
rive goals is called a nucleus; the less important 
one is called a satellite. A multinuclear relation 
involve two or more nodes, each of which is 
equally important in realising the writer's commu-
nicative goals. RST can be applied in many fields, 
such as automatic summarisation, text génération, 
and text indexing. 
Analysing textual rhetorical structures is diffi-
cult because discourse can be complc.x and vague. 
Many approaches in this area use eue phrases (such 
as "but", "however") to recognise rhetorical rela­
tions (e.g. Marcu, 1997; Corston-Oliver, 1998; 
Webber, 2001) because of their efTiciency and 
simplicity. Cue plirascs show a great potcntial in 
discourse analysis because most cue phrases have a 
specific discourse rôle. They indicate a rhetorical 
relation between différent parts of a text. However, 
thèse approaches have' problems when no cue phrases 
are found, which frequently happens. 
This research carries out a study on textual cohé­
rence devices in order to solve this problem. The 
discourse parser we proposed involves tlie following 
three steps. Firstly, we split text into elementary 
discourse units (BDUs) 1. Secondly, after defining 
EDUs, ail potential rhetorical relations between thèse 
units are discovered. Finally, based on this relation 
set, ail rhetorical structures will be produced using a 
discourse parser to combine small texts into larger 
ones. * 
This paper discusses step 2 of our proposed 
System. Différent faetörs that can be used in identi-
fying relations among Idiscourse units are analyzed in 
Section 2. Section 3 dèseribes the relation set and the 
method for recognizing relations. We présent our 
conclusions in Section 4. 
2 Factors Used in Recognizing Relations 
2.1 Cohesive Devices 
Cohesive devices are not the unique way to make 
text cohérence. However, they are chosen in our 
research because of their efficiency and simplicity. 
Sàlkie (1995) presented différent types of cohesive 
devices. We have considered a few of them to be 
implemented in our System. They are categorised 
into four groups: reiterative devices, référence words, 
ellipsis, and cue phrases. 
The reiterative devices include synonyms (emplo-
yer/boss), superordihates/hyponyms (country/Mexi-
co), co-hyponyms (United Kingdom/Mcxico), and 
antonyms (simple/complex). These devices are good 
factors in recognizing rhetorical relations. For 
example, antonyms often express a CONTRAST 
relation. ! 
Référence words include personal pronouns (hc. 
For further information on "EDUs". sec (Marcu. 1997). 
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she, it, etc.), demonstratives (this, that, these, 
those), and comparative constructions (the same 
thing; a different person, etc.). Reference words 
need help from their enviroiunent to determine 
their full meaning. Thus, they create links between 
texts. 
To benefit from reiterative and reference words, 
we extract the main noun phrases from the actor 
and the object of sentences. A thesaurus is then 
used to find the semantic relation between these 
noun phrases.1 This cohension participates in, 
deciding rhetorical relations of text. 
Another important cohesive device is ellipsis. 
This is a special form of substitution, where only a 
part of a sentence is omitted. Ellipsis can be found 
by analyzing the syntax of the sentence. Ellipsis 
often occurs in question/answer sequences. There­
fore, ellipsis ;can be used to recognize a SOLU-
TIONHOOD relation (see Section 3). 
2.2 Cue Phrases 
Cue phrases (such as "however", "as a result"), 
sometime called connectives ör conjunctions, are 
used to indicate a specific connection between 
different parts of a text. This is the strongest 
cohesive device due to two reasons. Firstly, most 
cue phrases have a rhetorical meaning. If two text 
spans are connected by a cue phrase, their relation 
will be determined by the cue phrase's rhetorical 
meaning. Secondly, identifying cue phrases is quite 
simple because it is essentially based on pattern 
matching. Meanwhile, syntactic information is . 
heeded in order to explore other text devices such 
as synonyms and antonyms. Because of its strength 
and simplicity, there are many approaches that use 
cue phrases to recognize rhetorical relations (e.g., 
Knott and Dale, 1995; Marcu, 1997). However, as 
mentioned before, these approaches have problems 
when no cue phrase is found. 
Our solution to this problem is to further expand 
the cue phrase concept. We propose three kinds of 
cue phrases: 
1. Ordinary cue phrase (called cue phrase). 
2. Special words or phrases in the main noun 
phrase (subject or object) of a sentence (called 
noun-phrase cue or NP cue). 
3. Special words or phi uses in the verb phrase iiTa 
sentence (called verb-phrase cue or VP cue). 
2 Wc have chosen WcmlNei (WordNct, 2002). a machitie-
rcadabtc thesaurus and semantic ncuvotk, for this pmposc. 
Cue phrases must match exactly, whereas noun 
phrases and verb phrases are stemmed before being 
compared with NP/VP cue. Examples of NP and VP 
cues are shown in'example (I) and example (2) 
respectively, below. ; 
(1) [New York style pizza meets California ingre­
dients,] [and the result is the pizza from this Church 
Street pizzeria.] ( , 
(2) [Chairman Silas Calhcart retires to his Lake Forest.] 
[That means Michael Carpenter will take complete 
control of Kidder.] 
The noun "result" indicates a RESULT relation in 
example (I); meanwhile the verb 'htcans" determi­
nes an INTERPRETATION relation in example (2). 
A word/phrase can be a cue word/phrase in some 
cases, but not in the others. For example, thé word 
"and" is a cue word in example.."(3), but not in 
example (4) as shown below. 
(3) [Mary borrowed that book from our library iast 
Monday,] [ and she returned it this morning.] 
^ SEQUENCE 1-
(4) Mary has a cat and a dog. 
Some phrases (e.g., "in spite of) have a discourse 
meaning in all of their occurrences. Thus,-each cue 
phrase has a different effect in deciding rhetorical 
relations. To control their strength, scores are assig­
ned to different cue phrases. 
If a word/phrase always has a discourse meaning 
and represents only one rhetorical relation, it will get 
the highest score, 1. If a word/phrase always has a 
discourse meaning and represents N relations (e.g., 
the,cue phrase "although" expresses an ANTITHE­
SIS relation or a CONCESSION relation), the score 
of that cue phrase for each type of relation will be 
t/N. If a cue phrase only has a discourse meaning in 
some cases (e.g., "and"), its maximum score will be 
lower than 1. 
Examples (3) ' and (4) show that the word's 
position is also important in deciding the word's 
discourse role. Therefore, if a word or a phrase has a 
discourse meaning in only some special positions 
inside a sentence, the information about its position 
will be given to the word/ phrase. If a word/phrase 
has a discourse role irrespective of its position in the 
sentence, no information will be provided about its 
position. 
For example, the word "second* only has a 
discourse meaning when it stands at the beginning of 
a clause/sentence (indicated by the letter "B"). It has 
50% certainty to be a LIST relation (hence given a 
t 
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score of 0.5). Then it will be stored in the eue 
phrases' set for the LIST relation as "second(B, 
0.5)". 
Similarly, NP eues and VP eues also have scores 
depending on their strength in deciding rhetorical 
relations. Information involving ordinary eue 
" phrases, NP * eues, and VP eues (such as the 
relations that the eue represents for, and relation's 
score) are stored in text files for further use. . 
3 Relation Set and Relation Récognit ion 
To generate a rhetorical structure from text, we 
heed to décide which rhetorical relations,3 and how 
many relations are enough. If we define just a few 
relations, the rhetorical trees will be easy to cons-
truct,'but they will not.be very informative. On the 
other hand, if we have a large relation set, the trees 
will be very informative; but they will be diflïcult 
to construct. 
The RST discourse corpus consists of 78 rhetori­
cal relation types. I is difficult to automatically 
construct RST trees based on such a large relation 
set. Therefore, we define a smaller set but suffi-
cient to characterize relations by grouping similar 
relations into one. Based on the rhetorical relations 
that have been proposed in the literature, e.g., 
(Mann and Thompson,' 1988), and (Hovy, 1990), 
the following set of 22 relations has been chosen to 
be used in our System: 
LIST, SEQUENCE, CONDITION, OTHERWISE, 
HYPOTHETICAL, ANTITHESIS, CONTRAST, CON­
CESSION, CAUSE, RES Ù LT, CAUSE-RESULT, PU-
RPOSE, SOLUTIONHOOD, CIRCUMSTANCE, MÄ­
NNER, MEANS, INTERPRETATION, EVALUA­
TION, SUMMARY, ELABORATION, EXPLANA-
T10N, and JOINT. 
3.1 Relation Récogni t ion 
Similar to (Corston-OIivcr, 1998), we divide the 
features that help us to recognize a rhetorical 
relation into two parts: ' 
(1) the conditions that two text spans must satisfy 
in order to accept a specific relation between 
them; 
(2) and, the tokens used for predicting a relation. 
We call the features in part (1) the necessary 
conditions and the features in part (2) the eue set. 
A eue set consists of heuristic rulcs involving eue 
3 For further information on "rhetorical relation", sce 
(Mann and Thompson. 1988). 
phrases, NP eues, VP eues, and cohesive devices. 
The necessary conditions ensure that the two text 
spans have no confiiet with the définition of the 
relation being tested. The necessary conditions may 
not consist of any tokento realise a specific relation. 
The System can only recognise o rhetorical relation 
between two units if ail necessary conditions and at 
• least one eue are satisfied. 
3.2 Scoring Heuristic Rules 
Cue phrases, NP eues, VP eues, and cohesive devices 
have différent effects in deciding rhetorical relations. 
Therefore, it is necessary to assign a score to each 
heuristic rule. The cue plirase's rule has the highest 
score of 1, as cue phrases are the strongest signal. NP 
eues and VP eues are the extension cases of cue 
• phrases. They are also strong eues, but weaker than 
normal cue phrases. Thus, the heuristic mies 
involving NP eues and VP eues have the score of 0.9. 
The cohesive devices have lower scores than NP 
eues and V P eues. Depending on their certainty, the 
heuristic rules correspond*ing to thèse devices receive 
the scores of 0.2 to 0.8. It is of interest to note that 
each score can be understood as the percentage of 
cases in which the cue fecognises a correct rhetorical 
relation. These scores are first assigned to heuristic 
rules accordîng to human linguistic intuitions. After 
building the whole System, différent sets of scores 
will be tested in order to find the optimal scores for 
the System. 
As mentioned is Section 2.2, each cue phrase, NP 
cue or VP cue has ils own score. It foliows that the 
actual score for those eues is: 
Actual Score = Score(heuristic rule) * Score(cue 
phrase, or NP cue, or VP cue). 
The final score of a relation is equal to the sum of 
ail heuristic rules contributing to that relation. The 
System will test the necessary conditions of that 
relation if ils final score is more than or equal to a 
threshold 9.4 
In the following section, we analyze the LIST 
relation to illustrate the usage of necessary condi­
tions, cue set, and scores in recognizing relations 
between two EDUs. 
3.3 Algori thm for. recognising relations 
between two E D U s 
As mentioned in Section 3.1. ihe henristics rules in 
the cue set provide a suggestion of relations between 
4 Threshold 9 is selected as 0.5. 
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two text spans. Thus, we start detecting relations 
between two text spans by testing the eue set, from 
the hïghest score rule to the lowest one. If several 
relations are recommended, the necessary condi­
tions of thèse relations are checked in order to find 
the appropriate relations. Due to lack of space, a 
detailed description of this process is not presented 
in this paper. The pseudo-code for recognising 
relations between two EDUs is shown below: 
Inpu11 Two EDUs Uj and Uj, 1 is t o f 
ordinary eue phrases (CPs), l i s t o£ VP 
eues, and l i s t of NP eues. 
Output» Relation . set (R) between H and 
U 3- . 
1. Find a l l CPs of and U 3. 
2. If CPs are found, compute actual score 
of the relations suggested by CPs. 
3. Check necessary conditions (NCs) of the 
relations suggested by CPs whose actual 
score > 6. 
4. Add the relations thàt satisfy NCs to 
(R) -
5. If no relation satisfies, go to step 6. 
Otherwise, Return. 
6. Find the main VP o£ each unit and stem 
them. 
7. If one of t h è s e stemmed VPs consists o£ 
a VP eue, compute actual score of the 
stemmed Vp and total score. 5 
8. Check NCs of the relations correspon-
ding to the VP eue whose total score > 
9. 
9. Add the . relations that satisfy NCs to 
(R) -
10. If no relation satisfies, go to step 
11. Otherwise, Return. 
11. Find the subject of each unit and 
stem t h è s e NPs. 
12. If one of thèse stemmed NPs consiste 
of a NP eue, compute actual score of 
the stemmed HP and total score. 
13. ChecK NC§ s£ Ehe relations eoeres-
ponding to .the NP eue whose. total 
score > 9. 
14. Add the relations that satisfy NCs to 
<R) . 
15. If no relation satisfies, go to step 
16. Otherwise, Return. 
16. For each of 22 relations in the 
proposed relation set: 
16.1. Check the remaining eues of the 
current relation (the eues that 
do not involve ordinary CP, VP 
eues, and NP eues). 
16.2. Compute" total score of the 
relations nurçqontod by cuon. 
s Total score is the accumulnted scores of heurislic rules up 
to the current time. 
16.3. Check NCs of the relations whose 
total score > 9. 
16.4. Add the relations that satisfy NCs 
to (R). 
17. Return. 
In the follovving section, we analyze the LIST rela­
tion to illustrate the usage of necessary conditions, 
eue set, scores, and the algorithm for recognïzing 
relations between two EDUs. 
3.4 L I S T Relation 
i 
A LIST is a multinuclear relation whose éléments 
can be Iisted, but not in a CONTRAST or other 
stronger types of multinuclear relation (Carlson and 
Marcu, 2001). A LIST relation is ofien constdered as 
a SEQUENCE relation if there is an ëxplicit indica­
tion of temporal séquence. 
The necessary conditions for a LIST relation bet­
ween two units, Uniti and Unit2, are shown below; 
1. Two units are syhtacticnlly co-ordinates. 
2. If both units have subjects and do not follow the 
reported style, then thèse subjects need to mcet 
the following requirement: they must eitlier be 
identical or be synonym, cc-hyponym, or super-
ordinate/hyponyrn; or the.subject of Unit2 is a 
pronoun or a noun phrase that can replacé the 
subjectof Unit], 
3. There is no explicit indication .that the event 
expressed by Unit, temporally précèdes the event 
expressed by Unit:. 
A. The CONTRAST relation is not satisfied. 
The first condition is based.on syntactte infor­
mation to guarantee that the two units are syntac-
tically independent. The second condition checks the 
Hnkage between the two units by using reitèrative 
and co-reference devices. The third condition distin-
guishes a LIST relation from a SEQUENCE relation, 
The last condition ensures that the stronger relation, 
CONTRAST, is not présent in that context. In order 
to check this condition, the CONTRAST relation is 
always examined before the LIST relation. 
The eue set of the LIST relation is shown below: 
1. Unit2 contains a LIST eue phrase. Score: 1 
2. Both units contain enumeration conjunctions 
{first, second, third..,). Score: 1 
3. Both subjects of Unit, and Unit2 contain NP 
eues. Score: 0.9 
4. Ifbolh unils aie icpoilcd sentences, they mention 
the same object. Score: 0.8 
5. If the subjects bf two units are co-hyponyms, 
then the verb pltrase of Unit2 must be the same as 
HuoiiR IxThrmh cl al. / UsinR Cohcsivc Devices li? Rococniz.c RIn:iiiiicnl Rt:t:ttif>n* in Tcxl 
the verb phrase of Unit[, or Unit2 should have 
the structure "so + mtxiliary +sbf\ Score: 0.8 
6. Both units are clauses in which verb phrases 
agrée in tense (e.g., past, présent). Score: 0.5 
For cxamplc, the eue "also" in sentence (5.2) 
suggests a LIST relation between unit (5.1) and 
unit (5.2) in the follovving case: 6 
(5) [Mr. Cathcart is credited with bringing some bàsic 
budgeting to traditionally freewhceling Kidder.51] 
[Vlea/so improved the firm's compliance procédu­
res for trading.52] 
The actuat score of eue 1, with the eue word 
"also", is equal to Score(cue I) * ScoreÇ'also"). 
The eue word 'biso" has the score of 1 for the 
LIST relation, so the actual score is 1*!=1>9. 
Therefore, the necessary conditions of the LIST 
relation are checked. Text spans (5.1) and (5.2) are 
two sentences, thus they syntactically coordinate 
(condition I). Jn addition, the subject of the text 
span (5.2), "he", is a pronoun, which replaces the 
subject of the text span (5.1), "Mr. Cathcart" 
(condition 2). There is no évidence of an 
increasingly temporal séquence (condition 3), and 
also no signal of a CONTRAST relation (condition 
4). Therefore, a LIST relation is recognized 
between text spans (5.1) and (5.2). 
The eue word "and'' is found in example (6): 
(6) [But the Reagan administration thought. other-
wise,sl] [and so mny the Bush administration.62] 
"Ajid" is considered as a eue word because it 
stands at the beginning of the clause (6.2) (eue 1). 
It can be used in a LIST relation, a SEQUENCE 
relation, or an ELABORATION relation. With the 
score of 0.3 for the eue word "and" in the LIST 
relation, the actual score of eue I = Score(cue 
l )*Score( 'W') = 1*0.3 = 0.3 < 0. Also, another 
eue of the LIST relation is found between clause 
(6.1) and clause (6.2). The subjects of two text 
spans, "the Reagan administration" and "the Bush 
administration", are co-hyponyms. In addition, 
clause (6.2) has the structure "so + auxiliary + 
sbj". With the satisfaction of eue 1 and eue 5, the 
total score is: 
Total score - Actual Score(cue 1) + Score(cue 5) 
= 0.3+0.8= 1.1 >e. 
As in the previotis example, the necessary 
conditions of the LISI" relation are checked and 
° The superscripts such as S. 1 and 5.2 arc used to distinguish 
différent discourse units foeussed on in ench examplc. 
then a LIST relation iś recognized between clause 
(6.1) and clause (6.2). ! 
4 Conclusion -
In tins paper, wc have cxplorcd scvcral variants of 
eue phrases, and exploring combining with other 
feasible cohesive, devices to recognise relations 
between two text spans. tt was shown that NP eues, 
and VP eues are good predictors for discovering 
rhetorical relations. In the case where eue phrases are 
not available, other text cohesive devices (e.g., 
Synonyms, and antonyms) can be a reasonable 
substitution. 
The algorithm for recognising relations between 
two text spans is being implemented. The évaluation 
will be done by using documents from the RST 
Discourse Treebank after the completion of the 
implementalion. Future wotk will focus on impro-
ving tliis algorithmes performance by refining the 
conditions to recognise relations mentioned in 
Section 3.1. 
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Abstract. This paper presents n study of the implementation of n discourse 
parsing system, where only significant features arc considered. Rhetorical rela­
tions are recognized based on three types of cue phrases (the normal cue 
phrases, Noun-Phrase cues and Verb-Phrase cues), and different textual coher­
ence devices. The parsing algorithm' and its rule set arc developed in order to 
create n system with high accuracy and low complexity. The data used in (his 
system are taken from ihc RST Discourse Treebank of the Linguistic Data Con­
sortium (LDC). 
1 Introduction 
Rhetorical Structure Theory ( R S T ) ( M a n n and Thompson, 1988) is a method of 
structured description of text. It provides a general way to describe the relations 
among clauses in a text, whether or not they are grammatical ly or lexical ly signaled. 
R S T can he applied in many fields, such as automatic text summarization, text yen-
cnition and text indexing. 
Recogniz ing lextual rhetorical structures s t i l l remains a hard problem because dis­
course is complex and vague. Literature shows that a considerable amount o f work 
has been carrictl out in (his area. However , only a few algorithms lor implementing 
rhetorical structures have been proposed so far. 
One of the pioneering works has been proposed by M a r c u (1997). His advanced 
discourse parser is based on cue phrases, and therefore faces problems when cue 
phrases arc not present in the text. Cors ton-Ol ivcr (1998a) improved M a r c u ' s system 
by integrating cue phrases with anaphora, dcixis and referential continuity. Webber 
(2001) started from a different approach by implementing a discourse parsing system 
for a Lex ica l i zed Tree Ad jo in ing Grammar ( L ' I ' A G ) . Webber developed a grammar 
that uses discourse cue as an anchor to connect textual trees. L i k e Marcu ' s system, 
Webber ' s parser too cannot recognize relations when there is no cue phrase present in 
the text. 
Another trend in discourse analysis is learning-based, such as the decision-based 
approach i (Marcu , 1999) and (he unsupervised one (Marcu and fichihabi , 2002). Th is 
approach produces an impressive result but requires a large enough corpus for train­
ing purpose to be available. Such a sufficient discourse corpus is difficult to f ind ' . 
1 The biggest discoursc corpus nowadays is the RST Discoursc Treebank IVoin L D C , with 385 
Wall Street Journal articles. 
A. Cîclhnkh {VA): ClCLing 2003, LNCS 2588. pp. 101-1 M, 2003. 
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W c lakc (lie npproach proposcd by M a r c u (1997) and extended by Cors ton-Ol iver 
(1998a), and concén t r a t e on improving the efficiency o f the cliscourse parscr. W c 
proposcd to do (lus by sevcral vvays: improving (lie conectness o f d iv id ing text inlo 
elementary discoursc units (edus) 2 by combin ing syntactic-based method witl» eue-
pluase-based method; usi i ig cohesive devices as relation'.s predictors; rcfiuitig rules 
for llie discoursc parscr; and improving Cots ton-Ol iver ' s parscr to reduce its com-
plexity. The data usecl in (lie expci imcnt arc the discoursc documents froni The R S T 
Discoursè^Treebank . . \ 
Our discoursc annlysis 
involvcs the fol luwing threc 
coinpulntionnl slep.s. Fh.slly, 
wc split text into elementary 
discoursc units. Second ly, 
after defining crins, ail po-
lential rheloricnl relations 
between thèse units arc 
discovered. Pinal ly , bascd 
ou this relation sel. ail rhe-
torical structures w i l l be 
pmduccd tising a discoursc 
parscr to combine small 
texts into largci ones. The 
b as i c f ra me wo rk fo r ou r 
discourse annlysis system is 
depicted in Figure 1. 
The way of d iv id ing text 
intt) elementary discourse 
units is cliscusscd iti Sec­
tion 2. Section 3 analyzcs 
différent factors that can be 
used in dcc id ihg rhctoric.nl 
relations among discourse 
units. The relation set and 
the method for rccognjzing 
Find all possible rlic-
totical relations between 
cach unit's pair v C i l C U U I H l M p i l l l 
Discourse 
paising 
Discoursc 
p;ttser's 
rules 
Rhetorical 
sltucluie 
of text 
F ig . I. The fraincwork for 
a Discourse Analyzing System 
relations are dcscribed in Section 4. The discourse parser and ils rule set are discussed 
in Section 5. W c présent our conc lus ions in Section 6. 
2 Idciitifying Eleniciiinry Discutirse Unils 
A c c o r d i n g lo Mann and Thompson (l9'-:',[í), each discoursc unit should have an inde-
pendenl functionnl integrity. Thus, a dis<;purse unit can be a clause in a sentence or a 
single solntence. M a r c u (1997) identifico edus bnsed on regular expressious pf cue 
phrases. ITall edus contain ene plunses, '.¡lis method is s imple and very c í f ic ient sihee 
only a shal low parsing is required. Mowevcr, Redeker (1990) has found that only 5 0 % 
For further informalion on "edus", see (Marcu, 1997). 
A Sliuly to hnprovc tlie (ifficiency of n Discoursc Parsing System KO 
of clauses contain eue phrases. M a r c u lias not provided any solut ion to deal with the 
non-cue phrase cases, and his system fails in tins situation. In addition, the use o f eue 
phrases in M n r c u ' s system does not guarnntee to producc correct edus. Cue phrases 
do not provide any syntactic information; hence tlie edus generated by his system 
iiiight not have an independent functional integrity. 
Instcad o f using eue phrases, Cors ton-Ol iver (1998a) implcmcntcd a syntactic 
parscr and then used syntactic information lo identify edus. T ins mell iod suffers froin 
high complexi ty , but eau solve the problems faced by M a r c u ' s system (Marcu , 1997). 
Cors ton-Ol iver ' s parser (lid not process correctly the case where strong eue phrases 
make noun phrases become a separate cdu. T w o edus shown bclovv in cxamplc ( I ) arc 
considered as one cdu in Corston-Oliver 's parser: ; 
( I ) [Accovding loa Kidder World story abolit Mr. Megargel,} [all the firm bas 
to do is "posit ion ouiselves more in the deal flow."] 
T o deal willi lliis problem, we (livide the task of identifying edus into two proces-
scs. | , ;irsi, the system uses syntactic information to sp l i l (ext. In order lo get the syn­
tactic information, a syntactic parscr is integrated lo tlie system. Thcn , the system 
seeks strong eue phrases from the splil tcd tcxl to make a further Splitting when eue 
phrases are found, as iii cxample (1). Due to lack o f Space, a detail description o f tili s 
process is not presented in this paper. \ 
3 Factors Used for Itccognizing Relations 
3.1 Text C o h é s i o n as R c l n t i o n ' s P red ic to r s 
S^'nlax provides us wi lh informalion about how words combine to form .sentences. 
Wha l it docs not show is how sentences combine to form an undcrslandnhlc and in­
formative texl. Tins is the role of tcxl and discourse analysis. C o h é s i o n can IUI up this 
gap. Thcy seck l inguis l ic features and analyzc their occurrence. Text can ihercfore be 
evaluated aecording to how cohesive they are. Cohcs iye tlevices are nol Ihe uni<ptc 
factor to make text c o h é r e n c e . I lowevcr , they are chosen here becausc of Ihcir effi-
eiency and s impl ic i ty . Sa lk ic (1995) presented différent types o f cohesive deviecs. W c 
have considered a fcw of theiu to bc iniplcmcnted in out system. They arc synonyms, 
superordinales/hyponyms, opposite words, el l ipsis , r é fé rence words and connectives. 
These cohesive devices are categorized into four.groups: rciteralive deviecs, r é fé rence 
words, ell ipsis and eue phrases. 
The Rciteralive deviecs includc synonyms (employcr/boss), supetotdinates/hypo-
nyms ( coun l ry /Mcx ico ) , co-hyponyms (United K i n g d o m / M c x i c o ) , and aniony ms 
(s iniplc /complcx) . T h c y are important features to definc relations. Tor example, co-
hyponyms (or mult iple opposites), binary opposites (malc/female) and antonyms 
oflen express a C O N T R A S T relation. 
The Réfé rence words includc personal pronouns (I, you, hc, she, it, wc, they), their 
object forms (me, h im, etc.) and their possessive forms (my, mine, your, yours, etc.), 
demonstratives (this, that, thèse , those) or comparative constructions (the same Illing, 
a différent person, etc.). Ré fé rence words need help from their environment to dé te r ­
mine their fuli ineaning. Thus, they create l inks between lexts. 
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Another important cohesive device is el l ipsis . This is ;i special loi in o f substitution, 
where only a part of a sentence is omitted. Bl l ips i s can be found by analyzing syntax 
of the sentence. The ell ipsis situation often occurs in question/answer sequences. 
Therefore, e l l ipsis can be used to recognize the S O L U T I O N I I O Ö D relation (see Sec­
tion 4). 
in order (o'recognize the rci lcrat ion and reference words from tcxl , a lexical da tá ­
base is required. W e have chosen WordNc t for litis purpose. It is a machine-readable 
thesaurus and semantic network developed and maintained by Ihc Cogni t ive Science 
Laboratory at Princeton Univers i ty . Two kinds of relations are represented in this 
database: lexical and semantic. Lex ica l relations hold between word forms, whereas 
semantic relations hold between word meanings. These relations include by-
pcrnymy/hyponymy, antonymy, entailment, and meronymy/holonyiny. 
3.2 Cue Phrases 
Cue phrases (e.g., however, as a result), sometime called connectives or conjunctions, 
ate used to indicate a specific connection between different pai ls o f a (ext. Th is is the 
strongest cohesive device due to two reasons. Firs t ly , most cue phrases have a rhetori­
cal meaning. If Iwo lext spans are connected by a cue phrase, their relation w i l l be 
determined by the cue phrase's rhetorical meaning. Secondly, identifying cue phrases 
is qui lc s imple because it is essentially based on pattern matching. Syntactic informa­
tion is needed in order to explore other text devices such as synonyms and antonyms, 
l î ecause of its strength and s impl ic i ty , there arc many approaches which use cue 
phrases to recognize rhetorical relations (Knott and Dale , 1995; M a r c u , 1997). Mow-
ever, these approaches have problems when no cue phrase is foii i id. 
Ülie solution to this problem is to further expand the cue phrase's de l in i l ion . We 
propose three kinds of cue phrases: 
1. Norma l cue phrase (called cue phrase) ; 
2. Special words or phrases in a main noun phrase of a sentence (called Noun-
Phrase cue or N P cue); 
3. Special words or phrases in a verb phrase of a sentence (called Verb-Phrase cue 
or V P cue). 
Cue phrases must match exactly, whereas noun phrases and verb phrases arc s im­
plified or stemmed before being compared with N P / V P cue. Examples of N P and V P 
cues are shown in (2) and (3), respectively, below. 
(2) [New Y o r k style p izza meets Cal i fornia ingredients,J fand the result is Ihc 
pizza from (his Church Street pizzeria.) 
(3) I B y the end of this year, 63-ycar-old Chai rman Silas Calhcart retires to his 
Lake Forest. 111., home, possibly to bui ld a shopping mal l on some land he 
owns. " I 'vedone what I came to do" at Kidder , he says.j (And that means 
42-year-old Michae l Carpenter, president and ch ie f executive since Janu­
ary, w i l l for the first time take complete control o f Kidder and (ry to make 
good on some grandiose plans. M r . Carpenter says he w i l l return Kidder to 
prominence as a great investment bank.] 
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The notin "resuif" indicales a R E S U L T relation in cxample (2); nieanwhilc (lie V p 
eue "means" d é t e r m i n e s an I N T E R P R E T A T I O N relation in cxample (3). 
A word/phrase can be a eue word/phrase in some cases, but tins may not be in ihe 
olhcrs. For example, the word "and" is a eue word in cxample (4), but not so in exam 
pie (5) as shown below. 
(4) [Mary borrowed thaï book f ioui oui library last Monday , ] [and she rc-
turned i t th is morning.] A 
' S E Q U E N C E 
(5) Mary lias a ca l and a dog. , 
In conlrast, some phrases (e.g., "in spite of) have a discoursc meaning in ai l o l 
their occurrences. Thus, each eue phrase bas a différent effect in deciding rhetorical 
relations. T o control their slrength, scores are assigned to différent eue phrases. 
If a word/phrase always lias a discourse meaning and represents only onc rhetorical 
relation, it w i l l gct the highest score, l . If a word/phrase always bas a discoursc 
meaning and represents N relations (e.g., eue phrase "although" can express an A N -
T I T H E S I S relation or a C O N C E S S I O N relation), the score o f Ihat eue phrase for each 
type of relation w i l l bc 1/N. If a eue phrase only bas,a discoursc meaning in some 
cases (e.g., "rwrr"), ils max imum score w i l l be lower thaii 1. 
Examples (4) and (5) show that the w o r d ' s i posit ion is also important in deciding 
the word 's discoursc rô le . Thcrefore, i f a word or a phrase bas a discoursc meaning in 
only some special positions inside a sentence, the information about its position w i l l 
be given to the word/phrase. If a word/phrase lias a discourse rôle irrespective of its 
position in the sentence, no information w i l l bc provided about ils position. 
For cxample, the word "sr.cotur only bas a discoursc meaning when il slands nt Ihr 
beginning o f a clause/sentence (indicalcd by the letler 'TT') . Il bas 5 0 % certainty lo be 
a L I S T relation (henec given a score o f 0.5). Thcn it w i l l bc stored in (lie eue phrases' 
set for the L I S T relation as "second{ti, Ö.5)". 
S imi la r ly , N P eues and V P eues also bave scores depending on their strength in de­
ciding rhetorical relations. 
4 Relation Set ami Relation Récognition 
T o gencratc a rhetorical structure from texl, we need to d é c i d e which rhetorical rela­
tions, 3 and bow many relations are enough. If we define just a few relations, the rheto­
rical trees w i l l be easy to construct; but they w i l l not be very informative. O n the 
other band, i f we have a large relation set, the trees w i l l be very informative; but they 
wi l l bc difficult to construct. 
The R S T discourse corpus consists of 78 rhetorical relation types. It is difficult to 
automatically construct R S T trees based on such a> large relation set. Therefore, we 
define a smallcr set but sufficient to charactcrizc relations by grouping s imi lar rela­
tions in toonc . l ï a scd on the rhetorical relations (hat have been proposed in (lie l i lera-
A rhetorical relation involves tvvo or niorc lext spans (typically clauses or larger linguistic 
Units) related such that onc of thcin lias a specific rôle relative to the other. For furlhcr infor­
mation on "rhetorical relation", see (Manu and Thompson, 1988). 
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titre, e.g., (Mat in and Thompson, I98S), and ( l l o v y , 1000), the lo l lowing sel (»1" 22 
relations bas been ebosen to bc used in our system: '; 
LIST, S E Q U E N C E , CONDITION, OTHERW1SE, H Y P O T I I E T I C A L , ANTITHESIS , 
C O N T R A S T , C O N C E S S I O N , C A U S E , R E S U L T , C A U S E - R E S U L T , PURPOSE, S O L U -
T I O N H O O D , C I R C U M S T A N C E , M A N N E R , M E A N S , I N T E R P R E T A T I O N , E V A L U A ­
TION. S U M M A R Y , E L A B O R A T I O N , E X P L A N A T I O N , and JOINT. 
'1.1 Relation Récogn i t i on 
Stmilar In Cors to t i -Ol ivcr (1098a), wc (livide tbe Tentures, which help us lo iecoj;ni/.e 
a rhetorical relation, inlo two parts: 
(1) tbc conditions (bat two text spans uuist satisfy in order lo accepl a spécif ie re­
lation between them; 
(2) and, (lie tokens used for predicting a relation. 
W c cal l (lie features in part ( I ) as tbe necessary conditions and tbc fentures in part 
(2) as (lie Que set. À C u c set consists o f beuristic rulcs which involvc eue phrases, N P 
eues, V P eues and cohesive deviecs. The necessary conditions ensurc that tbc two texl 
spans lias no conl l ic t with the concept o f the relation being tested. The necessary 
conditions may nul consist of any token to realize a spécif ie relation. The system can 
only tecognize a rhetorical relation between two nuits i f ail necessary conditions and 
at Icast onc eue are sal is l ied. 
Cors ton-Ol iver tests the C u c set aflcr the necessary conditions are salisl ied. Thus, 
ail rhetorical relations bave to be chcckcd scquenlial ly one by one (thirteen relations 
are chcckcd in bis syslem). 
The system thaï wc propose detccls relations in a différent order. It first extracts 
eues froni the two edus. W h e n several relations arc suggested by eues, the necessary 
conditions o f thèse relations are checked in order to find the appropriale onc. Since 
each eue represents onc or two rhetorical relations in average, therc arc much less 
relations thaï necd to lie chcckcd by our System. The déf in i t ion of L I S T relation dis-
eussed in Sect ion 4.3 wi l l further i l luslralc tins idea. 
4.2 Scoring l ï c u i i s l i c Rulcs 
Cue phrases, N P eues, V P eues and cohesive deviecs bave différent cffecls in decid-
ing rhetorical relations. Thcrcforc, it is necessary to assign a score lo each beuristic 
rule. The cue phrase's iu le bas the highesl score o f 1, as cue phrases are the slrongcst 
signal. N P eues and V P eues arc the extension cases o f eue phrases. They are also 
strong eues, but weaker (han normal cuc phrases. Thus, the beuristic rulcs invo lv ing 
N P eues and V P eues bave tbc score of 0.9. The cohesive devices bave lower scores 
than N P eues and V P eues. Depending on their certainty, the heuristic rules corre-
sponding to thèse deviecs rccc ivc the scores o f 0.2 to 0.8. It is o f interest to notice that 
each score can be understood as the percentage o f cases in which the cue recognizes a 
correct rhetorical relation. 
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I lcurist ic scores can lie (raincd by evaluati i ig tbc oulput o l ' tbc discoursc pnrscr 
wit l i R S T trecs in an existing discourse corpus. Unforlunritcly, no discoursc corpus 
large enougb for trainiiig purposes currenlly exists. For tbis reason, scores are first 
assigned to heuristic rules according to human l inguist ic intuitions. After bui ld ing the 
whoJe syslem, différent sets o f scores w i l l be lested in order to find Ibe optimal scores 
for the sys lcm. 
A s mentioned is Section 3.2, cach eue phrase, N P eue o r ' V P eue has its own score. 
lt foliows lhat the actual score for thosc eues is: 
Ac tua l Score = Scorc(hcuris l ic rule) * Sco ic (cuc phrase, (ir N P eue, or V P eue). 
The final score o f a relation is equnl lu the sum of ai l hetii istic i ules coi i l r ib i i t ing to 
lhat relation. Tbc sys lcm wi l l test the necessary condit ions o f lhat relation i f its final 
score is more Iban or cqual to a thrcshold 0. A 
In the fo l lowing section, we analyze the L I S T relation to illustrate the usage o f 
necessary conditions, Cue set and scores in recogniz ing rhetorical relations between 
two edus. 
4.3 L I S T Re l a t i on 
A L I S T is a mul l imic lcar relation whosc c l cmcnl s can be listed, but not in a C O N ­
T R A S ' ! ' or other stronger type of mull iuuclear relation. A L I S T exhîbi t s some sort o f 
parallel structure between the nuits i nvo lvcd in tbc relation (Catlson and M a r e n , 
2001). A L I S T relation is ol'lcn considered as a S E Q U E N C E relation if Iheie is an 
explicit indication of temporal s é q u e n c e . 
The necessary conditions for a L I S T relation between two unils, Unilf and U n i l 7 , 
are showu below: 
1. T w o Units are syntaclical ly co-ordinates. 
2. If both units bave subjects and do not fo l low tbc rcpoi led style, Ihen thesc subjccls 
need to mecl the fo l lowing requircment: they must either bc idcnl ical or be syno­
nym, co-hyponym, or superordinate/hyponym; or the subject o f Uni t 2 is a pronoun 
or a iioun phrase that can replace tbc subject of Uni t . 
3. There is no explici t indication that the event expressed by Unit , temporally pre­
cedes the event expressed by Uni t 2 . 
4. The C O N T R A S T relation is not satisfied. 
T b c first condit ion is bascd on syntactic information to guarantec that the two units 
arc syntacl ical ly independen!. The second condit ion checks the linkage between tbc 
two units by using reiterative and co-reference deviecs. Syntactic and semanlic infor­
mation are used to determine thèse units' subjects and iheir relations. The l l i i rd con­
dition dislinguishes a L I S T relation from a S E Q U E N C E relation. The last condi t ion 
ensures that the stronger relation, C O N T R A S T , is not p résen t in thaï context. In order 
to check tbis condit ion, the C O N T R A S T relation is always examined before the L I S T 
relation. 
The eue set o f the L I S T relation is shown below: 
4 Threshold 0 is sclectcd as 0.5. 
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!. Un i l j contains a LIST* eue phrase. Score: I 
2. B o l h units contain enumeration conjunctions {first, second, third...). Score: 1 
3. Both subjects o f Unit, and Uni t 2 contain N P cues. Score: 0.9 
4. If both units arc reported sentences, they mention the same.object. Score: 0.8 
5. If the subjects of two units are co-hyponyms, then the verb phrase of Uni t , must be 
the same as the verb phrase of Unit , , or Un i t 2 should have the structure "so -t- aux­
iliary + sbf\ Score: 0.8 
6. Both units arc clauses in which verb phrases agree in tense (e.g., past, present). 
Score: 0.5 
7. Bo lh units arc sentences in which verb phrases agree in tense (e.g., past, present). 
Score: 0.2 
Lor example, the cue word "also" in the sentence " H e also improved the firm's 
compliance procedures for trading" suggests a L I S T relation between two discourse 
units (6.1) and (6.2) in the fo l lowing case 5 : 
(6) I M r . Cathcart is credited with br inging some basic budgeting to tradition­
ally free-wheeling Kidder. 6 " '] [He also improved the firm's compliance pro­
cedures for trading. 6 - 2 ] 
Since only cue I is satisfied in this case, the final score is: 
Final score = Actual scorc(cuc I) = Scorc(cue 1) * ScorcÇ'aIso"), The cue word 
"also" has the score of I for the L I S T relation, so the final score is I * I = I > 0. 
Therefore, the necessary conditions of the LIST" relation arc checked. Text spans (6.1 ) 
and (6.2) arc two sentences, thus they arc syntactically coordinate (condition I). In 
addition, the subject of text span (6.2), "he", is a pronoun, which replaces for the 
subject o f text span (6.1), " M r . Cathcart" (condit ion 2). There is no evidence o f an 
increasingly temporal sequence (condition 3), and also no signal of a C O N T R A S T * 
relation (condition 4). Therefore, a L I S T relation is recognized between text spans 
(6.1) and (6.2). 
The cue word "and"' is found in example (7): 
(7) [But the Reagan administration thought o therwise , 7 1 ] [ami so may the 
Bush administration. " | 
"And" is considered as a cue word because it stands at the beginning o f clause 
(7.2) (cue I). The subjects o f two text span, "the Reagan administration 1* and "the 
Bush administration", are co-hyponyms. In addit ion, clause (7.2) has the structure "so 
+ auxiliary -t.sbj". Wi th the score o f 0.3 for the cue word "and" in the L I S T relation, 
and with the satisfaction o f cue 5, the final score is: 
F ina l score = Scotc(cuc I) * ScoicÇ'and') + Score(cuc 5) = I * 0.3 + 0.8 = L I > 0. 
A s in the previous example, the necessary conditions of the L I S T relation aie 
checked and then a L I S T relation is recognized between clause (7.1) and clause (7.2). 
5 The superscripts such as 6.1 and 6.2 are used to distinguish different discourse units focussed 
on in each example. 
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5 Rhetorical Parser 
5.1 Rules for llic Rhetorical Parser 
Rhetorical rules arc constraints of text spans in a R S T tree. They are used in a dis­
course parser to find rhetorical relations between non-clcmentnry discourse units. T o 
formalize these rules, the fo l lowing definitions are applied: 
• <T> is a text span lhat can be presented by a R S T tree, a R S T subtree, or a leaf. 
• <Tj Tj> is a text span in which a rhetorical relation 1 exists between two adjacent 
text spans <T|> and <Tj>. The possible roles of <T{> and <Tj> in a rhetorical re­
lation arc Nucleus - Nucleus, Nucleus - Satellite, and Satellite - Nucleus . These 
cases arc coded as <Tj Tj I N N > , <Ti T} I N S > , and <Tj Tj I S N > , respectively. 
• rhct_reIs(<Ti>,<Tj>) is the rhetorical relations between two adjacent text spans 
<Tj> and <Tj>, each o f which has a corresponding R S T tree. 
T h e paradigm rules in our proposed system are shown below: 
Rule 1: 
rhct_rels(<T| T 2 I N N > , <T>) s rhct_rcls(<T|>, <T>) n r l ic l_rcls(<T 2 >, <T>). 
If: there is a relation between two text spans <T|> and < l 2 > , in which both o f them 
play the nucleus roles, 
Then: the rhetorical relations between the lext span <T| T 2 > and its right-adjacent text 
span T hold only when they hold between <T,> and <T>. and between <T 2 > and 
<T>. 
Rule 2 : rhet_rcls(<T, T7.1 NS> , <T>) srhcl_.rels(<T,>, <T>). 
Rule 3: rhct_tcls(< F, T 2 I S N > , <T>) s r h e M e l s ( < T 2 > , <T>). 
Rule 4: rlict_rels(<T>, <T, T 2 1 NS>) = rhet_rels(<T>, <T,>). 
Rules 1-4 arc based on the proposal o f M a r c u (1997) which states, "Ifa rhetorical 
relation R holds between two text spans of the tree structure of a text, that relation 
also holds between the most important units of the constituent spans". P rom this point 
of v iew, Maren (1997) and Corston-OIiver (1998a) analyzed relations between two 
text spans by considering only their nuclei . 
However , the rule with the left side rhet_rels(<T>, <T| T 2 I SN>), is not formalized 
in the same way as rules 1-4. This is a special case which has not been solved in 
(Marcu , 1997) and (Corston-OIiver, 1998a). Th is case is illustrated by example (8) 
below: 
(8) [Wi th investment banking as Kidder 's "lead business," where do Kidder ' s 
42-branch brokerage network and its 1,400 brokers fit in? M r . Carpenter 
this mouth sold off Kidder 's eight brokerage offices in Florida and Puerto 
R i c o to M e r r i l l L y n c h & C o . , refueling speculation that Kidder is getting 
out of the brokerage business entirely. M r . Carpenter denies the specula­
t ion. 8 11 ||7>7 answer the brokerage question*2] 1 Kidder , in typical fashion, 
completed a task-force s tudy. . . " | | 
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P U R P O S E 
8.2-8.3 
SOl.U'I'IONlloon The eue 'l'o (iViirh)" in lext spnn (8.2) 
indicates a P U R P O Ś E relation hetweeu two 
text spans (8.2) and (8.3), while the V P cne 
"answer" in text spam (8.2) indicates a SO-. 
L U T I O N H O O D relation belween two larger 
text spans (8.1) and (8.2-8.3). 
Example (8) s h o w ś that although llie eon-
„ . „ .... i . , c , , / 0 . tent o f the satellite does not detennine rhc-Fie. 2. I ne discourse tree of text (8) . . , 
toncal relations o f ils parent text span, spéc ia l 
eue phrases inside the satellite arc st i l l a valuable source. W c apply a différent treat-
ment in this situation (hau the rules proposcd by M a r c u (1997), as shown below. 
T o recognize thcVelat ions rhet_rels(<T>, <T| T 2 I SN>) , we firstly fiud ail eue 
phrases restCPs in text span <Ti> which bave not been used to create the relation 
between <l\> and <T 2 >, then check rhct_reis(<T>, <Ti>) by using restCPs. If a rela­
tion is fourni, it is assigned lo rhet_rels(<T>, <T, T 2 I SN>) . Otherwise, rhet_rels(<T>, 
<T, T 2 I SN>) - r h e M e l s ( < T > <T 2>). ' 
A p p l y i n g this rule lo example (8) with two text spans (8.1) and (8.2-8.3), we bave 
restCPs = "(mswer" since the eue "7V>" is used for the relation between (8.2) and 
(8.3). The relation between (8.1) and (8.2-8.3) is recognized as S O L U T Ï O N H O O D by 
using the eue "nnswcr" in restCPs. In contrast, i f wc use the M a r c u ' s rules, 
rhcl_rels( (8 . l ) , (8.2 8.3 I S N ) ) = rhcl_rcls((8. t), (8.3)). That mcans the eue "answer" 
is uot considered in this case. 
5.2 A l g o n t h i u for R h c t o r i c a l I ' a rscr 
T h t idea for (lus algorithm was first iutroduced by M a r c u (1996) and then further 
developed by Cors ton-Ol iver (1998a). M a r c u proposed a sba l îow, cue-pbrase-bascd 
approach to discourse parsing. Marcu ' s system splits text into edus and hypothesizes 
tbeirs rhetorical relations based 6n the appearance of eue phrases. Then, ai l the IjŁST 
trees compatible with the hypothesized relations are gencrated. AIlhough M a r c u ' s 
discourse parser was considcrably advanced at that l ime, it s t i l l had weaknesses. 
W h e n the number o f hypothesized relations increases, the niimbcr of possible R S T 
trees increase exponentially. M a r c u ' s parser c réâ tes ai l possible pairs of text spans by 
permutation opé ra t ions witbout considering o f their usefulness. A s a resuit, a huge 
amount o f i l l - formed trees are created. 
The improved algorithm in R A S T A , proposed by Cors ton-Ol iver (1998a), solves 
this problem by using a recursive, backtracking algori thm that produces only w e l l -
formed trees. If R A S T A finds a combinat ion o f two text spans leading to an i l l -
formed tree, it w i l l backtrack and go to another direction, Unis reducing the scarch 
spacc. I3y applying the bigher score h y p o t h è s e s before the lowcr oncs, R A S T A tend 
to produce the most reliable R S T trees first. Thus, R A S T A can stop afler a number o f 
R S T trecs are bui l l . i 
AI lhough a lot of iniprovement had been made, R A S T A ' s search space is s t i l l not 
opt imal . G i v c n the set of edus, R A S T A checks cach pair o (edus to d é t e r m i n e rhctori­
cal relations. W i t h N edus ( U , , U 2 , .... U N } , N ( N - I ) pairs o f edus ( ( U , , U 2 ) , 
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(U11U3) ( U I , U N ) , ( U 2 , U . ( ) . " - I ( U N . I ^ J N ) I
 : i , c examined. Thon, ait possible relations 
arc lested in order to build R S T Irccs. 
[Tic search space in oui* system is much Icss than (bat in R A S T A . S incc only two 
adjacent text spans can bc combincd to a largcr text span, ionly N - l pairs o f edus 
( U , , U 2 ) , ( U 2 , U 3 ) , ( U N . [ , U N ) arc seleclcd. lnstcad o f checking every pair o f edus as 
in R A S T A , only N-1 pairs o f adjacent edus are cxainincd by pur system. The relations 
rccogi i izcd by (bis examination are ca l lcd hypothesis relations (or h y p o t h è s e s ) . They 
are stored in a hypothesis set. Relations in tins set w i l l be called froin the highest 
score to the lowest score ones. 
T o illustrate this idea, we consider a text with four edus U b U 2 , U 3 , U ^ , and the hy­
pothesis sel II o i thèse edus, 11= { ( U , , U 2 ) , ( U , , U 3 ) , (U?.,U 3 ) , (Ui .D , , ) ) . The sel II con-
sists o f ai l possible relations between every pair o f edus. (Uj.Uj) refers to the h y p o t h è ­
ses that involve two edus Uj and Uj. Since two edus U i and U 3 are hot adjacent, the 
hypothesis ( U t . U 3 ) is not selected by our proposed parser. Figure 3 shown be low 
displays Ihe search space for the sel H . In tins figure, cac'h edu Uj is replaced by the 
corresponding number i . 
(1,2) 0.3) (2.3) ^ O T ^ 
(1.3) . . . (2,3) . . . (3 .4) (1.2) ..(2.3) ..(3.4) (1,2) .. (1,3) .. (3/1) (1.2) .. (1,3) .. (2,3) 
:.-"\ - . \ 
(2.3)...(3.4)(l,3)...(3,4)(l,3)...(2,3) 
F ig . 3. The search spaecs for the hypothesis set {(U, ,U 2 ) , (U , ,U 3 ) , ( U R U , ) , (U, ,U,)} . R A S T A 
visits ail branches in the tree. The branches drâwn by dotted Unes are pruned by our proposed 
parser 6 
A n o l b c r problcm with R A S T ' A is that one R S T tree can bc created twicc by 
grouping the saine text spans in différent orders. If derived h y p o t h è s e s o f the set H 
contain ( ( U | , U 2 ) , ( U 3 , U 4 ) } , R A S T A w i l l g éné ra l e two différent combinat ions wh ich 
create the saine tree as shown below: 
Jo in U | and U 2 -> Jo in U 3 and U 4 -> Join ( U ] , U 2 ) and (U3VU4). 
Jo in U 3 and U ( -> Join U , and U 2 -> Join ( U , , U 2 ) and ( U 3 , Ù 4 ) . 
T o deal with this redundancy problem faccd by R A S T ' A , our a lgor i lhm uses a 
tracing method. The hypothesis set is updated every time a new branch on the search 
tree is vis i led. When the parser visits a new branch, ail nodes previously vis i tcd in Ihc 
samc level as lhat branch arc removed froin the hypothesis set. This action ensures 
that (lie a lgor i lhm does not recreate the same R S T tree again. 
L c f s assume that bolh R A S T A and our proposed parser start from the search space 
drawn by sol id Unes in Figure 3. Our proposed tracing uiclhod is cxpla incd in more 
detailcd using Figure 4 below. 
6 Duc to lack of space, ail nodes of this tree ennnot bc presented together in this figure. 
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Ont - proposed parser Mrs) 
visits tlie brandies vvbicb stait 
with node (1,2) in level 1. After 
visi t ing thèse branches, the 
parser continues to ' the 
branches which start wi th node 
(2,3) in level I. Since ai l R S T 
trecs or subtrecs i n v o l v i n g the 
node (1,2) arc aheacly v is i tcd , 
this nocle does not necd to be 
revisited in Ihc future. The 
branch that connects node (2,3) 
in level I with node (1,2) in level 2 is pruued froin the search tree. As a resuit, the 
route (2,3) ~> ( 1,2) —> (3,4) is not visi tcd by our algorithni. 
The discoursc parser for our system is explaincd below. 
A set called Subtrees is used in our parser to store the temporal subtrees created 
during the process. This set is initiated with ail edus {Uj , U 2 , vi;, U N ) . 
A l i possible relations that can be used to construct bigger trees at a time t form a 
hypothesis set Potential!!. If a hypothesis involv ing two text spans < T h Tj> is used, 
the new stiblrcc, created by j o i n i n g <Tj> and <Tj>, is added to the set Subtrees. The 
two small trecs correspouding to the two text spans <T;> and <Tj> arc removed ftoiu 
Subtrees. Thus, ail members o f (lie set Suhftces are disjoincd and Iheir combinat io i i 
covers the ent i té text. 
Lach l ime the. Subtrees changes, the hypothesis set Pot*'ùti<dl f beconics obsolete. 
The hypo thèses in the Potential!! relating to the subtrecs (ba la ie removed in the pie-
vious step cannot be used. l ; or thaï rcason, Ihc hypo thèses , which do not fit with Ihc 
ne\v Subtrees, are removed froin the Potential!!. A l lhough some hypo thèse s are not 
considered as candidates to construct R S T trees at one round of the parser, they may 
bc needed later when (lie parser fol lows a différent searching branch. A H h y p o t h è s e s 
computcd by the discoursc parsing system arc stored iu a hypothesis set cal led 
Stored!!. 
The Potential!! lias not got auy hypothesis to process the new subtree after the 
Subtrees changes. These relations w i l l be added to the Potential!! after the relations 
between the new subtree and its adjacent trees are chcckcd by using rules o f the rule 
set. 
When checking for a relation, the parser searches for that relation in the set o f ail 
h y p o t h è s e s Stored!!. If it is not fourni, the new hypothesis wi l l be created by apply ing 
rules shown in Section 5.1. The hypo thèse s invo lv ing two unadjacent edus may be 
created during Ibis process when the algorithni tries to create a rhetorical relation 
between two largcr-adjacenl lext spans containing thèse edus. 
The fol lowing algorithni bricfly describes Ihc slcps in our discoursc parser. 
Function PARSER(Subtrees, PotentialH, <T l fT 2>) ( 
/* <T,,T2> i s created i n the previous step by the two text spans 
Tï and T ? •* / 
X £ the numbe v of f i n a l RST trees reaches a required l i m i t , 
E x i t . 
Level I 
CI.2) (2.3) 
/ \ - s \ 
(2.3).-(3.4) (1.2)... (3.4) ' (1.2)... (2.3) Level 2 
(3.4) 
I I I î I I 
I ; ; ! ; - ; 
(3.4) (2.3) (3.4) (1.2) (2.3) (f.2) Level 3 
Fig . 4. Roules visit by the two parsers. R A S T A vi ­
sits ail branches in the trec. The branches drawn by 
dotled lincs are pruncd by our proposed parser, which 
uses Ihc tracing nielhod 
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RST c r é e s and R e t u r n . 
I f < T 1 , T 2 > = n u l l ( t h i s i s the f i r s t c a l l t o P A R S E R ) , 
MewII = a i l r h e t o r i c a l r e l a t i o n s between p a i r s o f a d j a c e n t 
e d u s . . 
E l s e , NewH = a i l r h e t o r i c a l r e l a t i o n s be tween <Tj , T 2 > w i t h i t s 
l e f t a d j a c e n t ; t e x t s p a n L T a n d i t s r i g h t a d j a c e n t t e x t 
. s p a n R T . 
Add a i l members o f NewH t o P o t e n t i a l H . 
Remove a i l o b s o l è t e h y p o t h è s e s f r o m P o t e n t i a l H . 
W h i l e P o t e n t i a l H i s n o t empty ( 
- A p p l i e d I I = t h e h i g h e s t s c o r e h y p o t h e s i s i n P o t e n t i n 1.1!. 
- Remove A p p l i e d H f r o m P o t e n t i a l H . 
- F i n d two s u b t r e e s STj. a n d S T 2 i n S u b t r e e s s a t i s f y i n g A p ­
p l i e d H . The t e x t s p a n s c o r r e s p o n d i n g to and S T 2 a r e 
<T t> and <T 3 >, r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
- Remove STX and S T 2 f r o m S u b t r e e s . 
- A d d t h e new s u b t r e e c r e a t e d b y ST1 a n d S T 2 t o Subtrees : , -
-' C a l l P A R S E R t S u b t r e e s , P o t e n t i a l H , < T 1 ( T 2 > ) . 
} 
R e t u r n 
6 Conclusion' 
Jn this paper, \vc bave prcscnlcd n discourse pnrsiug systcin, in wbich synlncl ic infor­
mation, eue phrases and ol l icr cobesive devices are investigated in order to definc 
ejementary discourse units and hypolhesizc relations. 
T o d é t e r m i n e relations between texts, we cxplored ai l • variants o f eue phrases, 
combining with other feasiblc cobesive devices. It was shown that the position o f eue 
phrases in a sentence, Noun-Phrasc eues, and Vcrb-Phrase eues are good predictors 
for discovering rhetorical relations. In the case where eue phrases are not avai lable, 
other text cobesive devices (e.g., synonyms, and antouyms):can be a rcasonablc sub­
stitution. 
The construction o f a discourse parser from the sel of clementary discourse units 
was further analyz.ed. W e bave ptoved that the satellite in a rhetorical relation some-
tinies can provide good relation indications. Th is notation is implementcd in crenting 
the m l c set for the parser. Based on the adjacency constraint o f discourse analysis 
adapled from (Manu and Thompson , 1988), several improvements bave been made to 
reduce the algori thm's complexi ty and at the saine (imc improve its efficiency. 
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Abstrae! 
This paper presents an approacli to aulomntic segmenta-
tion of text writtcn in Engtish into ElcmeiKary Disconrsc 
Units (EDUs)1 úsing syntactic informntion and cuc 
phrases: The systcm takes documenta wilh syntnctic h-
formalion as the input and generales EDUs as well as 
their nucleus/satellite roles. The experíment shows thnt 
this approach gives promising results in coinpnrison with 
some of the prominent r'esearch relcvant to our approach. 
Key Words: Natural Languagc Processing, Dís-
course Segmentation, Syntnctic Information, Cuc 
Phrases. 
1 Introducción 
Previous research tn discourse has shown that the dis-
eeutse sttueture of D text is oonstruelGd from smnllor di5' 
course segmenta (II], 12]). According to Mann and 
Thompson [1], al) discoursc units should have independ-
ent functional integríty, sucti as independen! elauses. The 
smallest discoursc unit is callcd an Elcmcntíiry Discourse 
Umt(EDU)[3]. 
Discourse has been automatically segmented using dispa­
rale phenomena: lexical cohesión ([4], J5], [6J), discourse 
cues ([2], [3], [7], [8]), and syntactic informntion (9J, 
[I0J). fíowever, (lie crilcria to indícate (lie exact discourse 
segment boundarics are still not certain. 
The weakness of the lexical cohesión approach is that it 
cannot guarantec independen! discoursc units, which is 
the essentia! conditjon for discourse segmentation. Dis­
course cues, such as cue phrases, pauses, and referential 
identities (¡3J. [11]) can be a solution for this problem. 
Marcu's shallow analyscr [3] splits text into EDUs by 
mapping cue phrases and punctualion marks. Ilowevcr, 
this approach cannot corrcctly ideniífy boundaries in 
compfex sentenecs, which do not have nny lexical dis­
course cues. 
Passonneau and Litman [7] proposed two sets of nlgo-
rilhms for linear segmentation based on the linguislic 
features of discourse. The fírst set is based on referential 
pronoun phrases, cuc words and pauses. The sccond set 
uses error analysis and machine learnmg. The machine 
learning inethod requíres trniníng, which is hcavily tb-
pendent on (he manual)y armotated corpora. A lar ge d B -
1 For further information on "lîDU", sec [3]. 
course corpus for such a training purposc is difficult to 
find.1 
One of t)ic wcll-organised System, wliich used syntactic 
approach, was donc by Corston-Olivcr [10], Me dcfïncd a 
rule set for discoursc'segmentation bnsing on grammatical 
information. I lowcvcr,'the computational algorithm used 
by him to segment text is not mentioncd in his thesis. In 
addition, Corston-Olîvcr's systcm docs not detect the 
cases when strong cuc phrases makc noun phrases be-
come EDUs. 
Considering the problema mentioncd above, wc propose a 
new method tha^ combines the syntactic approach with 
the discoursc cuc approach. Sincc n typical discoursc unit 
is an independent clause or a simple sentence [1], the text 
is íírst split into EDUs using syntactic information. To 
deal with the casc-where strong cuc phrases makc a noun 
phrase beççrrie * scpn.ra.tc EQU, n furíhc segmentation 
process Is uhdertfilcèh tlfter scghteiltlng by synl&x. Tll6 
purpose of this process is lo detect strong cuc phrases. 
These processcs will.be discusscd in more detai l in the 
following sections. • 
The rest of this paper is organiscd as follows. The fírst 
step of our System (Step 1), discourse segmentation by 
Syntax, is described In Section 2. Discourse segmentation 
by eue phrases (Step 2} is represented in Section 3 In 
Section 4, we describe oui experiment and discuss the 
rcsult we have achieycd so far. Section 5 concludes the 
paper and delinéales the possible future work of this ap­
proach. 
2 Discourse Segmentation by Syntax 
The discourse segmentation by syntax module takes 
parsed documents from the Penn Treebank [I3J as ils in­
put. One sentence is analyzcd at cach itération of the 
segmentation process.' This module not only splits sen­
tences into clauses, bût also provides primary information 
about discoursc relations ainong EDUs, such as wh ich 
EDUs should have a discoursc connection, and llic status 
assigned to them (nuclcut and satellites). 
1 Tl>c blggcsl ilÎHcimiK cnipim llmi wc know of I* llic HST 
Discourse Trccbank [12], willi 385 Woll Street Journal articles. 
3 The senience's pauses can be recognïscd by a syntactic 
parscr. In this experiment, information about sentcnce's pauses 
is in parsed documents of the Pcnn Trccbank. 
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2.1 Segmenta (ion Princîples 
In Step 1, tiic principlcs fnr scgmcnting sentences into 
discourse units are bascd on the synlactic relations fcc-
tween words. These principlcs are bascd on prcvious tc-
scarch on discoursc segmentation (IfOJ, [H]). The main 
principlcs used in oursystem arc shown below: 
(i) The clause thaï is attachée to n noun phrase (NP) can 
be recognised as an embedded unit, 1/tltc clentsc is a snb-
ordinate clause, il must contain more than one word. 
Por example: 
(1 ) [Mr. S uns Cnthcnit built n shopping mnll on sonic tand][ 
heowns.] 
(ii) Coordinate clauses and coordinate sentences of a 
complex sentence arc EDUs. 
For examplc: 
(2) [The firm's brokernge force lias heen trin»ncdj[ aiid ils 
roçrgcrs-nn<l*acn.iiiRiti<ms staff incicnsccl in a icctml 55 
pcople.) 
(iii) Coordinate clauses and coordinate vlliptical clauses 
of verb phrases (VPs) arc EDUs. Coordinate VPs thtit 
share a direct ohject with the main VI1 are not considered 
as a separate discourse segment. 
For example: 
. (3) [The flrm seemed to bc on the verge of n mclt(lo\vn,)| 
racked by internai squahblcs .nul défections.| 
(iv) Clausa! compléments ofreported verbs and cognitive 
verbs are EDUs. 
For examplc: 
(4) (Mr. Carpenter saysjfjliat Kiddcr wi)| finally tap the rc-
sources of GE.] 
Using the Penn Trccbank's synlactic nssignmcnts [15 ), 
principlc (i) corresponds tn syntactic chnina (Un) f.nd (Ub) 
as shown below: 
(i-a) (NP|NP-SBJ <tcxtl>( SBAR|RRC <tcxt2> ) ) 
(i-b) ( NP|NP-SBJ <lcxtl> ( PRN <icxt2> ( S <tcxt3> ) 
)) 
SBJ, SBAR, RRC, PRN, and S stund for subjccl (SUJ), 
subordinatc clause and relative clause (SBAR), reducc 
relative clause (RRC), parcnthclicn! (PRN), and sentence 
(S) respectively. Synlactic chain (i-a) mcans a subordinatc 
clause or a redueed relative clause is inside a noun phrase. 
<textl>, <text2>, and <tcxl3> arc the conlext of a noun 
phrase. For examplc, consider the sentence "The fand he 
owns is very valttable." The synlactic chain which repre-
sents the noun phrnsc "The land lie owns" in the nbove 
sentence can bc written as (NP The land (SRAR hc 
owns)). 
If a clause, which is attachcd to a noun phrase, is headed 
by a préposition, then the synlactic chain of the noun 
phrase that corresponds to principlc (i) is: 
(i-c) ( NP|NP-SBJ <lcxtl> ( PP <tcxl2> ( S|VP <lcxt3> ) 
)) 
In chain (i-c). PP stands for prcposîtional phrase. Ar­
cording to principlc (i), <tc.\t2> in syntaciic chain (i-a), 
and <tcxt2> combining with <lcxt3> in syntaciic cliains 
(i-b) and (i-c) arc recognised as embedded units. To s«n-
plify synlactic chains (i-b) and (i-c), ihc system créâtes 
two labels named PRS (parcntlictical-scntcncc) and PS 
(prepositional-scntcncc). These two labels arc described 
respectively in (i-d) and (i-c) below: 
M ) ( PRN <texl2> ( S <text3> ) ) -» ( PRS <tcxl2-3> ) 
(i-e) ( PP <text2> ( S|VP <tcxt3> ) ) —> ( PS <tcxt2-3> ) 
"—*" can be interpreted as "convcrl to". <tcxl2-3> is the 
concatenated string of <lext2> and <tcxt3>. By using 
synlactic chains (i-d) and (i-c), syntaciic chains (i-n) lo (ï-
c) can bc grouped into one syntaciic chnin ns follow: 
(i-a1) ( NP|NP-ST1J <textl> ( SBAR|RRC|PS|PRS 
<text2'> )) • 1 
It should bc noted that <|cxt2'> in (i-a') is <tcxi2-3> in (i-
d) and (i-c). Due to space constrainl, wc only represent 
syntaciic chains of the segmentation principlcs (ii), (iii), 
and (iv). In the syntaciic chains correspondiug to princi­
plcs (ii), (iii), and (iv) as shown below, Sx stands for basic 
clause types such as subordinatc clause and relative clause 
(SBAR), participial clause (S-ADV),.,. "And|but|or..." 
stands for a conjtmcttort such as "and", or "but", or "or". 
Tltc synlnxlic clin tri of principlc (H) is: 
(ti-a) (Sx <(cxt\> ( Sx <tc.tl2> ) nn<l|hnt|nr... ( Sx 
<tcxt3> ) ) 
Tfic syntaciic chain of principlc (ni) is: 
(iii-a) ( VP ( VP <lcxtl> ) and|but|or... ( VP|Sx|RRC|PPS 
<tcxt2> ) ) . 
The syntactic chains of principlc (iv) is: 
(iv-a) ( S ( NP-SIU <tcxll> ) ( VP <lcxl2> ( SBAR 
<icx(.1> ) ) ) 
(iv-b) ( S ( NP-SBJ <lcxtl> ) ( VP <icxl2> ( SBAR 
<tèxt3> ) and|bul|or... ( SBAR <lcxt4> ) ) ) 
<tcxtl> in (iv-a) and (iv-b) arc not the pronoun "it". 
(iv-c) ( Sx ( Sx <tcxtl> ), ( NP-SBJ <tcxt2> ) ( VP 
<tcxt3> ) ) 
(jv-d) ( Sx ( Sx <texll> ) . ( VP <tçxt2> ) ( NP-SBJ 
<tcxi3> ) ) 
(iv-c) ( Sx ( NP-SBJ <tcxtl> ) . ( Sx <tcxt2> ), ( VP 
<text3> ) ) 
(iv-f) ( Sx ( VP :icxtl> ) ( NP-SBJ <tcxt2> ) , ( Sx 
<lcxl3> ) ) 
<text3> in (ïv-c), <tcxt2> in (iv-d), <tcxt3> in (iv-c). and 
<tcxtl> in (iv-f) arc reported verbs or engnitive verbs. 
2.2 Segmentation Algorithm 
The input to this algorithm is the syntactic string of a 
sentence, in which <tcxt> is rcplaccd by a token tfx,yfl 
(wherc x,y is the begin and end position o f <tcxt> in the 
sentence be ing nnnlyscd). Ench token of the synlactic 
string of the sentence Is scparntcd by a Space. For exa nv 
pic, the synlactic string of the sentence 
(5) "The book t read yesterday is iiiteresting." 
is: ; 
(5a) ((S (NP-SBJ (NP The book) (SBAR I read yesterday» 
(VP is(ADJP mlcrcstmg»).) 
The input ta (hc segmentation algorithm in lit is case is: 
(5b) ( ( S ( NP-SBJ ( NP m.lM ) ( SBAR «9,24« ) ) ( VP 
#26,27//fADJP »29 .39») ) ) . ) 
The segmentation algorithm uses n Stack to store tokens 
of the synlactic string during llie rcading process. Il 
pushes and pops tnkens onto nud ol'f the Stack in otdcr lo 
analyse them. The algorithm ends when the syntaciic 
string is redueed to the string "( ( S tfx.ytf ) . )". The steps 
ofthe algorithm aie described below: 
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Slnck 
(Tonofslack) Inpuf §1 ring Com porc ri Rtrliig Operation* 
( ( S ( NP-SBJ ( NP «0,7« ) ( SBAR «9,24» 
) ) ( VP «26.27» ( ADJP «29,39« ) ) ). ) 
Pushing "(" onio the siack 
( , * ( S ( NP-SDJ ( NP «0,7« ) { SBAR «9,24« ) 
) ( VP «26,27« ( ADJP «29,39« ) ) ). ) 
Pushing "( " onto the slnck 
( ( S ( NP-SBJ { NP »0,7» ) { SBAR »9,24« ) ) 
( VP «26,27« ( ADJP »29,39« ) ) ). ) 
i Pushing "S'onio ihc stack 
( ( S ( NP-S8J ( NP «0.7« ) ( 
SBAR «9,24»)) 
( VP «26,27« ( ADJP «29,39» ) ) ). ) Popping ofT ihc strings on lop of the siack, 
gcncrattng a compared string 
((S ( VP «26.27« ( ADJP «29.39« ) ) ) . ) ( NP-SBJ C NP «0.7« ) ( 
SBAR »9,24« > ) 
Mapping principlc 1, Splitting tc*t (et câlin g 
dise ourse segments), encoding the com­
pared string, pus hing it back onto the siack 
f f S f NP-SBJ »0.24« ) ( VP «26,27» ( ADJP »29,39» > ) 1. ) Pushing "(" onto the stack 
f ( S ( NP-SBJ »0.24» H Vp «26.27« f ADJP »29.39« ) » >. I Pushinn "VP *' onto the stack 
( ( S ( NP-SBJ «0,24» ) ( VP »26,27« f ADJP «29,39« ) VU ) PiKhint! "«26.27» " onio the slnck 
( ( S ( NP-SDJ «0,24« ) ( Vl> 
«26,27« (ADJP #29.39«)) 
)•) Popping off the slrtngs on top nfthe slnck, 
gencrating a compared string 
( ( S f NP-SBJ «0.24« ) ).) ( VP «26.27« ( ADJP 
»29,39» > ) 
No piinciplc satisfit), encoding the enn-
pared siring, pushing it back onto the stack 
( ( S ( NP-SBJ «0,24« ) f VP 
#26,39» ) 
)•) Pushing ")" onio the slnck 
( ( S ( NP-SBJ »0,24« ) ( VP 
«26.39» ) ) 
. ) i Popping ofT the strings on top of the stack, 
gencrating a compared string 
( ) ( S ( NP-SBJ «0.24». 
(VP »26,39» ) ) 
No principlc salis fies, encoding the com­
pared string, pushing it back onto the stack 
i i m r n - . .i-l Pushing "." onio tho stnek 
f i s m.m i . ) TŒ^'^ol f i f i lTBEk ... . . 
( ( S «0.39« ). ) • STOP M 
Table I. Progrcss of Scgmenting Sentence (5) Using Syntactic Information 
is not in any text spans of the output. Another procédure, 
which is called the post process, will be called after the 
segmentation algorithhi in order to deal with this probleni. 
This procédure is described in Section 2.3. 
2.3 Post Process 
The purposc of this post process is to refîne tlie output of 
the segmentation algorithm described in Section 2.2. 
Thcrc are two situations which nced the post process. The 
first situation is lhat the segmentation of embedded units 
makes the text fragmented. Por cxamplc, sentence (5) 
after being processcd by Stcp I will have the structure as 
follows: • 
(6) The book I rcad vesterday is interestinp. 
N Sj UNKNOWN* 
The text "is interesting" cannot bc n single EDU becausc 
it docs not have indcpcndcnl functional integrîty. Mcan-
while, the embedded clause "/ read yesterday" provides 
additional information for the noun phrase ')he book". 
"The book" is the nuclcus (N) (llic most important part in 
the relation); "/ read.yesterday" is the snlellitc (S) in the 
relation. In this casé, a relation called SAME-UNIT 5 is 
i 
* UNKNOWN text span spécifies (lie lext fragment ârter 
syntnelk'nlly <cgiin-iiliit|'; llie n-nti'iicr. Il it uni ti ilhcniluc rclt-
luin. 
* SAME-UNIT is a spécial iclaiion. in which two text spans 
arc on the sanic discoursc unit (3|. SAMF.-(/NIT fi not a ds-
course relation. 
1. Read characters in the input string from Icft to righl 
and put them onto a stack, until a spacc is found. 
2. Rcpeat Step I until two consécutive close brackets 
are found on the top o f the stack. 
3. Pop ofT strings from the top of the stack into a sepa­
rate string called "compared string" until tlie number 
of open brackcls and Ihc number of close brackets in 
the compared string are cqual. 
4. Compare the compared string with the sample syn-
tactic strings (c.g., the syntactic string (a')) to check 
whether they match or not. 
4a. If they match, split the text corresponding to the 
compared string bascd on the segmentation prin­
cipes. Store the information about the split text 
in the System. Go to Step 5. 
4b. If they do not match , go to Stcp 5. 
5. Encodc the compared string as a postlion lag tfx.ytf 
and push il back onto the stack with ils syntactic in­
formation. 
6. Rcpcal Step l lo Step 5 until the input string is empty 
and the stack contains the following tokens, 
considering from flic botlom of the stack: "(", "(", 
"S","#x,yr, ")"."•".")". 
Table 1 represents the segmentation progrcss of sentence 
(5). Duc to spacc consirainls. soinc alcps of the segmen- ' 
talion piocess aie skippctl. 
The Output of tlie segmentation algorithm for sentence (5) 
is two segments, 'Tlie bonk" and 7 read yesterday", 
which contributc to onc relation. The text "is tnteresting" 
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created between "The book I tend yesterday" nnd "is in­
teresting". Doth text spans "The hook I read yesterday" 
and "is interesting" have an equally important role in 
contributing to the sentence "The book I read yesterday is 
interesting". Therefore, both of them arc nucleus in the 
SAME-UNIT relation. 
Flg. I. Discourse Structure of Example (6) 
The post process's operation depends on the position of 
the embedded unit. When the satellite ofn relation is near 
on UNKNOWN text span, n SAME-UNIT relation is re­
signed between the UNKNOWN text span and the text 
span that contains trjq nucleus and snlcllilc- Otherwise, 
when the nucleus of a ' relation is adjacent to on 
UNKNOWN text span, the UNKNOWN text span is 
merged with the nucleus, as in example (7) below. 
(7) Mr. Silas Cathcart built a shopping nui ft ou some laud 
UNKNOWN N 
he owns. 
S 
The segmentation by syntax algorithm finds two segments 
in the sentence (7), "some land" and "he owns", but the 
actual segments should be 'Mr. Silas Cathcart built a 
shopping mall on some land" and "he owns". 
[4-5Ï -
4-5 
Mr. S i l a s C a t h c a r t b u i l t a 
shopping mall on some land 
, Mr. S i l a s C a t h c a r t \ 
! b u i l t a shopping ) 
• mall on ! 
N >^ 
"S 
some 
land 
Fig. 2. Discourse Structure of Example (7) 
Fig. 2 presents the discourse structure of the sentence in 
example (7). "Mr. Silas Cathcart built a shopping mall on 
some land' is the nucleus; "he owns" is the satellite in the 
relation. The dotted line shows the syntactic relation be­
tween "some land" and "he owns". The solid line shows a 
discourse relation between the two actual discourse tiiiils, 
after the sentence has been processed by Step 2. 
The second situation needing post processing involves the 
placement of adverbs in'EDUs. Some adverbs, which 
should stand at the beginning of the right clause, arc put at 
the end of the left clause by the process in Step I. This 
situation is detected and corrected by the procedure in 
Step 2. Examples (8) and (9) show such a situation. The 
clause "they did not have enough people" is split from the 
sentence "They had to give up that campaign, mainly he-
cause they did not have enough people" by syntrtctic ii-
formation in Step I. However, the correct segmentation in 
this case should be "mainly because they did not have 
enough people", not/'f/ict' did not have enough people". 
After undergoing the process in Step 2, the boundary cre­
ated by Step I is moved backward to the position between 
the comma and the two adverbs ')nainly because", as 
shown in exa mple (9). 
(8) (They had to give up that campaign, mainly fe-
cause][\hty did not have enough people.] 
(9) [They had to give' up that campaign,J [mainly because 
they did not have enough people.] 
The input to the post processing procedure is the output of 
the segmentation algorithm in Section 2.2. The output of 
the post processing procedure is the discourse segments 
after refining boundaries. 
3 Discourse Segmentation by Cue Phrases -
Slop 2 
Several noun phrases are considered as EDUs when they 
are accompanied by strong cue phrases. These cases can­
not be recognised by syntactic information. Therefore, 
another segmentation process is inicgi atcd into the system 
to deal with such cases. This process finds strong cue 
phrases from the output of Step I. When a strong cue 
phrase is faund, thç algorithm geeks the end boundary of 
the noun phrase. These end boundaries can be punctua­
tions such as a comma, semicolon, or full stop. Normally, 
a new EDU is created from the beginning positiofTof the 
cue phrase to the end boundary of the noun phrase. How­
ever, this action may create incorrect results: 
(10) [In 1988, Kidder eked oui a $46 million profil, 
mainly] [because of severe cost cutting.] • 
The correct segmentation for the sentence given in exam­
ple ( 10) is generated by Step 2 , and is given in example 
(I l)bclow: 
(11) [In 1988. Kidder eked oui a $46 million 
Profit,][ffif!M)/r because of severe cost cutting.) 
Such a situation happens when an adverb stands before 
the cue phrases. Step 2 deals with such cases, by first de­
tecting the noun phrase, which will be an EDU, and then 
checking for the appearance of adverbs before a strong 
cue phrase. If an adverb is found, the new EDU is recog­
nized from the beginning position of the adverb to the end 
boundary of the noun-phrase. Otherwise, the new EDU is 
split from the beginning position of the cue phrase to the 
end boundary of the noun phrase, for example: 
(12) (Accoiding to a Kidder Woild story aboul Mr. Mcgnr-
gcl.] [ail the firm has to do is "position ourselves more 
in the deal How."] 
4 Evaluation 
Eight documents of the RST Discourse Trccbank (16] ate 
used in the experiment. .These documents arc Wall Street 
Journal articles from the LDC Trccbank [13], which have 
been annotated with discourse structure by human. The 
system's input is the corresponding syntactically parsed 
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documents taken from the Pcnn Trccbank. The documents 
used in this experiment consists of 166 sentences with 
3810 words. Most oT (lie sentences arc long nnd con^lcx. 
The évaluation is donc by cotnparing the EDUs assigned 
by the system with the EDUs f rom llie cight RST docu­
ments mentioned aboyc. Two EDUs aie considered as 
similar if they have the samc boundarics. Thcre arc 474 
EDUs assigned by the System and 487 EDUs created by 
human, in which 386 EDUs of thèse two EDU sets arc 
similar. Thus, thcre are 88 EDUs created by the System, 
which arc not assigned by human. Thcre arc 101 EDUs 
created by human, which arc not assigned by the system. 
The standard information retrîcval measurcments (préci­
sion nnd recail) nrc used for évaluation. 'Mie précision is 
the proportion of assignments made that werc correct. The 
recail is the proportion of possible assignments that werc 
actually assigned. The précision and the recail of our cx-
periment arc: 
386 „. „ „ J86 
= 81.4% Rcc.all= •=79.3% 386 + 88 . 386+101 
These mcasutemcVls dépend on scvcral factors. The pri-
mary factor is the accuracy of syntaclic information. The 
incorreetness syntactic information will deercase the rc-
curacy of the scgmcntation's rcsult. The syntaclic docu­
ments from the Pcnn Trccbank, which arc used as the 
input of our systent, also conta in analyticnl errors. Sincc 
thèse errors in the Pcnn Trecbank arc rare, this factor docs 
not liavc a great effect on our sysicm's performance. 
The second factor is the différence in human judgements. 
One person does not always agrée with on segmentation 
[17]. The text in tire RST corpus is nnalyscd into very 
small text Spans, which is not how our system segments. 
For examplc, consider the scgmcnlation of the following 
sentence in the RST corpus; 
( 13) [Evcry order shall bc presented lo the President of the 
United States;^  [andj, |bcforc the samc shall takc ef­
fect, ]q [shall bc approved by him,]10 [ orjn [being ds-
approved by him.Jn [shall bc icpasscd by two-tliirds 
oflhe ScimlefindHotiSGof RcpicsctiEitivcs.Jti 
7 - 1 3 
LIST 
7 8 - 13 
LIST 
8 - 10 .. 11 - 13 
SAME UNIT SAME-UNIT 
Fig. 3. Discoursc Structure of Examplc (13^ , 
Gctting from The RST Discoursc Corpus 
* AN relation names mentioned in this paper arc aiming at 
making discoursc structures clcarcr. Rccognismg discoursc reb-
tions is not ¡n this papci's scope. 
The sentence in examplc (13) is treated diffcrcntly by our 
system, which is shown in cxample (14): 
(14) [Evcry order shall bc presented to the Président of the 
United Statcs;]j4 [and beforc the samc shnll Inkc ef­
fet'.lis [shall hc approved by htin,|1fi [orbeing disap-
proved by hitn,|n [shall bc icpasscd by two-Ihitds of 
the Scnate and Mouse of Représentatives. )m 
Fig. 4, Discoursc Structure of Examplc (14), 
Cîciicrating by Our System 
• Ovcr-scgmcntation is prevented as much as possible in 
our System becausc it makes discourse analysis more 
complicated. The appearance of new discourse units not 
only affects the EDUs ncxt to them, but also the EDUs in 
olhcr parts of the text. Sincc the merg ing o f discoursc 
conjunctions with their clauses docs not change the gên­
erai meamng of thiś discourse structure, wc analyse the 
sentence in a différent way than that in the RST corpus. 
This treatment causes some différence between the mit put 
of our system with the data from the RST corpus. 
As discusscd a b o v ç , incorrect syntactic information and 
(hc dtsagrcentenl in human judgements rcdiicc the sys­
icm's performance. Wc accept this réduction becausc not 
ail discoursc structures in (hc RST corpus arc absolutcly 
correct. Scvcral discoursc segments in ihc RST corpus arc 
not acccptcd by otltcr rcscaicltcrs. 
Sincc rcscarclicrs arc still not certain about !hc criteria lo 
indicate the exact discoursc segment boundaries, and 
thcre is no stnnttîird bcnchmiuk, it is d i f f i ç u l t to compare 
onc researchcr's rcsult witli others. Noncthelcss, Okumtira 
and Honda [6] carried out experiments on threc texts, 
which were from exam questions in Japanese. The aver-
ogc précision and recail rates of that experiment werc 
25% and 52% respectively. The best précision and recail 
in the séries of Passonncau and Litinan's experiment [7], 
which used machine lcarning approach, werc 95% and 
53% respectively. Marcu (I8| carried oui experiments on 
a corpus of 90 discoursc irecs. which werc built ninmtnlly 
f rom the text in Ihc Message Undcrstanding Conference 
(MUC) corcfcrcncc corpus, the Wall Street Journal (WSJ) 
corpus, and Urown corpus. If the System was traincd in ail 
corpora, (hc précision and recail for testing o n WSJ cor­
pus were 79.6% and 25.1%. These values arc lower than 
our system. The précision and recail for MUC corpus 
werc 96.9% and 75.4%; thosc of Hrown corpus werc 
811.3% nnd 44.2% icspcclivtly. Allhough scvcinl lesuli» 
reported in [7J aiid [I8J arc higher than our rcsult, tfic 
cfl'icicncy of thesc Systems should not bc judged purcly 
on thèses numbers sincc they d é p e n d o n other factors 
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such as thc sizc oT training corpora, ttic çorpora's di-
mains, and thc accuracy of human annotation. Mcanwhilc, 
thc performance of our system is acceptable bccaiisc our 
system docs not need any training. 
Our systcm's performance is protnising when compnred 
with thc Systems mentioned above and with other clis-
course segmentation system.1; known in us. I lowcver, 
morc experimenting using a larger corpus is needed in 
order to get a morc reliablc évaluation. 
5 Conclusion nnd Future Work 
In this paper, wc have presented a discoursc segmentation 
method based on syntax and eue phrases. The discoursc 
segmenter consists of two modules. Firstly, text is split 
based on syntactic information, nrming at reeeiving dis­
coursc Units with independent functional integrity. Scc-
ondly, noun phrases Ihot hnvc thc role of EDU.i arc 
recognised by detecling strong eue phrases from text. 
Our prci'tminnry cxpcriincnl shows tliat ihis method d -
tains promising rcsults without any training. Thc expéri­
mental rcsult is enceuraging in comparison with existing 
segmentation methods. llowever, thc systcm's perform­
ance can still bc improved by thc following ways: invesri-
gating a method to reduec tlic effeet of syntactic 
information; nnd rcHtting tltc rtiles Un scgmcntniinn by 
syntax and for post proecssing. Wc leave these tasks for 
future woik. Future woik also incltidcs iutegrating a syn­
tactic parscr with thc discoursc segmenter. Since therc arc 
many advaneed syntactic parsers currently availablc, (Iiis 
problem can be easily solved. 
A discoursc parscr cannot providc good rcsuNs without 
accuratc discoursc segmentation. Tbcrcforc, this rcscarch 
is important in building discoursc anafysing Systems, 
which hnvc a widc range of applications including text 
summarisation. 
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Abstract 
This paper presents a system for automati­
cally generating discourse structures from 
written text. The system is divided into two 
levels: scnlcncc-lcvcl and text-level. The 
sentence-level discourse parser uses syntactic 
information and cue phrases to segment sen­
tences into elementary discourse units and to 
generate discourse structures of sentences. At 
the text-level, constraints about textual adji* 
cency and textual organization arc integrated 
in a beam search in order to generate best dis-
course strticttiies, Tlio oxpormicnts were done 
with documents from the RSI Discourse 
Trccbank. It shows promising results in a rea­
sonable search space compared to the dis­
course trees generated by human analysts. 
1 Introduction 
Many recent studies in Nntttraf Language Proc­
essing have paid attention to Rhetorical Structure 
Theory (RST) (Maun and Thompson 1988; Movy 
1993; Marcu 2000; Forbes et ni. 2003), n method 
of structured description of text. Although rhe­
torical structure has been found to be useful in 
many fields of text processing (Rutledge et al. 
2000; Torrance and Bouayad-Agha 2001), only a 
few algorithms for implementing discourse ana­
lyzers have been proposed so far. Most research 
in this field concentrates on specific discourse 
phenomena (Schiffrin 1987; Litmnn and Hirsch-
berg 1990). The amount of research available in 
discourse segmentation is considered small; in 
discourse parsing-it is even smaller. 
The difficulties in developing a discourse 
parser are (i) recognizing discourse relations 
between text spans and (ii) deriving discourse 
structures from these relations. Marcu (2000)'s 
parser is based on cue phrases, and therefore 
faces problems when cue phrases are not present 
in the text. This system can apply to unrestricted 
texts, but faces combinatorial explosion. The dis­
advantage of Marcu *s approach is that it pro­
duces a great number of trees during its process, 
which is the essential redundancy in computa­
tion. As the'number of relations increases, the 
number of possible discourse trees increases ex­
ponentially. 
Forbes et al. (2003) have a different approach 
of implementing a discourse parser for a Lexi-
caltzed Tree Adjoining Grammar (LTAG). They 
simplify discourse analysis by developing a 
grammar that uses cue phrases as anchors to con­
nect discourse trees, Despite the potential of Hits 
approach for discourse analysis, the case of no 
cue phrase present in the text has not been fully 
investigated in their research. Polanyi et • al. 
(2004) propose a far more complicated discourse 
system than that of Forbes et al. (2003), which 
uses syntactic, semantic and lexical rules. Polanyi 
ct al. have proved that their approach can provide 
promising results, especially in text summariza­
tion. 
In this paper, different factors were investi­
gated to achieve a better discourse parser, in­
cluding syntactic information, constraints about 
textual adjacency and textual organization. With 
a given text and its syntactic information, the 
search space in which well-structured discourse 
trees of a text are produced is minimized. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. 
The discourse analyzer at the sentence-level is 
presented in Section 2. A detailed description of 
our text-level discourse parser is given in Section 
3. In Section 4, we describe our experiments and 
discuss the results wc have achieved so Tar. Sec­
tion 5 concludes the paper and proposes possible 
future work on this approach. 
2 Sciitciicc-lcvcl Discourse Annly/iiig 
The sentence-level discourse analyzer constructs 
discourse trees for each sentence. In doing so, 
two main tasks need (o be accomplished: dis­
course segmentation and discourse parsing, 
which will be presented in Section 2.1 and Sec­
tion 2.2. 
2.1 Discourse Segmentation 
The purpose of discourse segmentation is to split 
a text into elementary discourse units (edus)1. 
This task is done using syntactic information and 
cue phrases, as discussed in Section 2.1.1 and 
Section 2.1.2 below. 
2.1.1 Segmentation by Syntax - Step I 
Since an edu can be a clause or a simple sen­
tence, syntactic information is useful for the 
segmentation process. One may argue that using 
syntactic information is complicated since n syn­
tactic parser is needed to generate this informa­
tion. Since these are many advanced syntactic 
parsers currently avaiiahle, the above problem 
can be solved. Some studies in this area were 
based on regular expressions of cue phrases to 
identify edus (e.g., Marcu 2000). However, Re-
deker (1990) found that only 50% of clauses 
contain cue phrases. Segmentation based on cue 
phrases alone is, therefore, insufficient by itself. 
In this study, the segmenter's input is a sen­
tence and its syntactic structure; documents from 
the Penn Treebank were used to get the syntactic 
information. A syntactic parser is going to be 
integrated into our system (see future work). 
Based on the sentential syntactic structure, the 
discourse segmenter checks segmentation rules to 
split sentences into cdus. These rules were cre­
ated based on previous research in discourse 
segmentation (Carlson et al. 2002). The segmen­
tation process also provides initial information 
about the discourse relation between edus. For 
example, the sentence "Mr. Silas Cathcari btiilt a 
shopping mail on some land he owns" maps with 
the segmentation rule 
( NP|NP-SBJ <text!>( SBAR|RRC <text2> ) ) 
In which, NP, SUJ, SBAR, and RRC stand for 
noun phrase, subject, subordinate clause, and te-
duce relative clause respectively. This rule can be 
stated as, "77K? clause attached to a noun phrase 
can be recognized as an embedded unit." 
The system searches for the rule that maps 
with the syntactic structure of the sentence, and 
1 For further information on "cdus". sec (Marcu 2000). 
then generates edus. After that, a post process is 
called to check the correctness of discourse 
boundaries. In the above example, the system 
derives an edu 'lie owns" from the noun phrase 
"some land he owns". The post process detects 
that 'Mr. Silas Cathcart built a shopping mall 
on" is not a complete clause without the noun 
phrase "some land". Therefore, these two text 
spans are combined into one. The sentence is 
now split into two edus "Mr. Silas Cathcari built 
a shopping mall on some land" and "he owns." A 
discourse relation between these two edus is then 
initiated. Its relation's name and the nuclearity 
roles of its text spans arc determined later on in a 
relation recognition-process (see Section 2.2). 
2.1.2 Segmentation by Cue Plirnsc—Step 2 
Several NPs are considered as edus when they 
are accompanied by a strong cue phrase. These 
cases cannot be recognized by syntactic informa­
tion; another segmentation process is, therefore, 
integrated into the syslem. This process seeks 
strong cue phrases from the output of Step I. 
When a strong cue phrase is found, this process 
detects the end boundary of the NP. This end 
boundary can be punctuation such as a semico­
lon, or a full stop. Normally, a new edu is created 
from the begin position of the cue phrase to the 
end boundary of the NP.1 However, this procedure 
may create incorrect results as shown in the ex­
ample below: 
(1) [In 1988, Kidder eked out a $46 million 
profit, tnainlyW because of severe cost 
cutting.] 
The correct segmentation boundary for the sen­
tence given in Example (1) should be the position 
between the comma (',') and the adverb 
"mainly". Such a situation happens when an ad­
verb stands before a strong cue phrase. The post 
process deals with this case by first detecting the 
position of the NP. After that, it searches for the 
appearance of adverbs before the position of the 
strong cue phrase. If an adverb is (bund, the new 
edu is segmented from the start position of the 
adverb to the end boundaty of the NP. Otherwise, 
the new edu is split from the start position of the 
cue phrase to the end boundary of the NP. This is 
shown in the following example: 
(2) (According to a Kidder World story about 
Mi. Mcgargcl.) the linn has to do is 
"position ourselves more in the deal now."] 
Similar to Step 1, Slep 2 also initiâtes discourse 
relations between edus tbat it dérives. The rela­
tion naine and the nuclearity rôle of edus are 
posited later in a relation recognition-process. 
2.2 Sentence-levcl Discourse Parsing 
This module takes edus from the segmenter as 
the input and générâtes discourse trees for each 
sentence. As mentioned in Section 2.1, many 
edus liave already beeu connected in an initial 
relation. The sentence-level discourse parser 
finds a relation naine for the existing relations, 
and then connects ail sub-discourse-trees within 
one sentence into onc (rec. Ail Icavcs (liât corre­
spond to another sub-tree are replaced by the cor-
responding sub-trees, as shown in Exampfe (3) 
below: 
(3) [She knows.vi] fwhat lime you will corne ,vîîf 
because I t«ld lier yesterday.i,] 
The discourse segmenter in Slep I outputs two 
sub-trees, one with two leaves "She knows" and 
"what tinte you will corne"; another with two 
leaves "She knows w/wt time you will corne" and 
"because l told her yesterdaf. The System com­
bines thèse two sub-trees into one tree. This pro-
cess is illustrated in Figure I. 
3.1-3.2 3.1-3.3 
Elaboration Cause 
Figure I. The discourse structure of text (3) 
Syntactic information is used to figure out which 
discourse relation holds belween text spans as 
well as their nuclearity rôles. For example, the 
discourse relation between a reporting clause and 
a reported clause in a sentence is an Elaboration 
relation. The reportîng clause is the nuclcus; (lie 
reported clause is the satellite in this rchtion. 
Cue phrases are also used to detect the con­
nection between edus, as shown in (4): 
(4) [He came late] [because of the traf fie.] 
The cue phrase "because of signais a Cause c-
lation between the clause containing this cue 
phrase and ils adjacent 'clause. The clause con­
taining "because of is llic satellite in a relation 
between this clause and its adjacent clause. 
To posit relation naines, we combine several 
factors, including syntactic information, cue 
phrases, NP-cues, VP-cues3, and cohesive de-
vices (e.g., synonyins ,ànd hyponyms derived 
from WordNet) (Le and Abeysinghe 2003). With 
the presenled method of constructing sentential 
discourse trees based on syntactic information 
and cue phrases, coinbiuâtorial explosions cart l>c 
prevented and still get accurate analyses. 
3 Text-lcvel Discourse Annlyzing 
3.1 Searcli Space 
The original search space of a discourse parser is 
enonnous (Maren 2000). Thereforc, a crucial 
problcni in discourse parsing is scnrch-spacc c-
duction. In Ihis study, this problcm was solvcd by 
using constraints about textual Organization and 
lex tuai adjacency. 
Normally» each téxt lias an organizational 
framework, which consists of sections, para-
graphs, etc., to express a communicative goal. 
Each textual unit complètes an argument or a 
topic that the writer intends to convey. Thus, a 
text span should have semantic links to text spans 
in the same textual unit before Connecting with 
text spans in a différent one. Marcu (2000) ap­
plied this constraint by generating discourse 
structures at each levé! of granularity (e.g., para­
graphe section). The discourse trees at one level 
are used to build the discourse trees at the higher 
level, until the discourse tree for the en tire text is 
generated. Although this approach is good for 
deriving ail valid discourse structures that repre-
sent the text. it is not optimal when only some 
discourse trees arc requited. This is because the 
parser cannot détermine how many discourse 
trees should be generated for each paragraph or 
section. In this research, we apply a différent ap­
proach to control the Icvels of granularity. In-
stead of processing one textual unit at a time, wé 
use a block-level-score to connect the text spanS 
2 An NP-cue (VP-cuc) is a special noun (verb) in the NP 
(VP) tbat signais discourse relations. 
lhat are in (lie saine texlual unit. A detailed de­
scription of the block-level-score is presented in 
Section 3.2. The parser complètes ils task when 
the required number of discourse Irees that cover 
the entire text is achicvecl. 
The second factor that is used to reduce the 
search space is the textual adjacency constraint. 
Tltis is one of the four main constraints in con-
strucfing a valid discourse structure (Mann and 
Thompson 1988). Based on this constraint, we 
only consider adjacent text spans in generating 
uew discourse relations. This approach reduces 
the search space remarkably, sińce most of the 
text spans corresponding to sub-trees in the 
search space are not adjacent. Tins search space 
is much smaller (han the one in Matcu's (2000) 
becatise Marcu's sysletn générales iill possible 
trees, and then uses this constraint lo filter the 
inappropriate onais. 
3.2 Algorithin 
To generale discourse structures at the text-levcl, 
the consdnints of textual organisation and textual 
adjacency are used to initiale ail possible con­
nections among text spans. Then, ail possible 
discourse relations betwcen text spans are posited 
based on eue phrases, NP-cues, VP-cues and 
other cohesive devices (Le and Abeysiughe 
2003). Dased on \\m relation setj t!ic system 
should generale the best discourse liées, ench of 
which covers the entire text. This problem can bc 
considered as searching for the best solution of 
combining discourse relations. An algorithm that 
minimizes the search space and maximizes the 
tree's quaîity needs to be found. We apply a 
beam search, which, i s the optimization of the 
best-first search where only a predelennined 
number of paths are kepi as candidates. This al­
gorithm is described in detail below. 
A sel called Subtrees is used to store sub-trees 
that hâve been created duriug (lie constructing 
process. This set Starts with sentential discourse 
trees. As sub-trees corresponding to contiguous 
text spans are grouped togetlier to form bigger 
Irees, Subtrees contains fewer and fevver mem-
bers. When Subtrees'contams only onc tree, this 
tree will represent the discourse structure of the 
input text. Ail possible relations that can be used 
to construct bigger Irees at a tinic ( form a ly-
pothesis set Potential!!. Lach relation in this set, 
which is called a hypolhesis, is assigned a score 
calted a hettristic-score,- which is equal to the 
total score of ail discourse eues contributing to 
this relation. A cue's score is betwcen 0 and 100, 
depending on ils certninty in signaling a specific 
relation. This score can bc optinuzcd by a train-
ing process, which évaluâtes the correetness of 
the parser's output with the discourse trees frotn 
an exisling discourse corpus. At presenl, thèse 
scores are assigned by ouï empirical researcli. 
In order to control the textual block level, each 
sub-tree is assigned a block-level-score, depend­
ing on the block fevels.of their chitdren. Tins 
block-level-score is added to the heuristic-score, 
aiming at choosing the best combination of sub-
trees to be applied in the next round. The value of 
a block-level-score is set in a différent value-
scale, so that the combinalion of sub-tices in the 
same textual block always lias a higher priorily 
than that in a différent block. 
• If two sub-trees are tri the same paragraph, 
the tree that connects thèse sub-lrees will 
bave the hlnck-tevèl-scnre = (). 
• II' two sub-lrecs aie in dilleicnt pnr;igiaphs, 
the block-level-score of their parent tree is 
equal to -1000 * (Li-LO), in which LO is the 
paragraph level, Li is the lowest block level. 
that two sub-lrees are in the same unit. For** 
example, if two sub-trees are in the saine 
section liut in d i f f r a l paragi-aphst and Ihete 
is no subsection in this section; then Li-LO is 
equal to I. The negative value (-1000) mcans 
the higher distance between two text spans, 
the lower combinalorial priority they get. 
When selecting a discourse relation, (lie relation 
corresponding to the node with a higher block-
level-score lias a higher priorily than the node 
with a lower one. If relations bave the same 
btock-level-score, the one with higher heuristic-
score is chosen. 
To simplify the searching process, an accu-
mulated-score is used to store Ihe value of the 
search path. The accumulated-score of a path at 
one step is the highest predicted-score of this 
path at (he previous step. The predicted-score of 
one step is equal to the sum of the accumulated-
score, the heuristic-score and the block-level-
score of this step. Ihe searching process now 
becomes the process of searching for the hy­
polhesis with highest predicted-score. 
At each step of the beam search, we selcct the 
most promising nodes from Poteniialfl lhat have 
1 
been generated so far. If a hypothesis involving 
two text spans <Ti> nnd <Tj> is used, thc new 
sub-tree created by joining Ihe two sub-lrccs cor-
responding (o thèse text spans is added to Sub-
trecs. Snhtrces is now updalcd so lb;il il docs nol 
contain overlapping sub-lrees. PatentialH is also 
updated according to the change in Sttbtrees. The 
relations between the new sub-tree and ils adja­
cent sub-trees in Subtrecs are created and added 
to PotentialH. 
Ail hypothèses computed by the discoursc 
parser are stored in a hypothesis set called 
StoreâH. Tins set is used to guarantee thaï a dis­
course sub-tree will not be created twice. When 
detecting a relation between two text spans, the 
parser first looks for tins relation in StorcdH to 
check wbcther il bas nlrcndy been created or hot. 
If it is not found, it will be generated by a dis-
course relation rucognizer. 
The most promising node front PotentialH is 
again sefected and thc process continues. A bit of 
depth-flrst searching occurs as the most promis -
ihg brandi i§ explôrcd. If» solution is not fourni, 
the system will start looking for a less promising 
node in one of the higher-level branches that had 
been ignored. The tast node of the old brandi is 
stored in the System. The searching process e-
turtis to this node when ail the olhers get bad 
enough that it is again the most promising path. 
In our algorithm, we limit the branches that the 
search algorithm cari switch to by n number M. 
This number is chosen to be 10, as in expetï-
ments we found that it is large enough to dérive 
good discourse trees. If Subtrecs contains only 
one tree, this tree will be added to the tree's set.3 
The searching algorithm finishes when the num­
ber of discourse trees is equal to the number of 
trees required by the user. Since the parser 
searches for combinations of discourse relations 
that maximize the accwniitated-score, which rep-
resents the tree's qualily, the trees being gener­
ated are oflen the best descriptions ofthe text. 
4 Evaluation 
The éxperiments were done by testing 20 docu­
ments from the RST Discoursc Trcebank (RST-
DT 2002), including t'en short documents and ten 
1 If no relation is fourni hetween two discowsc sub-lrccs. n 
Joint relation is assigned. Tlius, n discourse ircc thaï covers 
thc eniirc text can always be found. 
long ones. The length of the documents varies 
from 30 words to 1284 words. The syntactic ti-
formation of thèse documents was takeu from 
Penn Treebank, which was used as the input of 
the discoursc segmenter.'in ordci lo cvntuntc ihe 
system, a set of 22 discourse relations (list, sé­
quence, condition, otherwise, hypothetical, an-
lithesis, contras!, concession, cause, resuit, cause-
result, purpose, solutionhood, circumstance, 
manner, means, inteipretation, évaluation, sum-
mary, élaboration, cxplanalion, and joint) was 
used.4 The différence among cause, resuit and 
cause-result is the nuclenrily role of text spans. 
We also canried oui another évaluation with the 
set of 14 relations, which was created by group-
ing similar relations in the sel of 22 relations. The 
RST corpus, which was created by hiimnns, was 
used as the standard discoursc trees for our 
évaluation. We computed the output's accuracy 
on seven levéis shown below: 
• Level I - The accuracy of discourse seg­
ments. Il was calculated by comparing the 
segment boundarics assigned by thc dis-
course segmenter with the boundaries as­
signed in the coquis. 
• Level 2 - The accuracy of text spans' combi­
naron at the sentcncc-level. Thé system gén­
érâtes a correct combinalion if it connects the 
saine texl spans as the corpus. 
• Level 3 - The accuracy of thc nuclenrily role 
of text spans at thc scnfcucc-lcvcl. 
• Level 4 - The accuracy of discourse relations 
at the sentence-level, using thc set of 22 reta­
lióos (level 4a), and thc set of 14 relations 
(level 4b). 
• Level 5 - The accuracy of lext spans' combi- , 
nation for the entire text. , J 
• Level 6 - The accuracy ofthe nuclearity role 
of text spans for the entire text. 
• Level 7 - The accuracy of discourse relations 
for Ihe entire lext, ustng the set of 22 ren­
iions (level 7a), and thc set of 14 relations 
(level 7b). 
Thc system performance when (lie output of a 
syntaclic parser is used as the input of our dis­
coursc segmenter will be evaluated in the future, 
when a syntactic parser is integrated with our 
system. It is also úiteresting to evalúate the per-
4 Sec (l.c and Abcysinghc 2003) Tor a dclailcd description of 
this disenurse relation set. 
i 
Level i 2 3 4a 4b 5 6 7a 7b 
System 
Précision 88.2 68.4 61.9 53.9 54.6 54.5 47.8 39.6 40.5 
Recall 85.6 64.4 58.3 50.7 51.4 52.9 46.4 38.5 39.3 
F-score 86.9 66.3 60.0 52.2 53.0 53.7 . 47.1 39.1 39.9 
Human 
Précision 98.7 88.4 82.6 69.2 74.7 73.0 ! 65.9 53.0 57.1 
Recall 98.8 88.1 82.3 68.9 74.4 72.4 65.3 52.5 56.6 
F-score 98.7 88.3 82.4 69.0 74.5 72.7 65.6 52.7 56.9 
F-score(Human) -
F-score(System) 
(1.8 22 22.4 16.8 21.5 19.0 18.5 13.7 17.0 
Table I. Oui system performance vs. human performance 
fonnancë of the discourse parser when the cor­
rect discourse segments generated by an analyst 
are used as the input, so lhat we can calculate the 
nccuriicy of our system in dctcnniniug dïscoursc 
relations. This évaluation will bc donc in our fu­
ture work. 
In our experiment, Ihe output of the previous 
process was us6d ns the input of the process fol-
lowing it. Therefore, the accurncy of one level is 
affected by the accuracies of the previous levels. 
The human performance was considcred as tlic 
upper bound for our discoursc parser's perform­
ance. This value was obtained by evaluating the 
agreement between human annotaiors using 53 
double-aniiotated documents from (lie R S T cor­
pus. The perfonnance of our system and human 
agreement are represented by précision, recall, 
and F-score5, which are shown in Table 1. 
The F-score of our discourse segmenter is 
86.9%, while the F-score of human agreement is 
98.7%. The level 2's F-score of our system is 
66.3%, which means the error in this case is 
28.7%. This error is the accumulation of errors 
made by the discourse segmenter and errors in 
discourse combinatton, given correct discourse 
segments. With the set of 14 discourse relations, 
the F-score of discourse relations at the sentence-
tevel using 14 relations (53.0%) is higher than 
the case of using 22 relations (52.2%). 
The most récent senlencc-levcl discoursc 
parser providing good results is SPADE, which is 
reported in poricut and Marcu 2003). SPADE 
includes two probabilistic modcls that can be 
used to identify edus and build scntencc-lcvel 
discourse parse trecs. The RST corpus was also 
used in Soricut and Marcu (S&M)'s experiment, 
in which 347 articles vvere used as the training set 
and 38 ones were used as the test set. S&M 
evaluated their system using slightly différent 
criteria than those used in this research. They 
computcd (lie accurncy of the drscoutsc seg­
ments, and the accurncy of the sentcnce-levet 
discourse trees wilhôiit labels, with 18 labels and 
with 1 10 labels. It is not elear how the sentenec-
level discourse trecs are considered ns correct. 
The performance given by the human annotation 
agreement reported by S&M is, therefore, différ­
ent than the onc used in this paper. To compare 
the performance between our system and SPADE 
at the sentence-Ievel, we calcula ted the différence 
of F-score between the system and the annlyst. 
Table 2 présents (lté performance of S P A D U 
when syntactic trees from the Penn Treebank 
were used as the input. 
Discourse Un- 110 18 la­
segments labelled labels bels 
SPADE 84.7 73.0 52.6 56.4 
Human 98.3 92.8 71.9 77.0 
F-score(H) 13.6 19.8 19.3 20.6 
- F-score(S) 
5 Ttic F-scorc is a mcasurc cnmbining into a single figure. 
We use tlic F-score version in whicli précision <P) and recall 
(R) atc weighied cquntly, dcfïncd ns 2*I**R/[P ' R). 
Table 2. SPADE perfonnance vs. human per­
formance 
Table I and Table 2 show that the discourse 
segmenter in our study bas a better performance 
than SPADE. We considered the évaluation of 
the "Unlabelled" case in S&M's experiment as 
the évaluation of Level 2 in oui experiment. The 
values shown in Table 1 and Table 2 imply that 
the error generated by our System is considered 
similnr to the onc in SPADE. 
To our knowledge, fhere is only one report 
about a discourse parser at the text-level that 
measures accuracy (Marcu 2000). When using 
WS.I documents from the Penn Treebank, 
Marcu's dccision-tiee-based discouise patset c-
ceived 21.6% recall and 54.0% précision for the 
I 
span nuclearily; 13.0% recall and 34.3% preci­
sion for discourse relations. The recall is more 
important than the precision since we want dis­
course relntlon* Ihnt run fi» correct on pniwfhlo, 
Therefore, the discourse parser presented in this 
paper shows a better performance. I lowever, 
more work needs to be done to improve the sys­
tem's reliability. 
As shown in Table I, the accuracy of the dis­
course trees given by human agreement is not 
high, 52.7% in case of 22 relations and 56.9% in 
case of 14 relations. This is because discourse is 
too complex and ill defined to easily generate 
rules that can automatically derive discourse 
structures. Different people may create different 
discourse trees for the same text (Mann and 
Thompson 1988). Because of the multiplicity of 
RST analyses, the discourse parser should be 
used as an assistant rather than a stand-alone 
system. 
5 Conclusions 
We have presented a discourse parser and evali-
ated it using the RST corpus. The presented dis­
course parser is divided into two levels: sentence-
level and texUlevel. The experiment showed that 
syntactic information and cue phrases are quite 
effective in constructing discourse structures at 
the sentence-level, especially in discourse seg­
mentation (86.9% F-score). The discourse trees at 
the text-level were generated by combining the 
hypothesized discourse relations among non-
overlapped text spans. We concentrated on solv­
ing the combinatorial explosion in searching for 
discourse trees. The constraints of textual adja­
cency and textual organization, and a beam 
search were applied to find the best-quality trees 
in a search space that is much smaller than the 
one given by Marcu (2000). The experiment on 
documents from the RST corpus showed that the 
proposed approach could produce reasonable re­
sults compared to human annotator agreements. 
To improve the system performance, future work 
includes refining the segmentation rules and im­
proving criteria to select optimal paths in the 
beam search. We would also like to integrate a 
syntactic parser to this system. We hope this re­
search will aid the development of text process­
ing such as text summarization and text 
generation. 
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